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ABSTRACT

RACIAL CATEGORIZATION OF MULTIRACIAL CHILDREN IN THE SCHOOLS

FEBRUARY 1995
JANE AYERS CHIONG,
M.E.,

B.A.

HUNTER COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON

Ed.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by Jerri Willett,

Multiracial

children,

multiple racial unions,
possibly not being met

Ed.D.

who are the offspring of

have unique needs which are
in the

schools because,

among

other things,

they are racially categorized on the

basis of

race only"

"one

monoracial

on school

forms.

This

categorization has become a visible symbol

that acts as a foundation for a much wider array of
experiences and situations

in our schools and

communities which affect the racial
multiracial

children.

This

self-image of

incomplete categorization

affects awareness and funding for supportive measures
which should be available to them.
The basic question which this dissertation raises
is the question of whether the needs of
children are being met
this question,

in the schools.

the school's racial

procedures as predominant

v

cultural

interracial
In order to study

categorization
forms were

investigated

by way of
resources,

its

instruments—school

forms,

curriculum,

cultural progrmming and school material

In order to answer these questions,

this

culture.

inquiry

utilized predominantly two methods of data collection:
1)

documentation analysis of government and school

and 2)

semi-structured

informants.

interviews with teachers as

To establish a

the research,

focus

a theory of radical

to critically analyze

interracial

key

for the direction of
pedagogy was used

the role of the schools

fostering or obstructing a more positive
in

forms

children and a theory of

in

racial

identity

classification

to provide a framework to analyze both the nature and
language of our racial
instruments

categorization procedures and

its'

in the schools.

This dissertation found that the schools do
unknowingly make the normal
process problematic for at

racial

identity development

least some of those students

Who might want to select more than one racial
Multiracial
racial

identity.

children's invisibility in the schools'

categorization procedures mirrors a wider range of

their invisibility in school

curriculum,

programs,

class discussions,

and other artifacts of school

culture.

Therefore,

child can come

books,

cultural

before support for the multiracial

into being,

there needs to be an alteration

in the classification of multiracial

VI

children.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
A.

Problem Statement

Racial
become

categorization of children has

increasingly important as a measure to ascertain

diverse needs among students as well

as the appropriate

manner by which teachers might respond to such needs
through increased awareness and understanding.
concern which emanates

The

from such awareness and

understanding becomes evident through the development of
new curriculum,

cultural

enrichment programs,

and other

policy changes which affect children.
Interracial

children who are the offspring of

multiple racial unions,
being met because,

have unigue needs which are not

among other things,

they are

categorized on the basis of one race only on school
forms.

This

incomplete categorization affects

for supportive measures e.g.

curriculum,

books,

funding
cultural

programming and other resources and materials which should
be available to meet these children’s unique needs,
especially those needs that relate to racial
Racial
schools,

categorization creates dilemmas

also.

for the

They must categorize children of mixed

ancestry on school
only one race.

identity.

forms and,

in so doing,

In consequence,

1

must report

they must arbitrarily

choose between heritages which only partially describe
the background of

interracial

children.

Most often,

these forms contain clear

instructions

Box-Only"

children get categorized

and interracial

to

"Check-One-

racially in a variety of unsystematic ways.
the schools are

In addition,

left unaware of the damage they might be

doing to those children and the extent to which they are
agents of mistaken policies.

Those policies are both the

cause and mirror of a society that is still
with its own issues of racial and cultural

struggling
identity.

The

problems encountered by racially mixed children and their
schools,

therefore,

merely reflect the difficulties this

nation in incorporating more pluralistic vaiues
expanded,

more inclusive sense of cultural

into an

identity.

Interracial children need and deserve the wider
support of their schools and communities—from textbooks
to cultural programs.
being,

Before such support can come

there might need to be an alteration in the

classification of multiracial children.
if

it

into

is not to be a mere mechanical

in place only after teachers and the

That alteration,

effort,

can be put

larger community

become aware of the unigue problems currently faced by
interracial children and the extent to which the forms
used for racial
There

identification compound those problems.

is overwhelming evidence in the

literature

which shows that rariai
,
mat racial self-concept affects well being

2

and school

performance.

interracial
their racial

Recent studies

illustrate that

children experience ambivalence
identity

source of ambivalance

(Arnold and Spivey,

regarding

1984).

One

is the way in which interracial

children are racially categorized in the schools.
dissertation examines how interracial
categorized
forms and

in the schools,

informally through teachers'

for racial

documentation of

the classroom might be sites
interracial

children.

ambivalence that

for

school

interracial

racial

identity in

identity struggles

Therefore,

interracial

reporting of

In effect,

children and how teachers discuss

for

children are

both formally on school

their awareness and behaviors.
policies

This

much of the

children face might bear

significant relationship to racial

categorization—

categorization which is often arbitrary and based
on one race only.

B.

Research Questions

The primary guestion this dissertation seeks
answer

is whether or not the school's

procedures

categorization

from formal documentations to teacher

awareness and behaviors—influence how the
child might feel
interracial

to

about their racial

interracial

identity.

For

if a

child perceives himself/herself monoracially,

they are affirmed by current categorization policies and

3

and are not
whereby,
are

if they view themselves

multiracial

invisible

in multiple ways;

children do not

"count"

in how society views them.

In order to explore this question,
to examine both the

it

language of the school

how teachers relate to

interracial

discussing

issues of cultural

students.

The

is

forms and

identity with their

institutional moments where teachers
categorization of

children will be examined;

what occurred and

the nature of the negotiation that took place
those choices.

This study will

resources available
school

texts,

important

children when

decisions about the racial
interracial

and therfore,

also explore the

for the multiracial

curriculum,

in making

child—from

teacher resources and materials

to cultural programming--and

its'

implications

for

teacher education.
Therefore,
1.

this dissertation will

What the

examine:

literature suggests about the nature of

identity issues and its

relationship to how interracial

children are categorized?
2.

What are the

formal

documents which categorize

school

and federal

interracial

children,

their characteristics and the characteristics of
supplementary government notations which
how these

forms are

implemented

influence

in the schools?

3. What are the characteristics of how teachers

4

perceive

interracial

children racially and how might this

affect how interracial
4.

children see themselves?

What are the resources and materials available

the schools both to teachers,
interracial
5.

in

the community and

children themselves?

What are the

implications

for teacher education,

educational policy and how might this

suggest further

research?
In order to answer these questions,
were gathered from parents,

teachers,

school documents

principals,

school

and government administrative offices and examined for
content and the significance of the
shaping of racial

identity.

I

also conducted semi-

structured interviews with teachers
in the greater Boston area,

language to the

in two public schools

Cambridge and Newton based

on an open ended questionnaire that

I

formulated based on

the above research questions.

C.

Significance of the Study

This study will be of greatest
and children of multiracial
school

administrators,

interest to parents

families,

teachers and

or any other professional whose

work requires an understanding of the dynamics of
multiracial

families and individuals,

psychologists and social workers.
of special

especially

This

research will be

interest to the administrative personnel who

5

are agents of racial
schools.

It will

categorization procedures

also relate,

although

in the

less directly,

to a better understanding of the broader concerns of
race relations

in this

country.

The topic of multiracial

families and

individuals has been one of the most undeveloped
areas of study despite the
always been
marriages
c)

in existence,

is

facts that a)
b)

they have

the rate of multiracial

increasing in greater proportions and

this group could act as valuable resources to the

wider concerns of

racism in society.

For the most part,
multiracial

families

unstable due to
literature,

recorded

suggested that this group

its marginality in society.

until very recently,

from a negative perspective,
Social

information about
is

The

is old and written

though unsubstantiated.

scientists who have studied racial

intermarriage often raise the same questions about
the

following negative

issues:

instability of such marriages
1973;

Gordon,

children

1964),

(Gibbs,

negative motives
Porterfield,

Lyles,

for marrying
social

families and communities
history of

legal

(Conor,

1976;

De Vos,

identity confusion in their

1987;

1987),

the stability or

1985;

(Jeter,

isolation

(Spickard,

and social

6

Sommers,

1964)

1985,
from their

1979)

and the

controls against

,

such unions
the

(Gordon,

literature

lacks

1964;

Spickard,

1979).

What

is an honest attempt to suggest

that these are external pressures that might be
relieved through social
is responsible
Hence,

it

change

in the

society which

for their existence.
is

clear that changes must occur

about the way in which the American public perceives
them.

As has been adequately reported

literature,

wider community acceptance

issue to their well being
1986).

is a key

(Johnson and Nagoshi,

Research which examines some of these

external
useful

in the

factors

to

in society would yield information

increasing the multi-racial well-being of

multiracial

families and society at

The proposed research will

add a perspective which has

been missing from studies of
multiracial

children,

large.

identity issues of

the perspective offered by

analyzing how the schools racially categorize
multiracial
awareness,

children and how this affects teacher's
behaviors and other supportive measures.

The particular focus of this study on racial
categorization and teacher’s awareness and behavior
makes a connection between two important areas
multicultural
psychology.
racial

education,
The

in

school policy and school

fact that school

policy supports

categorization based on one race only might

7

suggest a genuine lack or denial of awareness for
multiracial children in the schools which would
affect teacher's behaviors toward multiracial
children.

Also,

in teacher education programs,

multicultural textbooks and curriculum,
discussions and in educational research,
child is practically non-existent.

in

in class
the multiracial

This might result in

a lack of inclusion in other supportive measures in the
schools which are available for other students e.g.
cultural programs,
Society,

library books,

class discussions,

and those persons and institutions

r®Pr®senting society,

need to be aware of issues

interracial children may be facing.

Current racial

categorization procedures in the schools,
one race only,
therefore,

based on

do not recognize multiple races and

interracial children.

Thus,

the schools

might problematically be framing only monoracial
possibilities for multiracial children because
a) documents that are used to determine who gets
resources,

etc.

b)

teacher's awareness and beliefs

that affect decisions that teacher's make and
c)

supportive measures,

such as programs,

books

and other resources do not acknowledge the unique
needs of interracial children.
There is also the broader concern of the racial
categorization issue with which this research can be

8

etc.

placed.

The

limiting of racial

categorization to one

race only reflects the historical

sanctions

imposed

against multiracial marriages

in this country.

categorization of multiracial

children reflects a society

that

is

still

so

illogical

with its own issues of

about race and still

identity.

transition.

it means

Clearly,

from a singular,

remain

is moving away

inclusive resolution.

individual mirrors the difficulties
in incorporating pluralistic values

into a multiculture.

Although so

little external

is available to guide the racially mixed

individual

in

fixed notion of the American cultural

The racially mixed

support

"to be American"

more

towards resolving their

in a positive manner,

identity options

perhaps additional

about how the multiracial

child

research

is perceived and

treated in the schools could assist with some of
these answers.

9

to

necessary

we are a nation that

identity toward an expanded,

this nation faces

struggling

As America continues

become populated by Third World peoples,
alterations of what

Racial

CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The primary focus of this dissertation is
investigate the schools as

influential

sites

fostering or obstructing positive ethnic
interracial

children.

In particular,

examine the school1s racial
and

its affect on how

to

for

identity in

it will

categorization practices

interracial

children are

perceived and serviced in the schools.
The basic theoretical
raises

question which this thesis

is the one which most determines

its

relevance to the field of education--the question of
whether the needs of
met

in the schools.

I will

interracial

In order to study this question,

investigate racial

as predominant cultural

categorization procedures

forms

affecting how interracial
their

instrumental

in

children come to shape

ideas about themselves.

analysis,

children are being

In order to guide my

this thesis will utilize two theoretical

approaches to establish a focus
of the research.

Firstly,

for the direction

a theory of radical

pedagogy will be utilized to critically analyze
the role of the schools
a more positive racial
children.

Secondly,

in fostering or obstructing
identity in

interracial

a theory of classification will
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be utilized to provide a framework to analyze
both the nature of racial
in the schools and its'
attitudes,

materials,

categorization procedures

instruments;

school

forms

for example,

curriculum and

other classroom situations.
In addition,

underlying this

investigation

are theories of self-concept development.
of the

literature on interracial

field of psychology,
issues

for

A review

children

in the

provides evidence that

interracial

identity

children are a major concern

which needs to be addressed

(Gibbs,

Murphy-Shiegematsu,

Furthermore,

1986).

1987;

families have frequently acknowledged
organizational newsletters that

Arnold,

1984;

interracial

in their

identity ambivalence

is part of a wider problem fostered by an unsupportive
society still
identity,
Houston,

confused about

(e.g.

I-PRIDE,

its own issues of

San Francisco;

racial

THE COMMUNIQUE,

Texas)

A.

Radical

Pedagogical Thought

Sociology is a rhetorical
activity"
— Paul Atkinson, p. 10

One has only to think about the simple
contradiction in the
than one"

fact that children

"of more

race are still being categorized in the

11

schools as

if they were

"of only one"

race to

surmise that the role that the schools play in the
identity formation of

interracial

be critically analyzed,
"radically"

changed.

and perhaps

The

were formulated at all

children needs to
indeed

fact that

such practices

and are still being

perpetuated in the schools without question

leads

to a whole host of questions about the complex
interconnections between the construction of
identity and the cultural
still being maintained.

context

in which it

The questions

contradiction poses compels us to
categorization procedures

is

that such a

investigate racial

in a wider context,

as a

particular representation of the dominant culture,
(see Root,

M.,Racial1v Mixed People

in America)

According to Giroux and other radical
theorists,

educators are

just beginning to realize

the relationships between school practices,
wider society e.g.

the dominant culture,

transformation of that culture.

and the

"The cutting edge

of this perspective

is

macro

larger society to micro

forces

in the

its

insistence on connecting

analysis such as classroom studies.
Teachers as Transformers,

the

p.

27).

"

(Giroux,

Furthermore,

Giroux cites Michael Apple who asks a series of
questions pertinent to our analysis:

12

"...'why and how particular aspects of the
collective culture are presented in
schools as objective, factual knowledge?
How concretely may official knowledge
represent ideological configurations of
the dominant interests in a society?
How
do schools legitimate these limited and
Partial standards of knowing as
unquestioned truths?" (Giroux, p. 27)
Against the traditional

claim that the

schools

were only instructional

sites,

critics

radical

pointed to the transmission and reproduction of a
dominant culture
ways

in the schools and

in which the schools official practices might

provide a template by which other
procedures or aspects of the
1 *6*

illuminate the

lan9uage used,

resources,

rituals,

informal

"hidden curriculum"

teachers'

attitudes,

curriculum,

and other

informal methods might

mirror that template and be just as

important

often more

curriculum.

important)

as the formal

(and

Such practices are viewed as the effect of wider
social

"forms"

often

imposed on a culture which

radical pedagogy insists must be analyzed in
order to achieve an understanding about that
culture.

According to Spindler,

"People can

transmit culture without knowing that they do so.
Probably more culture
with conscious

intent"

is transmitted this way than
(1967,

p.

283).

Many educators have noted these concerns.
Bennet discusses the current multicultural education

13

movement as aiming toward achieving eguity of
educational opportunity.

"It aims to transform the

total

especially the hidden

school

environment,

curriculum e.g.

teacher's attitudes and

expectations..."

(1990,

p.ll).

Laurenetis suggests

critical pedagogy in which there
of the

"official

curriculum"

f—^spresentations as
histories.

is an

interrogation

of the schools and the

reflected

in

"forgotten"

Me Laren suggests an examination of the

schools as a ritual performance.

"Rituals may be

perceived as carriers of cultural

codes that shape

students perceptions and ways of understanding;
inscribe both the
grammar'

of school

Yet,

'surface structure'
culture

(Me Laren,

the curious and powerful

and why the current multicultural
movement missed this

this dissertation.

1986,

p.26).

question is how
educational

issue to be undertaken

is unimportant since racial

rituals that are meant to
germane to

investigation is the understanding that

"rituals

symbolically transmit societal and cultural
ideologies,

and that

ideologies do their

in

categorization

ignored and therefore are meaningless,

this

'deep

While one may argue that such an

systems are merely school
be

and

they

inequity concerning interracial

children remains a serious

oversight

a

it

is possible to know how

'work'

14

by examining the key

symbols and root paradigms of the
Laren,

1986,

p.

ritual

system

(Me

26).

Could educational

scholars and teachers

unknowingly transmit unquestioned attitudes,

norms

and beliefs which seriously inhibit the very ideas
of the pluralistic principals they propose by
omitting them from their scholarly research and
classroom practices?

Such omissions,

interconnectedness to the omissions
racial

and

in our school

categorizations need to be examined

the context of their omissions
Thus,

the schools as

transmit perceptions about
through both formal

and

its

in

in wider society.

institutions which
interracial

children

informal procedures,

through

both conscious and unconscious means must be
carefully analyzed in all

its

"cultural

forms"

order to unravel whether the schools serve
transforming a positive racial
interracial

children.

in

identity for

Furthermore,

in order

educators to correct their perceptions,
understand the socio-political

in

forces

for

they should

in which such

inequities are rooted so that a subsequent change
these pedagogical practices could become,
effective tool

for transforming positive

in interracial

children.

15

in

in fact,
identities

an

B.

Classificatory Theoretical

Since how interracial

children are classified

in our society and in the schools
the major

Thought

in particular

is

focus of this dissertation a theory of

classification will be utilized in order to
understand the true nature and meaning
occurs

in the categorization process and how this

affects how they are perceived.
less
the

Meaning is derived

in the consciousness of social
forms of

language as a central

hidden meaning and
is

in what

actions than in
force

in revealing

interpreting our experiences.

This

important to the analysis of this dissertation

regarding the
interracial

language used to categorize the

child

in the schools.

Giroux is worth guoting at

length on this

subject:
"...one of the most important elements at work
m the construction of experience and
subjectivity in the schools is language.
In
this case, language intersects with power in
the way particular linguistic forms structure
and legitimate the ideologies of specific
groups.
Intimately related to power
language functions to both position and
constitute the way that teachers and students
aeiine, mediate and understand their relation
to each other, school knowledge, the institute
of schooling and the larger society " (1988

p. 30) .

Therefore,

y

the question,

"Why are children of

more than one race classified on the basis of only

16

one race?

points not only to how language does not

reflect the true nature of the experience but that
language can define and obstruct the ordering of our
perceptions.
to

To answer our question one might begin

look at how such a practice could be rooted in

supporting the
^or

ideologies of the dominant

monoracial

language

is used,

classifies them is also monoracial

culture.

then how society
and therefore how

society perceives and services their needs will
reflect this taxonomy of society and not that of
interracial
At
racial

children.

issue is whether the formal

language of our

categorization system suppresses any

questions the dominant culture

finds too difficult

to raise about the complex interconnections between
what the schools teach and the socio-political
pressures that the multiracial
multiracial
cross

child feels.

And are

children positioned into bearing the

for the difficulties this nation faces about

its own confused racial
linguistic change

identity?

How would a

in this racial ordering upset

those currently benefiting from its current system
of ordering their racial
interracial

experience?

children visible,

what problems do we

pose for society by creating a voice
their multiple status?

By making

for affirming

How do we even talk about

17

race unless we speak

in very race-specific terms.

Durkheim and Mauss
on the social

(1903)

who first

insisted

foundation of classificatory logic,

concluded that classification systems were not
innate

(or

indeed psychologically derived),

i-nstead products of society
fundamental

(or culture)

to the notion that humans

they are taught to classify.
that our

institutions

shapes our thinking,
the

"correctness"

but were

is

classify as

Mary Douglas

stresses

classify information which
does our thinking and maintains

of our thinking,

"To know how to

resist the classifying pressures of our

institutions,

we would like to start an independent classificatory
exercise.

Unfortunately,

all

the classifications

that we have for our thinking with are provided
ready-made,

along with our social

thinking about society,

life.

For

we have at hand the

categories we use as members of society speaking to
each other about ourselves.

These actor's

categories work at every possible
P.

level"

(1986,

99).
Furthermore,

Lincoln

(1989)

classification as an effective
speaks,
power

of the

"tyranny"

in a broader sense

who also wrote of

instrument of society

of taxonomy",

that

is,

its'

for the construction,

deconstruction and reconstruction of society itself.
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Insofar as taxonomies are also
organization of society,
to-better yet,

instruments

those patterns are extended

imposed upon-social

within this system,

for the

groupings...

age and gender,

function as taxonomizers,

that

is,

as well

as

race

each one

establishes an act of discrimination through which
all members of a given class are assigned to one of
two subclasses:

those who possess the trait or

property in question,
p.

and those who do not"

(1989,

223)
Thus,

the schools

how interracial
is

children are perceived

controlled by the

in

language and other

classification systems sanctioned by society to
describe them.

In this approach,

language

functions

to both position and constitute the way teachers and
students define,

mediate and understand their

relation to each other and to the
Interracial

children are

larger society.

in-between classification

systems which need to be carefully analyzed and
revised since

interracial

children are constantly in

process of restructuring their racial

identity and

such classification systems contribute and
shape their ambivalence.
How the schools and society classify
interracial

children might also affect teacher's

perception of them who unconsciously become agents
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of transforming confused identities to
children.

The

language used,

language used,

or the

interracial

lack of

to describe children of more than one

race can grant a certain amount of persuasiveness
how they are perceived.
'cultural wisdom",
and informal

By packaging it as

school

forms and other

categorizations

(Asch,

1956;

There

formal

in the schools,

grant a certain amount of persuasiveness
are perceived.

to

can

to how they

is considerable evidence

Deutsch and Gerard,

1955)

to support

the notion that the judgments of others are used as
information in categorizing ambiguous stimuli which
would reflect teacher's perceptions and ultimately
how interracial

children see themselves.

If the schools are to become agents of
transforming positive racial
interracial

children,

it perceives them.
reprinted in 1975)

identities to

society will

have to alter how

Although Douglas

suggested that categories are

rigid and cannot be easily modified,
ignored,

(1957 and

nor can they be

"Yet they cannot neglect the challenge of

aberrant forms.

Any given system of classification

must give rise to anomalies,

and any given culture

must confront events which seem to defy its
assumptions.

it cannot

its scheme produces..."

ignore the anomalies which
(1966,
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p.

139).

In conclusion,

interracial

children are a

visible and tangible symbol of society's racial
divisions and ambiguities.
categorization procedures

Monoracial
reflect these

inconsistencies and contradictions which the
tenets and unofficial practices
schools uphold,

if unknowingly.

analysis of these procedures
helpful
might be

in our

Perhaps a critical

in our schools would be

to understanding whether or not the schools
limiting multiracial

children to monoracial

identities which could become problematic for some
of them.

Society has the potential

interracial

children by making them invisible so

that they are
this

ignored.

It

is necessary to know if

is happening not only because

problems

to marginalize

it could cause

for them but also because they are growing

in numbers and constitute a potential
to challenge racial

force

categorization procedures

in the

schools as part of the hidden agenda underlying a
racially polarized and rigidly categorized society.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

It

is the purpose of this

investigate how interracial

research to

children are racially

categorized in the schools and how racial
categorization might play an

important role

affecting supportive measures

in

for them.

In order to answer these complex questions,

this

inquiry will be naturalistic and interdisciplinary
in approach and qualitative in methodology.
According to Borg and Gall,

"...qualitative data-

gathering procedures are obviously preferred because
they are considered more amenable to the diversity
of the

"multiple realities"

field situation"
design,

(p.

385).

one finds
Thus,

in a complex

the research

rather than being predetermined and fixed,

will be developed as part of the
Other elements of naturalistic

inquiry process.

inquiry which will

characterize this study include the use of purposive
sampling,

inductive data analysis,

relevant measures,

and other

such as utilizing intuitive

insights and exploring the meanings the participants
attribute to social

situations.
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A.

When

I

Review of the Literature

initiated my research,

argument consisted of the
children would be

my only guiding

fact that my own

interracial

identified by third party members as

a monoracial minority on all
as parents and they as

school

forms,

and that we

children did not have any

meaningful way in affecting how they were

identified

by others and could do nothing that would result
their

identification with more than one race.

knew that

I was not alone

these procedures

more

importantly,

also

in my frustrations since

seemed to be the most

area of concern for

I

in

interracial

important

families.

However,

I was concerned how these very

technical procedures

for racially categorizing them in

the schools could have affected and possibly even shaped
their own racial

identity.

Once I had tentatively identified a problem with
our school's categorization system,
substantial

I

sought to read a

amount of research and theoretical

literature relevant to the

issue.

I wanted to gather

every source of evidence I

could find which would

either support or oppose my concerns about the
influence that current racial

categorization

procedures would have on interracial
schools.

I

conducted an extensive
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students

in the

library search

of historical
areas of
racial

and contemporary sources

study:

identity of

categorization of

As

interracial

interracial

later chapters will

in two

show,

identity issues of interracial

children

and

children.

literature on the

children

included

predominantly primary rather than secondary sources
of research because most of the work conducted in
this

field has been the direct result of the

concerns and observations on the part of the author
who was usually a mixed raced person or parent of
interracial

children.

literature on racial

However,

categorization issues

works that are theoretical
secondary sources.

my review of the
indicates

in nature and drawn from

My work

in this dissertation,

was to draw the

interconnections between the two

areas;

how our system of racial

that

is,

categorization affects the racial

identity of

interracial

in the schools.

As

children as evidenced

I will note again later,

available

literature on

research topic

interracial

in itself.

In fact,

to conduct my literature review,
Boston Public Library,
and Cambridge as well
number of universities

the

lack of
children is a

when I

set out

I went to the

the town libraries of Newton
as the research libraries of a
in the Boston area.

investigated smaller educational
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I

libraries of

also

public schools,

universities and community

bookstores that specialized
books.

in multicultural

Whatever research existed was hard to find

as keywords such as
brought

"interracial",

little or no

not appear

in most

information because they did

library data systems.

the use of the word

"miscengenation"

conducting a more historical
professional

"multiracial"

inquiry.

However,

assisted me
I

in

even had a

library search conducted by a

librarian

at Brandeis University who utilized a multitude

of

keyword combinations.
Meanwhile,

I was gathering valuable

from the multiracial

communities across the

through the newsletters I
telephone conversations

nation

subscribed to and the

I had as a member of the

Association of Multiethnic Americans,
organization based

information

in California.

an umbrella

My association

with this organization as the Director of the only
network for

interracial

families

in the Boston area

proved to be one of the most valuable of resources.
I was provided with a great deal of

information on

the topic and a constant update on the progression
in the multiracial

community in their efforts to

implement a multiracial
school

forms.

category on government and

As a matter of

research on interracial

fact,

most of the

children still
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comes

from

(Fernandez,

Testimony to the U.S.

Representatives,

1993,

House of

p.4).

Upon completion of my initial
review,

literature

I concluded that the topic of racial

categorization of interracial children in the
schools was an important topic to investigate for
personal as well as professional reasons since such
classifications found in our documents,
theoretically,

at least

have the potential to frame and

control racial possibilities for how the public
perceives and services my children and other members
of their community.
In order to gather evidence,
methods of data collection:

I utilized several

documentation analysis

and semi-structured interviews and other
investigative work such as visiting libraries,
writing and phoning government sources,
sources,

school

talking to parents and direct observation and

participation,

for example,

in our government's process

for setting the racial guidelines for our Census,
the single most influence on all school forms.

I

addressed a Sub-Committee of the Office of Management
and Budget and met a number of significant personnel
who had written the racial guidelines for the Census
as we know it and as it is practiced today.

This

direct link of my research to public policy was
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the California Bay area,

often in the form of

unpublished dissertations,
recent years,

articles;

and,

in

in published works etc.

The literature review served several purposes.
First,

it provided the necessary socio-political

background for the study,

including a historical

perspective on racial intermarriage and the racial
identity issues of the multiracial child.

Second,

it

gave me important data because as will be discussed
later in more detail,

previous literature though

highly speculative suggests that interracial
children do indeed have identity problems and thus
such literature has been a site for constructing
negative possibilities for the racial identity of
interracial children who would benefit most by
identifying as a monoracial minority.

Such

historical categorizations bear relevance to how
they are still currently regarded and serviced in
the schools.

Finally,

the literature review

provided information about how some parents feel
about some of these policies which was discussed in
most of the issues in all the newsletters,
magazines,

etc.

nationwide.

"Indeed,

the initial

impetus in the formation of many local interracial
groups across the country has been the classification
of multiracial/ethnic children in the public schools"
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exciting,
Waliman,

especially being able to address,

Katherine

the actual person that had written these

documents.
Hence,

I

found that my work among the

multiracial

family community,

since

had become a part of my research

1979,

project.
vital

Therefore,

source of

I will

it

methods of

my community work emerged as a

information for my data collection.

evoke this

work as

which had been ongoing

information and other

investigative

is relevant to the use of each of my two
inguiry:

documentation or

interview

strategies.

B.

The

Documentation Analysis

important documents

in which interracial

children are racially categorized were
this study.

These written materials

documents retired by the a)

included in

include all

Massachusetts

Department of Education and local

school boards b)

all documents reguired by the federal government
which serve as a binding guide
documents

in all

for filing school

state Boards of Education including

the written memorandums which guide administrators
m their filling out of these forms will be
examined.

Additionally,

written forms

I

examined available

in which students are racially
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categorized in the schools:
registration forms,
census

forms,

addition,
of

books

forms,

school
etc.

In

other materials which might bear evidence

included,

awareness of
for example,

for teachers,

school

attendance

special project applications,

institutional

will be

testing applications,

interracial

children

multicultural

text

written cultural programs,

library books and other relevant sources of

literature.

However,

as will be discussed later,

evidence about these resources was gathered from
teachers as key informants during interviews and
through other investigative work and
the chapter on teacher

is discussed

in

interviews.

I have collected and copied all documents
whenever possible
teachers,

guidance counselors,

administrators,
parents,

from government agencies,

school

principals,

and community librarians,

and bookstores.

This entailed a great deal

of

investigative work on the phone as well

to

libraries,

etc.

reference before I
looking for.

I

school

as trips

often received another

finally found what

School or

I was

library staff were often

certain that educational materials were available
when in almost all

cases they weren't available.

For the most part,

staff members misunderstood my

reguest

for specific materials about
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interracial

*

children with those materials about monoracial
minority children.
Whenever possible,

I

obtained permission to

collect or copy such documents.
documents
parents.

from teachers,

I

obtained

administrators,

and

A number of the government documents

from a parent
others

I

in my Multiracial

Family Network,

solicited over the phone,

wrote

and asked of teachers who were personal
was noted as to whether or not these
only monoracial

came

letters

for

friends.

It

forms mandate

categorizations or whether they

also provide additional options which would be
applicable to the multiracial

child.

In preliminary discussions with school

systems,

it became clear that the ways of collecting racial
categorization data varies with each system.
system,

administrators claimed that parents

In one
fill

out

registration forms which include racial
categorization guestions which are used by teachers
m categorizing children,

while

in other systems,

teachers or administrators answer the guestions.
What I

found to be the case

in both systems

is that

initially parents or students were asked to fill
these

out

forms and if they either refused or failed to

answer the guestions,

an administrator or teacher

filled them out.
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C.

For this study,

Interviews

the use of the semi-structured

interview was used because

"it has the advantage of

being reasonably objective while still permitting a
more thorough understanding of the respondent's
opinions and the reasons behind them"
Gall,

452).

it

(Borg and

is also felt that this approach

affords the opportunity to ask both fact gathering
guestions and open ended guestions to probe for
attitudes and meanings.

Interviews were conducted

both in classrooms as well
(teacher’s

lounges,

as

in other settings

school playgrounds).

The

interview was recorded with informant consent to
ensure

interviewer reliability and to gather more

adequate quotes.
inquiry,

Due to the nature and topic of this

the fact that the researcher

interracial

is a parent of

children was not disclosed,

nor was my

surname given in order to ensure the reliability of
the respondent's answers.
The

interview included both fact gathering

questions to collect both biographical
specific

data and

information about school policies,

resources and other aspects of school
Appendix C).

Open-ended questions were

Probe for attitudes,

culture,

included to

meanings and specific
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(see

instances

when racial

categorization became significantly

important to the teacher's understanding of
multiracial
this

children.

Although it

is the purpose of

inguiry to raise some guestions about the

appropriateness and accuracy of racial
for

interracial

children,

interested in the ways
multiple racial

this

inquiry is also

in which teachers think about

identity and whether and how they

address the subject to their students
Beginning in January,

1991,

conducted with ten public school
the

in the classroom.

a pilot study was
teachers to evaluate

interview questions and techniques.

pilot study is the best
bias and flaws

categorization

"A careful

insurance you have against

in design".

(Borg and Gall,

1989).

Since the topic of study may prove threatening to
some teachers,
potential

the pilot study helped identify this

and subsequent revision and measures were

taken to accommodate these questions.
respondents

In addition,

in the pilot study were asked to repeat

their understanding of the meaning of the question
in their own words.

According to Belson

(1968)

questions can then be revised and retested until

they

are understood by all or most members of the pretest
sample.
As a result of my pilot study,

some questions

were rewritten for clarity and additional questions
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were added.
what does

For example,

when teachers were asked,

interracial mean"

the correct answer was

given 100% of the time only to find out

later that

some of the teachers were confusing it with the word
intercultural".
interracial

Also,

I

had no

idea about how many

children they had experienced or thought

they had experienced which would indicate something
about their frame of reference.
question,

By adding the

How many interracial

class this year?,

children are

last year?",

I was able to

uncover some of the confusion.

For example,

teacher

insisted that she had no

children in her class when,
parents personally.

in your

one

interracial

in fact,

I

knew the

Since the Asian father never

communicated with the teacher there was the
assumption that the children were white.

Other

teachers also started to name students that were
interracial who were not

interracial.

While

I was

not specifically looking for a numbers count with
this question,

it was clear that my original

question alone needed to be supported to ensure
reliability,
thing.

i

its

that we were talking about the same

also gained some additional

information as

this question led a few teachers to talk about their
interracial

students.

I

also added the question,

"Suppose a teacher who had
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interracial children

in

her class,

who also discussed multicultural issues

with her class,

would this teacher include racially

mixed children in her discussions?" Although this
question made some teachers uncomfortable most of
them responded negatively to this question.
Although they may have thought that their school had
understood multicultural issues and portrayed this
to their students,

this question not only helped to

uncover some valuable awareness issues as a number
admitted that they had never thought to talk about
it to their students.
Thirty public school teachers were interviewed
from the towns of Cambridge and Newton.

These two

towns were chosen for comparison because of their
varying socio-economic levels and the amount of
interracial children who are in their districts.
Although statistics are not available for
interracial families and individuals,

it was felt

that Cambridge had a large number of interracial
families and an overall lower socio-economic level
than Newton.

It was important for this study to

determine whether a large population of
interracial families in a town would have an affect
on teacher's awareness.
All interviews were recorded with the
permission of the teacher/informants who were
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informed of both the nature and the purpose of the
study.

They were told that they could withdraw from

the study at any time and that they could refuse to
answer any questions which they did not
comfortable

in answering.

feel

Written consent was

sought from all participants.

D.

Data Analysis

The data reported in the

findings were

gathered utilizing standard qualitative methods and
analyzed utilizing a modified analytic
method,

through which our school's

culture",

"categorization

themes and any additional

emerged from my observations,
documentation analysis and
and interpreted.

induction

questions which

investigative work,

interviews were explored

In addition,

my role as a

participant observer among the multiracial

and teacher

communities all play a part in my data analysis.
I

saw my role as an observer who participates

in this project as a member of both the teaching
community and the multiracial

community which brings

to the project increased sensitivity and potential
to gain rapport with and support from both
constituencies.

As will be noted later,

has been crucial

to my research.

whether I

Additionally,

am reviewing written racial
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such access

documentation.

conducting on-site
or other

interviewing in schools,

investigative work,

the

libraries

interplay of both my

extensive work among the multiracial

community and

teacher experience has afforded me a certain
sensitivity in my observations and analysis of
available data.
While I

have a bias

in support of a multiracial

category because of this background,

I have

attempted to exclude such sensitivities

from

impairing my vision and in drawing my conclusions.
Before or during my teacher interviews,

I

have

refrained from evoking my position and disengaged my
role from reporting in any other than a straightforward
and honest manner.

Any evidence whereby my position

was not affirmed was also consciously recorded.
As has been noted,

complex

issues were

developed and validated with multiple methods and
varieties of data.

A review of the

was critically researched,

literature that

documents that were

collected from a number of sources through a number
of means,

interviews that were conducted utilizing

semi-structured questions,

and other tools of the

school's categorization policies yielded through
other

investigative work were analyzed grounded on a

theoretical

framework primarily drawn from a radical

pedagogy and a theory of classification,
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as will be

noted in a
a)

later chapter.

Such reflection helps

to

provide a framework to analyze both the nature of

our schools'

racial

instruments and b)
the schools

categorizations and

its'

critically analyze the role of

in fostering or obstructing a more

positive racial

identity in interracial
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children.

CHAPTER 4
LITERATURE REVIEW:
IDENTITY OF MULTIRACIAL CHILDREN

The Mulatto to His Critics
Ashamed of my race?
And of what race am I?
I am many in one.
Thru my veins there flows the blood
Of Red Man, Black Man, Briton, Celt and Scot
In warring clash and tumultuous riot.
I welcome all.
But love the blood of the kindly race
That swarthes my skin, crinkles my hair
And puts sweet music into my soul.
—Joseph Seamon Cotter,

No single
literature of

issue receives more attention

in the

interracial marriage than that

concerning the racial
children.

Jr.

Yet,

the

and cultural

information is

identity of their
scarce and until

recently highly speculative and nearly always
negative.
A great deal of the earlier research is based
on studies conducted in mental health centers and
social

service agencies where patients have already

been referred for treatment
1964;

Me Roy and Freeman,

(Gibbs,
1986).

1987;

This work is

often biased toward the notion that even
not referred for racial
social workers
problems exist.

Sommers,

identity problems

if they are
initially,

frequently find that such identity
(Me Roy and Freeman).
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Reviewing the small body of speculative
research conducted before the mid 1980's
that

interracial

indicates

children are more prone to have

/identity problems.

However

it was often speculative

and based on unrepresentative case histories.

This

has been especially true of research about children
from black/white unions whom,

it is suggested,

are

more prone toward having identity difficulties than
children that are a composite of other racial unions
(Gibbs,

1987;

Sommers,

1964;

Me Roy and Freeman,

1986) .
However,

more recent research has been written

by authors who are either
are

interracial

involved in interracial

themselves or

relationships and show a

sense of commitment and sensitivity to their
research.

This

dissertations,

information is

found in recent

through the newsletters of

interracial organizations and is just beginning to
emerge
Root,

in the publishing world
1992).

(Spickard,

While not denying that

problems exist,

1989;

identity

the foci of this current research is

not on whether or not a multiracial

child has

identity problems but on understanding these
within a socio-political

construct and how they were

resolved within a positive developmental
(Kich,

1982;

Hall,

issues

1979).
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framework

The concept of
study,
term,

is

identity,

in accordance with Erickson's use of the

which he described as

sameness and historical
pychosocial well-being
the central
stable

"

a sense of personal

continuity... a sense of
(1963).

He proposed that

task of adolescence

is to form a

identity and delineated a series of

developmental
positive
of this
that

as applied in this

tasks to be negotiated before a

identity is attained.
research differs

However,

the focus

from Erikson's theory in

it supports a more socio-political view of how

identity is negotiated and ultimately achieved.
(Marcia,

1966;

Ginsburg,

Holland,

1977;

Slugoski,

1989).

In this model,

identity formation is conceived

not as a result of a private,
process but

internal underlining

"as culturally appropriated modes of

discourse by which individuals

imbue their actions

with rationality and warrantability"
Ginsburg,

1989).

and

rather

achievement attributed to

intra-psychic processes of which the
lies within a more social

which is not always benign.

Thus,

difficulty in achieving a cohesive
constitute a

(Slugoski

Identity achievement,

than being an individual

control,

and

"moral deficit",
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individual

has

locus of control
failure to or
identity does not

"lack of control over

the process"
pychosocial

or

"lack of ego strength"

effectiveness"

(Erickson)

or

"lack of

but rather

"a

failure to mesh with society's demands and rewards"
(Slugoski

and Ginsburg,

1989).

Identity formation is a difficult task for all
children especially in a pluralistic society where
race

is a determining factor.

member of the majority group,
and the task is much greater.

When one

is a not a

the difficulty deepens
Hutnik's model

(1986)

of the strategies that ethnic minority children
of one race might adopt suggests the difficulty,
although only in part,
must

face.

that

interracial

children

She hypothesized that minority children

are forced to adopt one of four strategies

for

ethnic self-identification.
a)

the assimilative strategy:

those who see

andmnotVt^
bel°n?in9.exclusively to the majority
ana not to the ethnic minority group.
b) the dissociative strategy: those who see
themselves as belonging exclusively to the ethnic
minority group and not to the majority group.
wlt^hho?SC^tUratiVe strate9y: those who identify
with both the minority group and the majority group.

neither°groupf^ Strate9y;

If the process of

those "h° identify with

identity formation is much

more problematic for minority children than for
white children,

then it would be even more difficult
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for children of a multiracial background.
options must become even more scrambled.

All their
While

Hutnik's model of the acculturative strategy
allows for a multiple identity option which might
serve some multiracial children better,

the

validation of this option is constricted by the
rigid monoracial standards of our social order.
How a racially mixed child negotiates his/her
racial identity is based on race which is primarily
a socio-political construct rather than a biological
one (Spickard,

1989).

In fact,

the implication that

there is a "pure" race in the sense of never having
mixed with any other racial group is,

on the

basis of historical and biological evidence,
accurate.

(Gordon,

1964).

not

The "pure" race is,

according to many noted geneticists and physical
anthropologists,

a mistaken idea.

A UNESCO study in 1952 discusses the matter of
"pure races":
There is no evidence for the existence of socalled "pure races". Skeleton remains provide
the basis of our limited knowledge about
earlier races.
In regards to race mixture, the
evidence points to the fact that human
hybridization has been going on for an indefinite
but considerable time.
Indeed, one of the
processes of race formation and race extinction
or absorption is by means of hybridization between
the races".
(see Gordon, 1964)
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However,

since the notion of a "pure race"

little more than a myth,

is

then why do we abscribe so

much warrantability to our racial divisions?
According to Spickard,

"The most important thing

about races was the boundaries between them.
races were pure (or had once been)

If

and if one

were a member of the race at the top,

then it was

essential to maintain the boundaries that defined
one's superiority,

to keep people from the lower

categories from slipping surreptitiously upward.
Hence U.S.

law took pains to define just who was in

which racial category"

(Spickards,

Mixed People in America,

in Racially

edited by Maria Root,

p.

15) .
Multiracial children represent an upset of this
social locus of control.

Their increasing existence

and visibility are raising issues about previously
sanctioned and relatively unchallenged ideas which
are at the core about how the American public thinks
about race.

Racial distinctions were developed

initially as a tool of dominance that have been
maintained by our inflexible categorization
procedures.

Our "check one box only rule"

is an

instrument of our racial social order which
legitimizes and enforces our "one drop only rule"
not only to make sure that no one who could be
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identified as black could also identify as white;
but unfortunately this rule has also been utilized
by minority groups to resist white dominance
and to show unity and power among its groups.
According to Spickard,
constructed identity,

"Race,

this socially

can be a powerful tool,

either

for oppression or for group self actualization"
19).

(p.

How this has created and perpetuated racial

polarization in society translates into racial
ambivalence in some multiracial children.
It has not been disputed that some interracial
children have identity ambivalence that needs to be
resolved.

Even in recent writings

Murphy-Shiegematsu,

1986)

(Arnold,

1984;

interracial children

experience ambivalence and often pain.

However,

there is a noteworthy shift in the focus of this
identity dilemma.

Current research is investigating

how this "challenge" rather than "crisis"
out in a positive manner.

is worked

The following studies

demonstrate the variety of ways in which multiracial
individuals incorporated their multiple heritages
into their lives:

were as UPnidentity,

r*illUs

the majority (18),

tS*iS?cSicst3d *

ST***

“ty “*»• «fused to ca^rLThLs
ly.
She sought to measure the extent of their
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cultural affiliations and found them to be
multicultural (harmony between cultures) as opposed
to marginal (conflict between cultures).
-Kich (1982), based on his research with 15
Japanese/White adults in the San Francisco Bay area,
n^Veh°PSd an interracial identity development model
which persons come to accept themselves for all
they are and integrate sometimes disparate parts and
experiences into a full sense of self.
Using a
semi structured clinical developmental model, she
charted the transitory nature of many conflicts
childhood and adolescence and into
adulthood before a positive resolution was attained.
-Arnold (1984),

in his study of the racial

interracial rhfiH8 bl^ck/white children, found that
interracial chiidren do not differ from the norm in
self concept but that they may experience
uncertainty about racial issues, for example,
ambivalence regarding the race with which to
1?entKfY’ In addltion, he found that those children
Mahf
i£° identify with bei*g interracial had a
higher self-concept score.
However, it is important
,°J?ote that Arnold did not find a significant
dhffarenCG between those who do not.
Of the 28
?nt^ren-S^Ud11fd' 12 identified themselves as
interracial, 11 as black and 5 as white.
Hence,

the literature appears to be shifting to

support the viewpoint that interracial children are
not necessarily doomed to have a negative self image
and are increasingly defying monoracial standards by
choosing to identify themselves as "interracial" or
multiracial".

Murphy-Shiegematsu (1986) notes an

important comparison between one author's writings
in the seventies and eighties.
Poussaint (1975)

In the seventies

authored an article entitled

"Problems of Light Skinned Blacks" and several
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years later he wrote a more upbeat research report
called,

"Benefits of Being Interracial"

Nonetheless,

(1984).

it is clear that there is reason

to be concerned about some of the realities that an
interracial child must face in incorporating a more
cohesive identity.

Research indicates that the

difficulty encountered by the mixed race person
originates externally to the individual in social
structures that idealize racial purity and in which
racism is institutionalized.

Reconciling the

conflict between what internal experience of
difference and external attribution of the meaning
of this difference is likely a lifelong
developmental process.

(Bradshaw,

1990).

What is most significant is the lack of
external support for interracial families in
providing for a healthy self image of their
children. As long as interracial children live in a
society that still has a singular fixed notion of
identity that is also struggling with its own racial
and cultural identity,

interracial children will

continue to face this issue.

Such external pressures

exert on the children and their parents the
additional stress of developing strategies in coping
with an unsupportive society.
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The concept of "multiple identity"

is too scary

an idea and suggestive of mental disturbance for
most of the American public. We have associated the
lack of a singular identity to such negative
connotations as schizophrenia,

multiple personality

disorder or similar negative cues that being "mixed"
means being "messed".

The idea that the possession

of an array of identity options is in itself a
healthy choice (not only because racially mixed
individuals lack a singular identity focus and are
in crisis"),

has not been validated by the American

public and expressed in its cultural formations.
In fact,

attempts by racially mixed persons to move

back and forth between color lines is viewed
suspiciously e.g.

they're "passing as an impostor",

rather than as an appropriate strategy in a
multiracial world (Bradshaw,
Symbolically,

1990;

Daniel,

1988).

the multiracial individual

represents the need for a new social order
predicated on inclusiveness and greater fluidity of
social boundaries (Bradshaw,

p.

79).

Unless this

happens in society, mixed race individuals will
continue to be suppressed by a system which
legitimizes and transforms their ambivalence.
One of the ways which may cause ambivalence for
the interracial child,

is how they are perceived and
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supported in the schools.

It is the purpose of this

dissertation to locate the source,
emergence'
shape,

(Forcault,

or

'conditions of

1972) of how we begin to

control and transform racial identity options

for children in the schools as one transforming
institution (and an extremely powerful one) of our
social order which determines how they see
themselves.
dissertation,

Now, we turn to a major focus of this
the language of our racial

categorization system.
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CHAPTER

5

LITERATURE REVIEW:
RACIAL CATEGORIZATION OF MULTIRACIAL CHILDREN

A man who has a language conseguently
possesses the world expressed and
implied by that language"
--Franz Fanon, Black Skin.
White Masks, p. 18.

How does our society refer to children of mixed
racial background?

Multiracial children's

invisibility in society is reflected in our language
that lacks the words to include them.

Throughout

American history no racial designation has been
developed to describe their identity as a group,
there are no clear definitions or associations.
This lack of a clear difference of identity from
monoracial children has been instilled in our minds
and incorporated into our culture in ways that
have defied attempts to change the concept even
though the notion of a "pure race" has been
consistently refuted.

In fact,

racial division,

once a core biological concept of anthropologists,
is no longer being supported by a majority of its
members,

including both physical and cultural

anthropologists.

In a survey conducted in 1984 and

1985 in which they were asked to indicate agreement
or disagreement with the statement,
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"There are

biological races within the species

'Homo sapiens',

52% of the cultural anthropologists and 42%
of the biological anthropologists disagreed.

The

data suggest that the concept is rejected by the
majority of cultural anthropologists and no longer
enjoys the clear majority of support of biological
anthropologists,
(Lieberman,

the authorities on the subjects

Stevenson,

Reynolds;

1989).

even though the existence of races,
belief,

Yet,

once a core

may now lack scientific consensus,

the

margins are still too narrow in this academic
group who may reflect beliefs prevalent in the
community about how Americans think about race.
Waters is worth quoting at length on this
subject:
The
widely
held societal
definitions
of
race and ethnicity take the categories and
SiJSJ151Catj°?S in place at anY one time for
granted, and hence do not generally see them
as socially created or dynamic in nature.
The common view among Americans is that
ethnicity is primordial, a personal,
inherited characteristic like hair color".
In fact, people's belief that racial or ethnic
categories are biological, fixed attributes
of individuals does have an influence
on their identities. (1990, p. 17, 18)
Such "folk taxonomies" are very real in the minds of
the American people.
Since race is a socio-political rather than
biological construct,

racially mixed people, never
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having been recognized,

fall between the cracks

of categories created by a racially divided society.
Since they are "expressed" through the monoracial
limitations of our vocabulary,
not

expressed

they are in actuality

and remain invisible.

In most cases

only five distinct racial categories are recognized:
White,

Black,

Hispanic,

Asian and Native American.

When asked to fill out surveys and forms,

multiracial

individuals must choose (or have chosen for them)
between heritages which only partially reflect their
background. Most often these forms contain clear
instructions to "Check-One-Box-Only".

This serves as

a constant reminder that they do not fit in or perhaps
that they do not exist,

a situation certainly not

supportive of the development of a healthy sense of
identity in children (Njeri,
This

one race only"

1988;

Wardle,

1987).

is particularly confusing

for a child that possesses the phenotype of one race
and the ethnic surname of another,

OR for the child

who looks a different race from a sibling OR for
those who may be raised by a single parent who looks
a different race from them,

OR for those who have

been singly categorized by others in different races
on separate occasions,

etc.

Variability in the racial

genotype and phenotype of multiracial children is so
limitless that they transcend racial stereotypes of
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what they should

look like.

Yet,

they live

in a

society which transforms very immutable,

monoracial

messages of how one should look and feel

about

themselves.

Based on these policies,

multiracial

children reflect on how to formulate their identity.
Thus,

how one

is racially categorized in society

is an important factor for self-identification,
because self-image
other's see

in us

is,

in part,

(Cooley,

a discrepancy between an

a reflection of what

1964).

individual's actual

identity and his/her virtual one,
give no open recognition to what
the situation can become tense,
(Goffman,

And when there

we are

is

social

likely to

is discrediting,

and

uncertain and ambiguous

1964).

Regardless of which group a multiracial
chooses to identify publicly,

it

is only

individual

"normal"

that

there might be a conflict with how they identify privately.
A multiracial person is multiracial but as a result of his
environment which has offered no positive,
to identifying monoracially,

viable options

it has been almost

impossible

for racially mixed individuals to accept and assert a
multiracial

identity.

"The idea that ethnic

self-identification is not biological or primordial and
that it involves a great deal of choice may be startling
to some people,

because it is counterintuitive when viewed

from the popular conception of ethnicity"
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(Waters,

1990,

p.

16-17).

Consequently,

there has been little

development of a group consciousness among
multiracial people
But this

(Nakashima,

is changing.

Multi-Ethnic Americans
federation of

p.

177).

The Association of

(AMFA)

in California,

local organizations,

recently made

attempts to correct coategorization problems.
this will probably not happen until
Census.

Carlos Fernandez,

AMFA and current
federal

forms,

legal

the year 2000

proposed

"that all

including the Census add the category
and permit those who check

this box to check all others that apply"
Communique Newsletter,
another category will

1989).

there

Thus,

(The

the addition of

result in the omission of the

"check-one-box-only"

However,

But

past President of the

advisor,

multiracial/interracial"

ludicrous

a

rule.

is a degree of dissent within

the multiracial populations especially regarding
children of black/white unions who are more racially
polarized by society.
variety of reasons.

Those opposed do so for a
Some are against categorization

as a manifestation of white supremist control
claim that multiracial

and

recognition is an effort of

the white establishment to further divide the Black
race.

Still others feel

that society will

always

see them as Black and so they should be taught to
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identify as Black.

However,

it

is most

important to

acknowledge the fact that there are many more
external
a

cues to support this option,

likely

choice"

making it

for children from this group.

Some parents accept that people will
need to categorize,

that

always

it does exist and that

perhaps separate categories are better than none at
all,

whereby interracial

Wardle,

children are

a parent of biracial

on the subject,

invisible.

children and researcher

noted one example of an important

consequence which the lack of a separate category
can bring.
programs,

"in all

SAT scores,

are not counted.
abuse,

areas of success

But

etc.)

(gifted

multiracial

in areas of

children

failure—child

domestic violence and societal dysfunction,

multiracial
counted...

children and their families are
No wonder much of the public and many

professionals have a negative
families"

(1991,

impression of our

p.15).

Education has mostly ignored this
viewpoint For example,

changing

on a 1990 registration form

for a conference entitled,

"Cultural Diversity in

American Higher Education"

sponsored by the National

Education Association
instructions to

(NEA),

there were clear

"check one box only"

when

particiapants were asked to describe their race.
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Also,

educational

research has not acknowledged this

dilemma to date.

In Massachusetts,

of Education utilizes the form,
School Report,
racial

"The

Independent

as a measure to ascertain their

and cultural

number of

the Department

forms

diversity which also have a

in which children are racially

categorized on the basis of one race.
the multiracial

child's school

life,

Throughout
they are

constantly being reminded on a number of either
school

forms or other forms

the schools
etc.)

(e.g.

job,

implemented in

college entrance,

of their non-existent and at best,

status

and nomenclature,
multiracial

children would feel

"do the right thing"

monoracially.

Or

the confusion

it seems no wonder that

identity confusion and almost

Wilden)

marginal

in society.

When one begins to look at all

would

scholarship

some sense of

"natural"

that they

by identifying

(as Slugoski

"Do your own thing"

and Ginsburg cite

is a useful metaphor to

Play with when the things are doing you"
But how has this come about?
more than one race described
corresponds to their

48).

Why aren't children of
in a

language that

"more than one race"

How come we have never questioned it?
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(p.

existence.

The fact that they are not undermines the idea
that our language reflects the true nature of our
experiences which most of us accept without
question.

This lack of a one-to-one correspondence

between our reality and our language suggests that
our language as a tool has other purposes... to
shape, define,
experiences.

control and even obstruct our
When Fanon wrote the above statement

was he thinking about what is implied by that which
exists but is not expressed?
Our language serves as a vehicle through which
racially mixed children understand, process,
and function
1990).

in their social worlds

In fact,

relate

(Williams,

according to Slugoski and Ginsburg,

a number of researchers view the establishment and
maintenance of a socially desirable identity as
perhaps its most important interpersonal goal
(Goffman,

1959;

1980). Hence,

Harre',

1979 and 1983;

our language,

Schlenker,

in this view,

becomes

a controller rather than merely a reactor to our
social order.
By setting up a linear system with rigid
monoracial descriptors,

the racial identity

possibilities presented to and reinforced for
racially mixed children serve as a foundation
from which they,

and all of society as well,
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can

conceptualize who they are,
and how they should
maintaining their

and where they belong,

interact

in choosing and

"proper place"

in society.

The

fact that we haven't questioned our categorization
system,

not to mention that

1990's,

is

inherent

it still

exists

in the

in the fact that our culture

chose not to have us question it by making them
invisible.

And because of our continuous

"omissions"

in our system we have

invisibility and reinforce this

internalized their

control over and

over again.
We need to

identify the

explanatory speech"
that

is

"identity relevant

(Slugoski and Ginsburg,

1989)

implemented by our schools racial

categorizations which are used to confine
multiracial

children to monoracial

possibilities.

Our

language of

identity

"one race only"

has become the sanctioned device used to describe
ti-raci.3l

children which is shared and transformed

by most members of our society.
"tool"

is most effective

alone,

it has numerous

for

This

linguistic

it does not stand

"reinforcers"

in the culture

which are presumed to be shared by all members of
that culture,

thus

insuring its control

through a

continuous array of devices embedded in our
institutions e.g.

the schools.
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It

is the purpose of this dissertation to show

how our school's monoracial
multiracial

system for categorizing

children mirror other aspects of school

culture which impede their multiracial
must examine those categorizations
categorizations

"of omission"

identity.

We

(and our

as well)

which have

pervaded our attitudes about multiracial

children.

We must examine those categorizations which surface
in a multitude of situations built

into our school

culture which contribute to the racial
ambivalence of the multiracial
chapter,
manner,

child.

I will present evidence,
of how our nations'

categorization--the official

and cultural
In the next

in a very concrete

tools of racial
school

forms,

federal

and state documents—employ "identity relevant speech"
to frame and sustain racial possibilities
multiracial

for the

child and for the rest of society as well,

especially including teachers and school
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administrators.

CHAPTER 6
HOW OUR SCHOOL AND FEDERAL DOCUMENTS

FRAME RACIAL

IDENTITY

"Ethnic identity is twin skin to
linguistic identity-I am my language"
-Gloria Anzaldua, Borderlands/
La Frontera: The New Mestiza

The most obvious example of how society
exercises

its potential

to transform confused

identities to multiracial

children in the schools

can be evidenced through the school's
of

its racial

categorization policy by way of

instruments-school
tools.

implementation

forms and other data collecting

These are the printed tools that are used in

the schools to

implement the

nation's racial

foundation for our

social order.

These school

which so blatantly reinforce monoracial
while

its

ignoring multiple racial

forms

identity

identity serve as

very strong symbols of how our nation thinks about
race and how;

in effect,

licenses the schools to

ignore the needs of multiracial

children.

The tabulation and codification of multiracial
children in our schools on the basis of
only"

is a visible symbol

"one race

that acts as a foundation

for a much wider array of experiences and situations
which transform the
children

"invisibility"

in our schools.

Firstly,
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of mixed race
it

is through

these forms that children of multiple races

(and the

rest of society) have a monoracial identity defined,
legitimized and transformed for them.

Secondly,

such instruments by way of their "language of
omission" make children of mixed races "invisible"
resulting in a lack of affirmation for their
multiple heritages and thus,
for their unique needs.

awareness and concern

Thirdly,

it is on the basis

of these forms that the government mandates school
resources and materials that have a powerful and
direct bearing on other "hidden curricula" of school
culture that govern teacher-student interactions
within the classroom.
According to a number of researchers,
1986;

Giroux,

1987;

Lincoln,

(Douglas,

1989) drawing on

impressions from theorists from the cultural-historical
school,

personality develops through relations to other

human beings which are mediated by language.
is the ultimate form of social intercourse.

Language
It is

the tool and the medium through which people gain
influence over the behavior of others and over their
own actions.

The actions of the individual,

own comprehension of those actions,
tied to particular situations,

and their

rather than being

extends beyond the

particular context in which it is framed.
According to Fleck,

"Cognition is the most socially
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conditioned activity of man and knowledge is the
paramount social creation.

The very structure of

language presents a compelling philosophy
characteristic of that community,

and even a single

word can represent a complex theory"
p.

12).

(Douglas,

1986.

It is through language that people

internalize the attitudes of the social
group and,

on this basis,

form their subjective

attitudes about themselves in their relationship to
others.
It is only in language that such a general,
impersonal standpoint can be communicated,

against

which individuals can react to their own selves
and organize their responses accordingly.
because language itself is an impersonal,

This is
social

system which provides individuals with a thoroughly
objective standpoint through which they may become
objects to themselves.
own responses,

The interpretation of one's

therefore,

does not always reveal

to us the meaning of an action in any direct terms,
for the responses of the self can only enter
consciousness when an individual gains an objective
view of their own self.

This can only be attained

by language, by taking the language and thus,
attitude of others toward the self.
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an

But where does language come from and who or
what shapes how it is constructed?

If our words are

not necessarily directly related to the true nature
or objective reality of that which it describes,
what is it related to in a direct sense?

A number

of researchers clarify the extent to which thinking
itself is dependent upon institutions
1986;

Giroux,

1988;

Rose,

1989).

In this way,

(Douglas,

Slugoski and Ginsburg,

1989;

institutions which are

controlled by the dominant culture,

use language as

a tool to control how we think about things even
before we begin to think that we are thinking about
it,

in order to ensure that our thinking will

reflect the goals of the dominant culture.
In this way,

our monoracial system prevents us

from thinking of multiracial children as multiracial.
In fact it is as if the language of society is at
first speaking a different language from the inner
language of the individual until it jumps to legitimacy.
Even the single word of multiple racial identity,
'multiracial" or any other language of racial mixture
(that combines rather than divides us racially and in
so doing acknowledges sameness with one race and excludes
them from another)
either 1)

is threatening to a society which

so intentionally first created the idea of

racial sameness/differentness and wants to remain
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inflexible in its racial divisions so as to keep the
races "pure",

particularly the white races or 2)

society has become so entangled in its own language
which acts like a web that is so reinforced by an
array of other "sign systems" and "wider social
forms" by now that it does not know how to unlock
its own mindset so that it unintentionally and
continuously reinforces monoracial perceptions
over and over again.

Hence,

in this way,

we

formulate our "own" perceptions by carrying the
social orders around in our heads and projecting it
onto nature

(Douglas,

p.

13)

even before we can

grasp that we are perceiving anything at all.
Douglas speaks of turning the individual's mind over
to an automatic pilot light.
But how could this happen? How does an idea
seemingly different from the innate nature of things
constructed so that we perceive sameness?

What

makes it appear to be so directly and logically
related to differentness and then jump to legitimacy
as sameness?

Douglas

(1986)

is worth quoting at

length on this subject:
--"Where does sameness reside?
The answer has to be
that sameness is conferred on the mixed bundle of
items that count as members of a category; their
sameness is conferred and fixed by institutions"
ip.63)
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—"...nothing else but institutions can define
sameness.
Similarity is an institution (p.55)
"Constructing sameness is an essential
intellectual activity that goes unobserved...To
recognize a class of things is to polarize and
exclude. It involves drawing boundaries, a very
different activity from grading.
To move from
recognizing degrees of difference to creating a
similarity class is a big jump" (p.60)
"The more fully
expectations, the
control, with the
to conform to the
Thus,

the institutions encode
more they put uncertainty under
further effect that behavior tends
institutional matrix" (p.48).

perceiving multiracial

children

monoracially becomes so automatic to us that we
acknowledge,
it.

we reinforce and we

The schools,

as an institution that assumes one

of the most powerful
perceptions,

is

children think.

institutionalize

influences over our children's

licensed by us to control
Therefore,

we need to

how our

look at the

schools as an institution that confers monoracial
sameness on mixed raced children and sets the stage
for possibly transforming confused identities
them.

for

We need to uncover how such expressions of

difference are implicated in various expressions of
knowledge and power such as

language and other sign

systems that position subjects within specific webs
of possibility in the schools
Hence,

(Giroux,

1988).

in order to understand how interracial

children have been racially categorized in the
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schools,

this

analysis

of

chapter

all

printed

exhibit

those

federal

documents,

materials,
how

such

a

a

done

to

theory of

of

forms,

difference

multiracial
acceptable

1.

It

examines

examines

specify the
to be

the

into

to

in
fit

explore

effect.
chapter

discourse,

analysis

out

was

tabulating

and neatly

racial

reshape

identity of

our monoracial

in

the

chapter

code

for

analyzes

school

and

two ways:

language

and

tabulation of
our

racial

and
the

intent

filled out,

language

and processes

of

documents,

those

and how
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they will

is

technical

identity and

wipe
the

to

this

this

simple

racial

and

printed

critical

that directly exhibit

categorizations
It

A

in

which

identity behavior.

this

documents

documents

2.

inherent

racial

forms

intended

put

is

effect,

children

Therefore,
federal

in

other

were

language,

defining

do,

school

classification,

identity.

for

documental

which were

determine whether

procedures
those

including

etc.

show how our

language

the

categorizations:

memos

a

and written materials

categorizations

Utilizing
will

includes

how

that
they

be used,

are

etc.

A.

School

B1•Individual
school

fill

School

system has

Individual

Forms

Report

- The Massachusetts

its own census

School

called the

Report which every school must

out by October

questionnaire that
Principal

(see Appendix B)

1
is

of each year.

This

form is a

filled out by the School

or Secretary and sent to the

local

School

Superintendent before being sent to the
Massachusetts Department of Education where

it

is

tabulated and codified before being sent to the
federal government.
the

The

information for

filling out

form seems to have been mostly derived from

school
This

registration forms

form tabulates

filled out by parents.

student's racial

status on the

basis of six categories:
1*

American Indian,

White Hispanic,

B2*

Individual

Collection,
October

1,

5.

2.

Black,

3.

Asian and 4.

White Hispanic and 6.

School Report -

White."

Bureau of Data

Massachusetts Department of Education,
1990.

Tabulations of school Census

which is a public summary of school
race.

Non-

Table 3.

Massachusetts

On these pages,

(la)

enrollment by

each town

in

is tabulated and codified racially on

the basis of six monoracial

categories.

This

form

even makes an effort to divide Hispanic^ racially;
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that

is those who are white and those who are

not.

Even though I was told that this will

for the

1992

report,

it does

illustrate again the

predominant philosophy of all
policies;

that even

change

categorization

"one drop only"

of non-white

blood categorizes one as a minority regardless of
their other racial
provides a basis

compositions.

The school

census

for tabulating our racial

distribution in the schools and on this basis
funding is appropriated to service the specific
needs of minority children and thus providing a
basis

for making multiracial

the schools

in nearly all

and other school

children

its programs,

in

curriculum

culture of the hidden curriculum.

While some traditional

educators might argue

that the schools were apolitical
racial

invisible

institutions,

categorization procedures such as this

provides us with visible evidence of how the
schools at

its very core suppresses difference

and helps shape monoracial

identity legitimacy

feeling which might be rather uncomfortable for some
mixed race children.
radical

educators

Giroux

(1988)

and other

illuminate how ways such as this

need to be studied.

Reguiring racial

though not mentioned by any radical
could find evidence of,

census taking,

educator that

is a school policy which
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I

influences school practice that
multiracial

influences how

children see themselves racially.

But why do we create these categories?
do they come from?

Where

Douglas asks some questions

pertinent to our analysis:
"Are we using an exhausting set of public
categories on which the logical operations
are performed?
Are they the right categories
for our questions? What does the rightness of
categories mean?
And apart from those we have
put into an analysis, what should we say about
the ones we have left out?
What about other
social orders that might have been that did
not come into existence?" (p. 70)
Thus,

this policy of racial

census taking has

silenced the multiracial voice by making them
invisible

in the schools and validating their

existence

if and only if they are monoracial.

form is most

important because

This

it provides the basis

to legitimize the omission of their true multiracial
identity which permeates their total

school

environment and comprises almost all of their
experiences around them.
What is also most significant about the
Individual School Report is the presence
on our minds,

and more

administrators,
and tabulations.

importantly on the minds of

by its very powerful
That

is,

once the

codifications
image

to transmit the parameters of our racial
order,

it creates

is

framed

identity

our schools reinforce this new concept of
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sameness and make

its’

existence practicable.

Rose,

clarifying some of the principles of Foucault,

speaks

of the understanding of such codifications as
'technigues

for the discipling of human difference':

"Such calculative practices are not auto-effective.
Vocabularies of calculation and accumulations of
information go hand in hand with the development of
'techniques by which the outcomes of
practices-in the

calculative

form of decisions as

be done-can be translated
objects of calculation"

to what should

into action upon the

(1989 p.

121)

Thus,

enumerating the school population racially,

by
those

who have an inner and quieter multiracial voice are
further silenced and disciplined while those who
are monoracial

are validated and reinforced in

public situations and practice.

B3&4.School Registration Forms - Cambridge and Newton
school

systems have two separate school

forms,

one for the elementary schools and one

high school
racially.

(s)

registration
for the

in which students are categorized

For example,

"please circle which one

category best represents your child's race..."

B5.Standardized Tests - Grades 3rd and 5th are
administered the Massachusetts Basic Skills Testing
Program.

Students are asked to fill
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out their own

tests under the Background Information section on
the cover of the test.

Students are asked to

with their pencils a small
No.

circle

2 which refers to race:

(not Hispanic)

0 White

fill

in

in Question

"2.

You are:

(not Hispanic),

0 Black

0 Asian,

0

Hispanic and 0 Other".

B6.Attendance Reports -

In Cambridge teachers take

racial

attendance on a daily basis

gather

information which will

in order to

help the schools

the achievement of specific populations.
called the

"Daily Count"

It

raise

is

and tabulates attendance

according to gender and race using six monoracial
categories.

B7.

Other Forms and Reports - Most teachers made

references to a number of other
Student Reports,
Update Form,
Datasheet.

Class Lists,

forms

including

Pupil Master File

Massachusetts Student Master File
In addition,

teachers

there were also a number of

reported that

forms which they

remembered administering but did not have specific
titles to.
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B.

Federal and State Documents
(see Appendix C)

Cl. Some Suggestions
Statistics.

for Collecting and Using Racial

Massachusetts Department of Education-This memo was
sent to school personnel,
guidelines

for

particularly principals,

filling in the

Report which is the school
October

1st of every year

Individual

census

School

submitted by

(see Appendix A,

la &

The memo states that traditionally the October
Report has been conducted by the principal
teachers

in each school,

who

"eyeball"

category.

students were

1st

each

No record has been kept,

in each category,

lb).

or

classroom and report the numbers of students
racial

in each

of which

with the result that

some students have been counted different ways
different times.

This memo affirms the

collecting racial

statistics since

at

legality of

it does not

affect his/her ability to enter any institution.
This memo suggests when a new file

is being

created that a determination by race be made.
suggested an

"optional

form"

to be

It

filled out by

parents or students perhaps when registering for
school.

The following was
"

suggested:

Dear Parent,

Under state law we must report the racial
enrollment at each school
to assure that
students are not denied any right or
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as

benefit because of
their race.
If you
choose, you may identify your child
according to the following categories:
American Indian, Black (not Hispanic),
Asian, Hispanic (non-white), Hispanic
(white) and White.
If you do not choose
to do so, we will use our best judgment.
This information will not be available
as part of the school system's records
on any individual student."
The memo continues to say:
"school officials are both allowed and
required to identify the students by race
if the parents do not.".
What

is

interesting about this memo

careless use of the words

"choose"

and

is the

"optional".

Is there a choice?

Is this really optional?

What kind of choice

is

it for parents who choose not

to comply with categorization procedures which they
consider erroneous about the race of their child?
In another section entitled,
do about ambiguous cases?",

"What should you

principals are advised

on how to report a student who has parents of
different racial groups.

Two examples are given:

student who has one Black parent,
Cape Verdean"

student.

Black/Hispanic student

one Hispanic and a

In the case of the
it was suggested

"it would be

important to know which group the student
with"

.

However,

a

identifies

in the case of the Cape Verdean

students who have mixed African and Portuguese
heritage and do not tend to
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identify with American

Blacks,

how they identify themselves was to be

ignored.

"Nevertheless,

it would be

to

identify them categorically as

it

is clear when a student

minority cultures,
there

inappropriate

"white".

is a composite of two

they can self-identify;

but,

when

is a racial mixture with the White culture,

this right

is taken away

"because this would deny

Cape Verdean students protection under the
the discrimination they experience".
their right to self-identify?
suggested,

"Individual

if not,

law for

But what about

In this

report

it

is

students and their families

will be able to make these determinations
wish;

Hence,

if they

school officials must use their best

judgment".
This memo appears to be uncomfortable about
saying upfront that the bottom line
students of

"ambiguous cases"

is to

identify

as minorities

regardless of any consideration to how they may want
to self-identify.

Self-identification is upheld only

when it does not conflict with administrators need
to have them identify.

The memo states:

"The issue is not color but race, and race
is a matter of self-identification as much
as it is appearance.
This is an area in
which sensitivity and good judgment are
essential, and these qualities must be
exercised by the principal who is directly
responsible for racial identification".
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There
course,

is much confusion,

contradiction and of

ambiguity in what this memo suggests

right thing to do
On one hand,

in handling

it says to

is the

"ambiguous cases".

identify ambiguous

cases as

minorities even if parents do not self-identify
their kids that way.

Therefore,

language which

affirms self-identification is meaningless

if the

self“identifications of any person or group are
ignored even for the best of reasons.
The reasons

for racial

stated in this report,

categorizations,

as

are because minority groups

have historically been discriminated against and
that this assures

"special protection"

they are entitled to receive.

of that which

However,

it

is clear

that students have rights to protection only
according to monoracial
why,

categorizations.

in an ambiguous case

mixed parentage),

it

a student as being

"That

is

(for example a student of

is preferable to report

'minority'

rather than

'white'".

This typifies an age old argument against the use of
the

"multiracial"

category.

Often an additional

category is perceived as taking numbers away from
funding for minority groups.

Such concerns precede

any other concerns about the effects on services
available to multiracial
rights

children or

for self-identification.
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individual

In conclusion,

this memo

justifies

these

procedures on the basis that minority students and
their schools might need extra help
curriculum and strategies and that
state

in educational
federal

funds have been available with these

0.2. Directive No.

and
issues.

15 - Race and Ethnic Standards

for Federal

Statistic and Administrative Reporting,

Statistical

Policy Handbook,

Commerce,
(OMB).

1978,

U.S.

Dept,

of

Office of Management and Budget

This directive provides guidelines

for

record keeping of data on race and ethnicity
in Federal program reporting and statistical
activities.

OMB Directive

15

is the ultimate

authority for racial/ethnic classifications on all
government

forms which effect all other

forms the

government uses to collect racial data including
classifications on all public school
to change these forms to
category

(Berkeley,

State of Ohio

Ca.

in 1992

forms.

Efforts

include a multiracial
Public Schools

1978-1979,

and many others since)

come up against this Directive

have

in that they have

been forced to restrict the use of the multiracial
classifications to

internal,

non-federal uses only

which bear little significance
News,

1993).

(AMEA Networking

It outlines definitions according to
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5 monoracial

categories:

Pacific Islander,
fact

Black,

American Indian,

Asian or

Hispanic and White.

In

it specifically states:
"The
category which most closely
reflects
the individual's recognition in his
community should be used for purposes of
reporting on persons who are of mixed
racial and/or ethnic origins."

It

is

interesting that racial

identification by

community recognition rather than by self
It

is also

is upheld.

interesting to note what the directive

states about additional

categories:

"In no case should the provisions of this
Directive be construed to limit the
collection of data to the categories
described above.
However, any reporting
required which uses more detail shall be
organized in such a way that the additional
categories can be aggregated into these
basic racial/ethnic categories...Any
variation which cannot be aggregated into
the basic categories will have to be
specifically
approved
by
the
Office
of
Federal Statistical Policy and Standards".
I have also found that this Directive has stonewalled
any attempts towards adding a multiracial
a significant way.
of Education,

Office

while additional
local

level

In phone calls to the U.S.
for Civil Rights,

I

Dept.

found that

categories can be added on the

for symbolic reasons,

students will

category in

multiracial

still be categorized and therefore

counted as minorities on the federal
Changing this Directive

level.

is now the major concern
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of AMEA

(Association of Multiethnic Americans)

which is the umbrella organization for about
support groups nationwide since
racial

categorization for

50

it affects all

interracial

children

including our national Census.

C3.Collection of Racial
and Answers-Office

and Ethnic Data,

for Civil Rights,

Health and Human Services.

This

Questions

Department of

is one of several

memos generated by the government to explain and
enforce
since

Directive

it also

15.

This memo

illustrates the

is significant

fact that racial

categorization on forms

is neither optional or a

validation of a person's

right to self-identify:

"Self-identification is the preferred
method.
If the information is not
provided by self-identification, the
collector may record the information
through observation alone; the
information collector may not second-guess
or change a self-declaration unless such a
declaration is patently false."
It

is clear that the responsibility and power for how

an

individual

can racially self-identify rests with the

collection agent rather than with the

C4•

Race and Ethnic Standards

individual.

for Statistics and

Administrative Reporting by Katherine Wallman,
Statistical Policy Division,
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Office of Management

and Budget,
Rights,
July,

and John Hodgdon,

Department Of Health,

1977.

Federal

This

for Civil

Education and Welfare,

is the report of a task force.

Interagency Committee on Education

which prepared racial
Federal

Office

(FICE),

categories and definitions

for

statistics and administrative reporting.

This report was the result of a

"multiyear

interagency effort to standardize the collection and
publication on race and ethnicity".
this task force was that agencies
educational

What mandated

such as

institutions were reporting in

their racial and ethnic data minor differences
their categories and definitions.

in

This resulted in

increased burden and the noncomparability of
data across Federal
the basic racial

agencies.

It

and ethnic categories

reporting be reported separately,
Indian,
and b.

Asian,

and Pacific

Ethnicity:

Hispanic origin.
ethnic origins

a.

Islander,

Race:

American

Black and White

For persons of mixed racial/or

it is suggested that

recognition in his community"
section entitled

for Federal

Hispanic origin and not of

which most closely reflects the

Obtain Racial

is suggested that

"the category

individual's

(p.

252).

In another

"Use of Self-Identification to

and Ethnic Data"

the problem of how to

deal with those who object to placing themselves
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in

one of

five mutually exclusive categories,

which appears appropriate,

is addressed.

It

none of
is noted

that this applies particularly to persons of mixed
racial or ethnic backgrounds.

It

is

suggested that

the agency conducting the survey should make every
effort to minimize misunderstandings and suggest the
following:
1) agencies should include the instrument used, a
discussion of why the data is being collected and
the steps taken to prevent the use of data for
discriminatory purposes.
2) agencies should indicate that the report is not
attempting to develop an anthropologically precise
description, but that just wants to protect those
subject to discrimination.
3) agencies may include an "Other (specify)"
category for self-identification by respondents who
feel that none of the five categories adeguately
describe their heritage.
This sixth category should
be added, however, only when the data gathering
agency is prepared to assign the persons choosing
this response option to a standard category for
purposes of presenting aggregated information. While
the use of the "other" category
is admittedly
cumbersome, it appears preferable to allow its use
in cases where such an option may serve to increase
response rate and minimize respondent concern.
It should be emphasized that the
use of an "Other
(specify)" category is permissible only in cases
where respondent self-identification is used; this
option is not to be used in reporting forms which
collect racial and ethnic data through observer
identification of such characteristics.
This memo undermines self-identification as the
primary basis

for racial

the use of the word
objections exist.

categorization and suggests

"other"

only when problems or

It would appear,
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based on the

wording of this memo,
"other"

that the use of

the word

is only used to soothe such objections and

as a device to mask the fact that the

racially mixed

individual while opting to self-identify as
actually is recorded
categories.

obvious.

in one of the standard

That this

eyes of Federal

"other"

"other"

is meaningless

reporting of racial

In addition,

the

in the

statistics

final note,

that this

option is not to be used when reporting of data
through

"observer

statistics,

identification"

is

is

of such

indicates that even observer

identification holds more

legitimacy than self-

identification.

C5.0MB Review of Federal Racial

and Ethnic

Categories and Related Public Hearings-This document
was part of the public hearings that took place
three cities

in July,

15 was reviewed.

1994,

in

during which Directive

This hearing was a response to the

increased criticism and pressure on the government
to have the directive amended.

This document

is a

copy of the Federal Register notice which contains
the current version of Directive
information

(e.g.

information of how,

whose assistance Directive
beginning in 1974,

15,

background
why and with

15 was researched

its creation by executive order
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in 1984 and subsequent revisions beginning in 1988),
additional
15,

information about the review of Directive

the public comment process and the public

hearings.
suggested

Sixteen changes,
in this memo.

concerns etc.

were

Significant are the

following issues addressed:

self-identification vs.

third party identification,

the suggestion for the

entire elimination of all
by race and ethncity,

classifications of persons

and most significant

separate suggestions of adding a
category and

"other"

is

the

"multiracial"

category for

individuals of

multiracial backgrounds.
I

addressed this group

in Boston on July 7,

1994 at the request of the AMEA.

I

limited my

discussion to the research findings of this
dissertation particularly those that address those
aspects of the school
racial

identity i.e.

cultural programming,

environment which shape
curriculum,

resources,

teacher perception,

materials,

etc.

they are directly affected by Directive 15.
explicitly stated that I

I

and how
felt and

did not want to be redundant of

the valid arguments of others.

I

felt that my unique

contribution was to give evidence of how Directive
influences racial
this

identity in the schools.

15

Even though

is the last and therefore most current document

addressed in this disseration,
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I

included

it

immediately

after Directive
it

15 and

its memos which explain how

is to be utilized by all

which follow,

agencies.

while they also relate to Directive

were generated by the government
enforce

The documents

its mandates

15,

in an attempt to

in the schools specifically despite

the difficulties and omissions

concerning

interracial

children.

C6.

Office

for Civil Rights

(OCR)

U.S.

Department of

Education-This memo outlines the roles of the OCR
as an agency which protects the rights of students
in education programs or activities that receive
financial

assistance from the Department of

Education

(ED).

Under these

laws,

and activities must be operated
ensures egual opportunity,
etc.

These

Act of
laws

1964.

ED

funded programs

in a manner that

regardless of

laws are Title VI

race,

color

of the Civil Rights

OCR has authority to enforce these

in the schools and investigates

filed by individuals,

complaints

or their representatives,

who

believe that they have been discriminated against.
There are ten regional offices

in Boston through

which complaints can be filed.

C7.

Subpart F of the Code of Federal Regulations

28CFR Chapter 1,

revised July 1,

1990.

Subpart F

deals with the Department of Justice's enforcement
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of Non-discrimination in Federally Assisted
Programs,

and includes their definitions

designation of persons by race,

color or national

origin.

The purpose of this memo

federal

agencies enforce Title VI.

compliance with the
designations:
Hispanic,

Black,

C8.

law under the

insure that

It also outlines
following racial

not of Hispanic Origin,

White,

American Indian

not of Hispanic Origin.

Education and Title Vi-Issued by the U.S.

Department of Education.

This

connection between Title VI
of

is to

Asian or Pacific Islander,

or Alaskan Native,

for

leaflet outlines the

of the Civil

1964 and compliance with the U.S.

Education.

admissions,

recruitment,

financial

discipline,

athletics,

aid,

academic

recreation,

counseling

physical

housing and employment.

important because

problems that the OCR has
therefore,

limited to:

student treatment and services,

and guidance,

memo is

of

in a non-disciminatory manner.

These may include but are not

education,

Dept,

Programs and activities which receive ED

funds must operate

programs,

Rights Act

it

This

identifies discriminatory

resolved in the past and

would be the agency which might resolve any

categorization issue which afects mixed race students and
services.

It also outlines how to file a complaint.
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C9.Discrimination Complaint Form,
Department of Education,

Office

United States

for Civil

Letter addressed to me and a complaint
is a civil

Rights.

form

utilized

if there

rights violation.

spoke at

length to this department and was

I

informed

that a recent complaint was submitted by a
Boston parent concerning their child's
identify his multiple racial

status.

This office

determined that based on their federal
that they did not have the
the case.

This

right to

guidelines

jurisdiction to dispute

is a reinforcement of how our racial

discriminatory policy which should protect the
interracial

child is

limited by our

fails to include them.

language which

According to the current

laws which acknowledge the rights of all monoracial
individuals,

interracial

children are not discriminated

against since they are not discriminated as a member of
a majority or minority race.

The key is that multiracial

language needs to be added for this to be addressed by
any government agency.
letter

(B9)

As an example,

from the U.S.

Senator Mathias written in

Dept,
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following

of Education to

1984 on the behalf of a

a complaint filed from a Ms.
illustrates a policy that

the

Karen Hunt

is still

in 1984

that

in effect today.

CIO.

Letter

from Harry Singleton,

Department of Education.
Civil
This

Senator Mathias
Bell,
Ms.

Assistant Secretary for

Rights to Senator Mathias,
letter was written

United States

Dec.

4,

1984.

in response to a

letter

sent to Secretary of Education,

on behalf of a complaint filed on behalf of

Karen Hunt concerning public school

forms that

request racial

information and the difficulty

encountered by

"biracial"

upholds Statistical

children.

letter

Policy Directive No.15.

In order to cite

its policy on racial

categorization and public school
reference to the

This

forms

it makes

following 1984 Elementary and

Secretary Education Civil

Rights Survey:

"RACIAL/ETHNIC CATEGORIES Racial /ethnic
designations, as used by the U.S.
Department of Education, Office for Civil
Rights, do NOT denote scientific
definitions of anthropological origins.
For the purposes of this report, a pupil
may be included in the group to which he
or she appears to belong, identifies
with, or is regarded in the community as
belonging to, However, no person should be
counted in more than one racial/ethnic
category.
The manner of collecting the
racial/ethnic information is left to the
discretion of the institution provided
that the system which is established
results in reasonably accurate data."
The

language used in this memo so obviously tries to

validate

in subjective

categorizations.

language,

Phrases
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like

monoracial

"appears to belong".

"is regarded in the community as belonging to",
used

instead of

"A pupil may be

included

are

in the group

to which they choose to self-identify with"

are used.

The memo continues:
"School districts are free to use any
method of determining the race of
particular students as long as the
system used results in "reasonably
accurate data".
"...we suggest that classroom teachers
simply count the children by the racial
identification that appears to best
represent the child's race within the
limited number of categories available."
By using the

language

"any method",

common method used throughout racial

another most
categorization

history not mentioned in the memo called
a

student,

"eyeballing"

would be a valid method of data collection.

Traditionally,
in monoracial

before parents were asked to collaborate
categorizations of their children or they

couldn't register their children for school
stands,

as

it now

teachers made the judgments based on what race

they felt the child looked like.

Thus,

the method of

eyeballing according to this memo would still be valid
especially when one considers
"appears to",

"best represent"

language used such as
and other visual

clues

also suggested as valid data collection methods.

No

wonder the Federal government also needed to validate
the concept of

"reasonably accurate data"

"accurate data"

or

rather than

"most possible accurate data".
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Data

is never totally accurate;

however,

the goal

of data

collection should never be to deliberately overlook a
population of people and the very core of their
What

is of additional

interest

is the

identity.

rationale

cited which would appear to justify such incomplete
categorizations:
"The terms "biracial" and "interracial",
although they may be personally preferable"
or
"while the designation "biracial' may be
personally significant, the term loses
meaning in the context of OCR's data
collection efforts, which are designed to
indicate potential civil rights violations".
Hence,

the Office for Civil

racial

categorizations on the basis of such language

as,

"appears to belong",

"is

Rights

legitimizes

regarded in the

community as belonging to",

"that appears to best

represent",

limited number of

all

"within the

categories available".

By limiting interracial

children's self definitions to monoracial
categorizations with absolute,
which are not
interracial
that

is

concrete parameters

inclusive of their multiple

children's rights to

"personally preferable"

identities,

identify in a way
are denied.

C11.622 Regulation from the Massachusetts
Department of Education,
1971

Chapter 622 of the Acts of

- Chapter 622 Regulations Pertaining to Access

to Egual Educational Opportunity were adopted by the
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Ma.

Board of Education on June 24,

effective on September

1,

1975.

1975 and became

It reads,

"No
person shall be excluded from or discriminated
against in admission to a public school of any town,
or in obtaining the advantages, privileges and
courses of study of such public school on account of
race, color, sex, religion, or national origin"
(Chapter 622 of the Acts of 1971)."
There are

10 sections of the 622 Regulations.

Those

sections which will be analyzed because of their
relevance to

interracial

represent possibilities

children and which might
for filing a violation

include:

1.

Guidance.

Section 4.00

4:03 reads.
No materials or tests shall be employed for
guidance purposes which discriminate and/or limit
choices on the basis of race, color, sex, religion
or national origin."
Both school materials and tests discriminate against
interracial
school

children.

tests must

thus

for them on the basis of race.

In school materials,

materials

children on most

"choose one box only",

they limit choices

mentioned.

Interracial

interracial

children are not

Guidance Counselors do not have
for them.

for monoracial

The materials they do have are

students only,

on the basis of race.

This
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thus

limiting choices

issue will be discussed

more

comprehensively

perceptions

2.

of

Curricula.

how

reads,

"The

curricula of
in

activities

all

and

culture

public

areas

Again,

this

teacher

racial

are

of

not

systems

culture,
persons

nationalities,

according

on

shapes

school
the

contributions

races,

chapter

identity.

5.00

Racially mixed persons

project.

next

fair perspective

of different
colors".

these

the

school

Section

5.01

present

in

and groups

sexes

and

acknowledged

to

the

data

is

reviewed

collected
in

shall

history,

the

in

all

for

this

next

chapter.

5.02

reads,

"All school books,
materials shall be
minority group

instructional and educational
reviewed for sex-role and

stereotyping.

Appropriate

activities, discussions
materials shall be used

and/or supplementary
to counteract the

stereotypes

such materials."

School
they

depicted

books

in

reinforce minority

reinforce

that

all

stereotyping when

minorities

choose

identify monoracially.

All

books

reviewed

group

for monoracial

Interracial

children

instructional
discussions

and

and/or

are

school

should be

stereotyping.

omitted

educational

to

in

school

materials,

books,

class

supplementary materials.

are practically

invisible

transformations

in

the

in

all

schools.
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cultural
In

contrast.

They

interracial
which

children

a monoracial

including most
activities
thus
in

to

stereotyping

identifying with

all

in

reinforced,

of

Such

legitimacy,

ambivalence

feel

uncomfortable

and/or

stereotyping.

exists

are

situations

activities.

identity

such monoracial

students who

is

to

them a measure

children who might

Monoracial
some

perspective

bear with

silenced by

to

subjected

multicultural

contributing

some

are

at

psychic

cost

uncomfortable with not

the parts

of

their

racial

identity.

5.03

reads.

"School

books,

instructional

materials purchased
shall,
and

in

the

after

aggregate,

situations which depict

books

include
depict

characterizations
individuals

variety of
3.

biases

regulations
of

both

a broad variety of

and

in books

and

changed
in

to

order

situations

of multiracial

groups

to

which
in

a broad

roles.

Extra-Curricula Activities.

6.09

these

characterizations

individuals

in

should be purchased

eliminate monoracial

educational

date

include

sexes and minority groups
positive roles."
School

and

the

Section

6.00

reads,

"When offering

extra-curricula programs,

shall take into consideration
of the student body."
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the

ethnic

schools
traditions

All

school programs and activities highlight

monoracial

traditions without acknowledging that

some might have multiple racial

traditions,

as will

be discussed in the next chapter.

4.

Active Efforts.

Section 8:00

8.03 reads,
"It shall be the responsibility of the school
committee and the superintendent to provide
necessary information and in-service training for
all school personnel in order to:
-advance means of achieving educational
goals
in a manner free from discrimination on account of
race, color, sex, religion or national origin.
-enhance consciousness of the kinds of
discriminatory and prejudicial practices and
behavior which may occur in the public schools."
8:04

reads

The superintendent, as an agent of the school
committee, shall promote and direct effective
procedures for the full implementation of these
regulations, and shall make recommendations to the
committee for the necessary policies, program
changes and budget resource allocations to achieve
adherence to these regulations."
There

is no significant example of the schools'

awareness

of the unique needs of the racially mixed child in the
schools,

especially in the most vital

students,

that

is

in the

"immediate"

area which affects
consciousness of

school personnel which determine the practices and
activities

in the schools.

practically non existent

Interracial

children are

in all teacher training programs

and in other in-service programs
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in the schools.

C.

On the surface,

Conclusion

one might assume that it would

be absolutely ridiculous and totally illogical to
imagine that all children of more than one race can
comfortably "check one box only" for their own idea
of their racial identity. No less absurd than the
picture of ourselves as standing on "one feet",
might wonder.

However,

one

when one adds up all the

monoracial descriptors,

its calculations,

and other

mono cultural artifacts of our "social algebra"
paradigm (Corrigan,

1989)

"folk taxonomy of races"

that shapes America's
(Lieberman,1989),

including those imposed in the schools,

a monoracial

identity for multiracial children seems guite
logical.

"As would any categorization,

fictional order"

(Willett,

it imposes a

1993) which shapes their

own racial idea of themselves and how others
validate their experiences for them.
Multiracial children,

if indeed they have

identity problems or "ambiguous"

identities,

are

only responding in an appropriate manner to an
"inappropriate" classificatory system.

If

multiracial children have ambiguous identities,
relevance to their being defined on school forms
within very definite and concrete terms,
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(and

its

definitely not in ambiguous terms)
most significant.

as monoracial is

Since there is such an obvious

contradiction between the translation from the
official monoracial language of school forms into
the reality of their multiracial being,
versa,

and vice

that ambiguity and discomfort would be

natural responses.
Hence,
child,

there is no reason why a multiracial

given the impersonal standpoint of language

and seemingly the only valid way from which they can
reflect upon their experience, would be likely to
have a comfortable multiracial identity without some
degree of support which is already provided for other
monoracial groups.

How is it possible for a

child to deny an important piece of him or herself
without some discomfort?

Yet,

over and over on a

number of "official" school forms that "say it is
so,

doesn't it?", multiracial children are

reflecting upon imposed monoracial identities which
they feel legitimizes their experience and which
eventually become their experience through their own
participation.
The schools need to understand that current
monoracial classificatory systems not only position
multiracial students into discovered meanings;

but

also control how they actually construct meaning.
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Theoretical work (Spindler,
Me Laren,

1986)

1967;

Giroux,

1988;

suggests that multiracial students

observe and analyze the real practices and events
around them which interpret and therefore compose
the template for their ideas about themselves
(Slugoski and Ginsburg,

1989).

Therefore,

the

language of these school forms which are used to
describe multiracial students do,
describing them at all,

in fact,

become a central force in

how multiracial students interpret,
produce,

by not

in how they

and in how they sustain the experience of

what being multiracial actually means in society.
By packaging monoracial language as "cultural
wisdom" on school forms,
responding,

the schools,

are

though perhaps unintentionally,

federal misrepresentation system,

to a

(also perhaps

unintentionally) which ultimately controls how
interracial children interpret,

continue to

participate in producing and in thus,
their experiences.

sustaining

Multiracial children are not

monoracial but current classification practices that
legitimize that they are,

are like any mismatch,

they do not fit and attempts "that appear" to make
them fit must distort reality in order to do so,
that they,

in effect,

so

continue to control how

iracial students respond to their experiences.
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The

fact that the schools as an institution

which implements the ordering of their racial
identity has been so successful

despite these

discrepancies suggests the power that these
organizational

structures have

governing the sum total
curriculum"
child.

of student

in

influencing and

of experiences

or

"hidden

life for the multiracial

Giroux felt that these organizational

structures

influence and govern teacher-student

interactions within the classrooms.
official

curriculum,

affective objectives,
this case

"Unlike the

with its stated cognitive and
the hidden curriculum in

is rooted in those organizational

aspects

of classroom life which are not commonly perceived
by either students or teachers"

(Giroux,

p.

32).

If the schools are to meet the needs of
multiracial

students,

how they are documented will

have to be altered so that multiracial
reinterpret,

reanalyze and begin to reconstruct

their experience for themselves.

In addition,

current procedures need to be changed,
those self-definitions,
acknowledged,
exist

children can

so that

self-interpretations are

actualized and reinforced because they

in the system and are counted.
Whether or not this silencing of multiracial

identities

is

intentional
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("to keep the races pure")

or unintentional,

("to respect separate racial

identities") the result is that whole populations of
a growing group are being overlooked at the very
core of their racial identity.

The tabulations

for the collection of racial identity,
of erroneous policies,

do,

in effect

currently discriminate

against multiracial children as will be illustrated
more concretely in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
HOW OUR SCHOOL CULTURE FRAMES RACIAL

IDENTITY

"The proper role of the schools is the
socialization of Afro-American, MexicanAmerican, Native American, Asian-American,
European-American and mainland Puerto Rican
children is a matter of great concern to
social scientists, educators and policy
makers...To improve minority education
there is a need for improved curricula,
better teaching and a more equitable
allocation of resources.
The community
and the schools should work together to
achieve these common goals and schools
must be more responsive to diversity in
American society."
- Edgar Epps
Cultural Pluralism, p.175.

Although these words were written in 1974,
was not until

the mid to

late

1980's that the

schools began to respond to the needs of
students;

that is at

it

its diverse

least those whose cultural

identity were singular and fixed and could be
acknowledged by a rigidly stratified and racially
segregated society.

Although multicultural education

is attempting to change social order to empower a
more diverse population,

interracial

children,

who

are mandated to accept being categorized on the
basis of one race only,
invisible

remain statistically

in the schools and in the communities.

In order to get a glimpse
school

awareness about

into societal

interracial
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children.

and

consider what happened when I

visited the main

branch of one town's children's
school

library and the high

library of the other town.

they had books about interracial
responded,

"of course,

we do"

When I

asked

children,

if

both

and proceeded to

proudly show me their books about monoracial,
minority children.

In the school

library,

librarian looked up at me and said
tone,

"I

give one an idea of the
I

in a mocking

don't mean to be facetious,

those books since the sixties".

found in the

level

institutions

the

but we've had

These

incidents

of understanding which

I visited;

was the assumption that the needs of

that there

interracial

children were being met through the resources
available for monoracial minority children.
In the previous chapter,

the written language

used in the schools which categorizes students
monoracially was reviewed.

But would this official

language used in the schools be internalized by
interracial
image?

I

students to affect their racial

self-

found it impossible to imagine that a

racially mixed child,

especially one who had been

raised by both parents,
of some sort,

would not have an identity

good or bad,

comfortable or

uncomfortable as being both black and white or
whatever racial

combination they might be.
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Is

monoracial

identity really

these children or

"entirely"

possible

is their multiracial

for

identity just

suppressed by a very racially confused nation and
implemented by the schools?
It became

important to me to find out about the

role that schools might play in affecting identity
possibilities
the

for

interracial

interracial

child go

the basis of one race
race)

students.

Might the

from being categorized on

(even though they are not one

to how they might actually believe

it or at

least appear to officially believe

it or even accept

it themselves?

interview interracial

students,

Although I did not

this process

is a possibility.

categorization procedures
how interracial
of

interracial

For

if the schools

framed the possibilities

children see themselves,

for

the perceptions

students would not just be tied to

those particular situations but must extend beyond
the particular context

in which the situation is

framed.
What other
receive

"cues" might the

interracial

from the schools about how to

themselves racially?
language of racial

identify

If the primary function of the

categorization is to steer and

direct social practice

in the schools,

then the

production of compatible aspects of material
e.g.

curriculum,

child

books,

cultural programs,
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culture

class

discussions etc. would be wholly integrated with it.
But if the racial categorization procedures are
merely a game to be overlooked,
government",

("to satisfy the

as some would oversimplify)

then there

would be no connection to any other educational or
social practices in the schools.
Central to my attempt in this dissertation was
to investigate the schools as influential sites for
fostering or obstructing positive ethnic identity in
interracial students.

Since how the schools and

the community classify interracial children might
affect teacher's perceptions and other resources
available to them,

those perceptions bear with them

the potential of affecting the racial self-image of
multiracial students.

Could teachers themselves,

addition to interracial students,

in

internalize these

instruments of categorization and thus,

unconsciously

become the agents of transforming confused identities
to interracial children based on mistaken policies?
Through the perceptions of teachers,

I wanted

to investigate the school environment which could
control the web of racial possibilities for the
interracial child.

Now that I had investigated the

written language by which interracial students were
categorized,

I wanted to examine teacher perceptions

of those instruments and other "hidden curricula"
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in

the school which would produce,

legitimate and

transform these written possibilities into
other aspects of school material culture,

so that

those racial possibilities were maintained by
everyone in the schools.

For it there was a web of

specific instances in the schools which could tie
the interracial student to monoracial possibilities,
then a summary of all these events would make a
monoracial identity plausible for the multiracial
child.
A.

Sampling

30 public school teachers were interviewed from
the towns of Cambridge and Newton.

These two towns

were chosen for comparison because of their urban/
suburban difference,

varying socio-economic levels

and the varying number of multiracial children that
"appear to be"

in their district.

Although

statistics are not available about multiracial
individuals due to the categorization procedures on
the national Census,

it was felt that Cambridge had

a large number of multiracial families,

especially

since Cambridge has a larger school percentage of
minorities.

Also, most of my members from the

Multiracial Family Network were from Cambridge and
indicated a need for this study and offered
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support

(which did become essential

later).

For the same reason,

as I will note

Newton's

population might prove a significant
affecting teacher'
materials available

smaller

factor

in

awareness or resources and
in their school

system.

According to the Bureau of Data Collection of
the Massachusetts Department of Education,
school

census,

better known as the

School Report,
including
Hispanic),

.1% Native American,
6.6% Asian,

has

6.9% Asian,

Hispanic).

32.7% Black

3.2% Hispanic

(white)

the other hand,

1.5% Hispanic

Individual

Cambridge has 53.1% minorities

10.5% Hispanic

Blacks,

the

(not

(non-White),

and 46.9% White.

Newton,

on

15.4% minority including 6.8%
.3% Hispanic

(white)

(non White),

and 84.6% White

(non-

But how much of Cambridge's

53.1%

minority or 46.9% majority are actually multiracial
or how much of Newton's

15.4% minority or 84.6%

maj ority?
Permission was granted through the central
offices of both school
my research.

systems

in order to commence

Meetings took place with administrators

of both towns.

However,

there was a great deal

of

initial difficulty in finding teachers to participate
in the research.
in both towns

For example,

in February,
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1991

permission was granted
and interviews with

teachers did not begin until March of the
year.

following

Although letters and copies of the proposal

were subsequently sent to principals who

in turn

i^foj^mtjd the teachers of the need for their assistance,
there was no teacher response

initially.

The researcher

was told that teachers are too busy and since school
was ending for the year that perhaps

it would be

better to wait for the start of the new school year.
However,
the fall of
additional
was

when requests were

1992

initiated again

and principals recontacted and

letters of request were sent,

still no response

from teachers.

there

Although it

could be concluded from this experience that they
were either uncooperative or uncomfortable,

the

researcher believes that the real

just

that teachers are

reason is

very busy and probably have

received little feedback or

information about the

research in which they participated
When addressed personally,

in the past.

whether

in the

playground during recess or through personal
connections or just in the halls or

libraries,

teachers were extremely willing to be

interviewed

and continued to be supportive.

In fact most

expressed a need to receive more

information about

the topic and that they were asked questions that
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in

they had never thought about before.
any lack of support

I

never felt

in either school.

One problem existed in Cambridge after I
received permission

in the town from the central

office to conduct research at a few elementary
schools and at the high school.

After

I

had

completed interviews

in the elementary schools,

sought assistance to

initiate my research at

Cambridge Rindge and Latin High School.

I

I was told

that my research project had to get the approval of
the School

Senate which meets monthly.

phone calls,

I made many

sent letters and after a few months was

denied permission.
Since I
as

had already had permission at that time

indicated in a letter and had already completed

my research in the elementary schools,
especially concerned since
high school

I

I was

felt research at the

level was crucial

to my project.

asked for my research to be reconsidered.
parents of multiracial High School
were part of a multiracial
director of,

I

students,

I
called
who

community group I was the

and others who in turn called the

principal about my research.

As a result,

date was set to review my proposal
to personally address the group.
granted.
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another

and I was allowed

Permission was

I

can only guess as to why I was not granted

permission which disturbed me especially in a town
which was perceived as having a higher ratio of
interracial
too busy,

children.

I was told that teachers are

that there were a number of things that

need to be done and maybe

it was not a priority.

I

am not sure that I

know if there was a reason as to

why it was denied,

but I did

lose a great deal of

time.
In Newton,
started.

I

I

also had a difficult time getting

received permission from the central

office who in turn introduced my research to
principals.

I was then phoned that there was no

teacher response,

that

So I waited until

September upon which I

principals myself.

I

interview 15 teachers

it was the end of year,

etc.

called the

eventually was able to
in both towns.

What I

learned

most was that principals and teachers needed to be
contacted personally and then were very supportive
for the most part.

The standard official procedures

took a great deal of time to

implement and brought

little support.
The most alarming situation that happened to me
occurred when I

called Newton Public Schools to

check on the status of my research proposal.

I

waited guite a while and was anxious to commence my
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interviews.
responded,
it was

When I
"I

called the secretary,

don't think

sent to Special

it's here,

Education".

never able to verify if

it was

sent there or

I was
if the

In any

her remark suggests how the average American

might think about
what

think that

However,

secretary was speaking on her own.
event,

I

she

"category'

interracial

we might

they might be serviced.

children and under

look as to where
This situation was

particularly meaningful

to me since I was a Special

Educator for about ten years.

In fact,

I

entered a

Masters of Special Education program because

I was

told in the early 70's while I was working with a
culturally diverse community that

I

should pursue

this area in order to service the

"culturally

deprived".
In attempting to understanding these
difficulties

in gaining assistance,

variety of reasons were plausible.

I

felt that a

Firstly,

teachers are very busy and are asked to contribute a
great deal of time about research that they never
hear about again.

Secondly,

is considerable pressure
"politically correct",
status of

interracial

a threatening topic,

at a time where there

in the schools to be

a guestionnaire about the
children in the schools

is

especially for administrators.
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B.

Interviews

The semi-structured interview questions
Appendix C)

were divided into four sections of questions

about the teachers and their perceptions:
and educational background
categorization e.g.
culture e.g.

school

curriculum,

programs and 4)

2)

1)

biographical

instruments of

forms

3)

school material

materials,

literature and

teacher perceptions of multiracial

children and the effects of racial
procedures on racial

1.

(see

categorization

identity.

Biographical Background

Most of the teachers

interviewed were born and

raised in New England and attended

local

Boston except a few from other areas,
Carolina,

i.e.

California and New Orleans.

define their race,

colleges
Ohio,

in
North

When asked to

two self-defined as Asian American

(Japanese and Chinese)

and seven as Afro-American.

Two teachers were married interracially;

one Caucasian

female to a Jamaican and one Afro-American to a
Caucasian.

Another teacher was the adoptive

mother of an interracial

child whom she described as

physically and officially black but was culturally white.
Another teacher also taught a course
Education on the graduate school
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in Multicultural

level

in Boston.

The teachers'

biographical

and educational

backgrounds suggests two possibilities.
teacher awareness of the

Firstly,

that

issues of mixed raced children

might be somewhat related to the geographical

region in

which they were raised and the schools systems they
taught

in.

For example,

teachers

New Orleans and those that taught

from California and
in Cambridge

seemed to be more familiar with the topic and had more
stories to tell but that this was not also a significant
factor

in determining their teacher training or the

resources available in their schools.
interviewed remembered receiving any
interracial
What I

None of the teachers
information about

children in their teacher training.
also found significant was a contradiction in

how three teachers self-defined their race

in the

beginning of the

and in how

interview

they later told me as
racially mixed.

(Afro-American)

"a matter of

fact"

that they were

This contrast between their responses

to the direct guestion,

"I

am from _

(country)

and refer to myself as _(racial/ethnic)
background,

and their omission of a multiracial

during or after the

interview,

some complex dynamics

status

could possibly suggest

in multiracial

identity development

and resolution.
I

felt that this might reflect how interracial

children might be controlled by the official
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language of their

identity and how such obstacles

might be unlatched from their perceptions.
Black Americans are multiracial,
learned to

Most

yet they have

identify monoracially as Black for

complex socio-political

reasons that have been

implemented and reinforced by the tools of our
racial

categorization system.

The

responses to questions about their

immediate teacher
identity took on

the form of society's official or familiar

language,

indicating that they identified as they were
taught to
official
actual

identify.

This contradiction between the

language of their

identity verses their

and also perhaps suppressed identity

illustrates the pressures that

interracial

children

might feel when they are trying to resolve
this dilemma.

Perhaps only in the course of the

interview which addressed the status of the
interracial

child in the school,

not have to feel

did the teachers

that they had to choose

loyalties

between the majority and minority race and that
other choices might be equally respectable.
Could this aid us
cultural

in understanding what

cues might be necessary for an interracial

child to uncover and reconstitute their suppressed
multiracial

identities?

I began to see these

teachers as evidence of how the system worked,
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for

they had

internalized these categories and were

already victims of how our nation thinks about
race.

However,

they were not only positioned into

sanctioned meanings
might be,

for what their racial

identity

but they actively constructed meaning by

analyzing the events

in their everyday lives

and conformed and perpetuated their practices as
evidenced by their
guestions.

But,

immediate responses to direct

by questionning the potential

other

identity possibilities during the

was

sanctioning them as well

I

them to analyze the events
Was

I,

through the

in their everyday lives?

interview process,

children,

within the realms of

interview,

and thus enabling

another format for a language of
interracial

for

offering

identification for

one which might position them
identifying with being of more

than one race.

2.

Instruments of Categorization-School

Forms

Both Newton and Cambridge have school
registration forms which were based on monoracial
categorizations.

On the elementary level,

all

registration forms were filled out by parents;
students were periodically asked to self-identify
themselves on state mandated Achievement Tests
usually in the 3rd,

6th and 9th grade
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levels and

at various other times.
told me that she takes
basis.

One teacher
racial

At the High School

attendance on a daily

level,

students were

categorized racially in both towns.
racial

in Cambridge

In Cambridge,

categorization is also used to racially

balance elementary schools as a volunteer solution
rather than having to resort to forced busing.
at the high school

level,

were used to balance

racial

"houses"

And

categorizations

(units or smaller

groupings of students designed so that students do
not feel

"lost"

interracial
books"

of

students be used to

Might

"balance the racial

by institutions themselves?

Several
level

in larger schools).

teachers

in Cambridge on the elementary

reported being surprised about how the parents

interracial

racially but

children had reported their children

later

learned that parents often chose

to report the race that was

"most needed"

racially balance the schools.

to

This was especially

true of Black/White children whose parents chose
white because that would ensure their entrance
certain

"good"

or neighborhood schools that had a

higher minority ratio.
crucial

into

This became especially

in schools that had Bilingual programs

Haitians and other

for

linguistic minorities who would

upset or tip the majority/minority balance.

Ill

One

interracial

elementary student

in Cambridge

told how her parents

checked off both races and was

called by the school

and later changed her race to

white.

This student saw it as part of a game she

played but that she really saw herself as both black
and white.

Another teacher spoke about a Cape

Verdean child whose mother

insisted her daughter was

white,

only to switch later when she

school

across the street needed more blacks.

another case,

a biracial

stepfather were white,

found out the
In

child whose mother and

identified their child as

white because they wanted their child to

identify

with them as parents,

like mom

and dad".

e.g.

"you're white

The absurdity of the situation of forcing

children of multiple heritages to

identify as of one

race was further highlighted in a story a teacher
told me about a light skinned Cape Verdean woman who
was married to a Black American and whose children
were

identified in the hospital by the doctor as

Black if the father was present at the birth and
white if he wasn't.

Hence,

skinned children are

"black"

dark skinned children are
me that it was possible
eyeballing students,

some of her

lighter

and some of her

"white".

One teacher told

in the earlier days of

that siblings were
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initially

sent to different schools because their races
appeared to be different.
I

felt

it was a powerful notion to think about

the monorace that the
chooses

interracial

("to go with")

child ultimately

which is rooted in some

organizational aspect of the official
ultimately becomes
become part of

its hidden curriculum.

"racial politics"

codifications can be
group to another.
School Report,

They

whereby their

itemized and juggled from one

When one

one

curriculum,

looks at the

Independent

is overwhelmed by numbers and

percentages and after

interviewing teachers one can

only guess at the part that racially mixed children
could play in this process...

"we need more whites

here

in this district... there aren't enough Asian

kids

for this project... this

help Hispanic kids,

foundation wants to

METCO is being mandated to

increase their Asians and Hispanics students
proportion to their urban school populations,
Thus,

multiracial

children,

in
etc."

are often unknowingly,

pawns of the numbers game of political organizational
structures which influence school policy and govern
teacher-student
knowingly accept

interaction.

In addition,

it and often reinforce

they often

it through

their own participation in its entitlements.
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When teachers were asked whether they have seen
multiracial

students struggling with their

particularly when filling out school
categorization questions,

various

around themes of

(confusion,

definition of
terms).

identity

racial

stories emerged
resolution;

identity terms and redefinition of

In most cases,

what was decided was based

not on how the child might have
monoracial

identity,

felt but what

categorization was advantageous to the

child at any particular moment.

Such situational

pressures

forcing and/or

institutionalized the

suppression of racial

identities

in

interracial

children.
Note the following teacher's observations:
"Some say, 'I can't answer that question,
it has no meaning to me.
Where we come
from it has no connection to anything...
You decide'.
And I answer I can't
register you unless you pick one of the
six categories, even though I may totally
agree with you, even from what you are
saying to me or from what I'm interpreting
from your expressions...May or may not be
a biracial situation in the home.
Then
when you have the obvious situation, when
you see both parents and one is black
and one is white, whatever, usually that
is what it is and if the child is there it
becomes a very difficult situation to pick
one or the other, the bureaucracy
wants
some way to be able to categorize people
for reporting purposes...Not easy to do, if
they refuse, I put down refuse to answer the
question...it's a silly thing, kids seem
the most pained, more than the parent,
it's the kids that have to make a choice
...you see them shrug, you know"
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"I saw some disastrous "eyeballing"
especially when I taught a long time ago
in Boston, I remember a situation where a
teacher came in and said to light skinned
Blacks, "for now you are all white" and
the kids were in tears. They wanted the
schools to be integrated and they needed
more whites"
"Yes, I remember a girl who couldn't think
of herself as black and didn't want anyone
to think of her as black".
".was put into the black category and
said I am not Black American, I'm Cape
Verdean...others said, I'm Haitian Creole"
"I had an interracial child who kept
changing her name, who didn't have a clear
idea of who she was and I understand that
she had done this since birth, hadn't had
an idea of who she was so if she wasn't
happy with one thing she would change and
be another thing and while that was just
names there was this whole piece of
identity, because she knew her father was
black and her mother was white and
sometimes she just had confusion about
what that made her".
"Have seen students struggle with it, not
know how to speak about it or in denial of
it, young people are candid and say, "you
don't look like this person, you don't look
white, how can you call yourself white?".
"On the basic skill test it is tricky and
they do ask the kids and sometimes the kids
don't know and say I'm not sure and I say
let me look on your official form and see
what your parents had to say about this
issue...sometimes they say I'm not sure how
I'm categorized, am I black, am I white and
I say let me check,
it could be either one
and sometimes if they don't want to deal with
it, I say leave it blank and I'll fill it in".
"It usually depends upon the politics of
the individual, rare for child to identify
as white, some both, most black...most
identify with the underdog".
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...needless to say,
all

for the obvious

teachers saw racial

"necessary evil"

reasons almost

categorization as a

at best

i.e.

"necessary when you have a pluralistic
society, to make sure public
education is balanced"
"other than to designate monies and census,
raises racist feelings... for what
purposes, if there is strong evidence that
this group is underserved"
"government seems to need it...I
comfortable with it"
"get use to negative things,
funding than OK"

don't feel

for federal

When asked what would be the best way to
categorize

interracial

category was desirable,

students and if a separate
most said that they wished

that they could check off all

their races,

and have

them count rather than have a separate category.
But most assumed that would not happen and supported
the

idea of a separate category.

transferred their negative

A large number

feelings about racial

categorization to how they felt about another and
separate category e.g.
"now you're setting up isolation, you're
making a statement that there's something
different about you, good or bad".
"no,

more difficult".

But at last one saw what she/he thought was
beneficial...
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"first question is to
categorize and if the
serve the population,
distribution, density
support it".

The

idea that equality entails

has

consequences

is,

I

feel,

category.

for the

ask why we need to
answer is to better
by identifying
and impact, I would

ignoring differences

interracial

child.

That

the key as to why we need a separate
Historically,

it's been taboo to marry

interracially and their children were perceived
negatively and therefore sanctioned only in
marginal ways

in all our organizational

"best not to notice"
the minorities".

forms e.g.

and categorize them "down with

Despite the fact that there

no scientific basis for the notion of a
and everyone says that
the

issue of race

"people are all

is

"pure"

race

the same,

is still deeply embedded in the

minds of the American people.
Although the American public is reverent about
about racial equality,

the concept of affirming and

recognizing group difference
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164).

The American system of racial

categorization

is an example of one of the

organizational

structures through which privilege

oppression

is

sanctioned.

'differentness'

needs to be noticed,

affirmed rather than
negated
all

Multiracial

ignored,

students'

understood and

misunderstood and

in the schools because they are

school
Thus,

invisible on

forms.
although one benefit of the racial

categorization process was that

it

implemented the

recognition of minority groups and the allocation of
funds;

by confining the

multiracial

students to

documentation,

identity possibilities of
"one race only"

it possibly has

established patterns
perceptions about
allocate resources
We need to

in all

its

institutionalized

for the exclusion of our

interracial

children and how we

for them.

look at how this categorization

plays out in the classroom to determine whether or
not the racial
enhanced or
this

identity of

interracial

inhibited in our school

in mind,

I will

culture.

is

With

discuss how teachers perceive

the school environment which frames
possibilities for these children;
documentation translates
school

children

identity

that

is,

how

into teacher perceptions,

resources and materials,
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cultural programs

and other aspects of

school material

creating an environment of
or pressure

socio-political

for the multiracial

something as technical
ideological

as

culture;

child.

thus,

support

How is

"one category"

it that

becomes an

framework from which interracial

children idealize how they see themselves racially?

C.

School Material Culture

What other artifacts of cultural
besides school
interracial

documentation provide a basis

racial

for

children to discover the possible

identities for themselves
one of the

formation

in the schools?

"hidden curricula"

in the schools,

then the school's production of

books,

discussions,

"steer and

towards monoracial destinies

compatible aspects of material
curriculum,

if

of our current

categorization system is to

direct social practice"

For

etc.)

culture

cultural programs,

(e.g.
class

is wholly integrated into

According to Giroux,

people

it.

individually

learn to invest both intellectually and emotionally
in particular

ideologies and social practices by

conforming to the everyday events
In this way,

in their

lives.

the dynamics of everyday life is

to the political

linked

ideologies of the dominant culture.

Mary Douglas points out further how these everyday
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events which frame how each individual
feels

is

controlled by that which has been

sanctioned by others of their social
whether

thinks and

grouping

it be directly through a parent,

organization or
of control
cultural

ie.

family or

indirectly through their
rules,

rituals,

artifacts.

is that the group

instruments

ceremonies or other

The only important

ingredient

is authorized and therefore

has the power to control private thought without our
knowing that we are even surrendering it.
this time fashionable to say that social
encode

information.

routine decisions,

"It

is at

institutions

They are credited with making
solving routine problems,

a lot of regular thinking on behalf of

and doing

individuals"

(1986 p.47).
The schools as an institution of the dominant
culture has the power to control
possibilities

for the multiracial

implementation of

its racial

rituals etc.).

child through its

categorization system

and its other supportive cultural
resources,

racial

forms

(curriculum,

It is these contextual

clues which influence the perceptions of the
multiracial

child as part of a wider

of collective memories and stories,
students with a sense of
practical

knowledge"

that provide

familiarity,

(Giroux,
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"accumulation

p.146).

identity and
In fact.

possibly more culture
"hidden curriculum"
organizational

is transmitted through this

than through its

formal

structure.

For the guestion needs to be posed,
our monoracial
multiracial

if we alter

categorization structure by adding a

category,

will we also alter our

monoracial perceptions of them and remedy the
situations and experiences
child?.

And will

the schools

remain the same or will
new terminology?
our racial

for the multiracial

it

"hidden curriculum"

immediately adapt to its

Have students already questioned

social order or accepted it as an

unquestioned truth?

If they have questioned it,

have they not been changed and if not,

why

why and how

has this particular aspect of our collective
culture;

that

children,
factual

is,

a monoracial

been presented

classification for

in school

as objective,

knowledge?

Thus,

teachers and parents may be unaware of

what we are actually teaching our children about
race which might jeopardize the happiness of the
multiracial

child.

With this

in mind,

I will

attempt

to uncover a more complete picture of how multiracial
children formulate perceptions of themselves by analyzing
what teachers perceive is reflected for them in their
everyday classroom situations.
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1.

Class Discussions

When I
multiracial
said

"no"

specific

asked teachers
identity came up

in the classroom,

and those that said
instances.

subject matter
specific

if the subject of

"yes"

were vague about

Some related the

(e.g.

history or

information I

received,

negative.

One teacher said,

strike out

in anger

i.e.

most

issue to their

literature).

What

was rather

"you see

it when they

'your mother's'

even though they could be the best of

...,

friends".

Another teacher reported feeling very uncomfortable
when a young boy in her class

said,

"I

don't want

to marry a black woman when I

grow up"

presence of a biracial

When asked

the teacher,

girl.

the boy responded,

in the
"

why"

by

"because some of my

children might be black".
When I

asked,

an interracial

"suppose a teacher knew they had

child

in their class and suppose that

teacher also discussed multicultural
class,

would they be

issues with her

likely to talk about people of

more than one race?",

most concurred that most

teachers would talk only in monoracial
that

it would not occur to them to

terms and

include

multiracial populations without it surfacing on its
own

(e.g.

"when we talk about family,
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looking at

biographies and family trees"
Rights,

melting,

mentioned various
been relevant

pot,

or

"sure.

affirmative

instances

Civil

issues").

Others

in which it might have

in History and English classes but

were not able to give a complete picture of a
typical

conversation.

could not give

Those that said,

instances.

"I

think so"

This question also made

some teachers uncomfortable.
It was very clear that there was
recognition for the multiracial
classroom.

In fact,

little

child in the

since a few teachers

erroneously suggested some

"some good books about

interracial

children"

that were actually books about

multiracial

children identifying monoracially and

never multiracially suggests that a number of
teachers still

"do not get

it"

and would not be

capable of transmitting a multiracial
message

in the classroom.

identity

Even though the same

teachers may have had a clear sense of definition of
the

"multiracial"

child

("of more than one race")

it

did not appear to shape their beliefs or practices
in the classroom at least not in the case of the 30
teachers studied.
I

felt that most teachers

innocently transferred

monoracial messages to multiracial
this possibility was suggested,
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all

children.

When

the teachers felt

uncomfortable about

it.

signals that we give
that we give
there

for

One teacher responded,

for all

races,

no clear messages

interracial

child,

I'm sure that

is a lot of confusion about how to feel,

that there are guestions popping

2.

Cultural

When

Programs

had multicultural

Newton North High School

schools

had a series,

"Growing Up Asian-

but never was there any separate

recognition or

inclusion in any multicultural

programming for the multiracial
thought about all the

for Black,

Asian,

child.

interracial

find a sanctioned group to

But

I

students who might

identify with in clubs

Hispanic students through which

they could participate
status.

all

celebrations and specific cultural

"Growing Up Italian-American",
American"

I'm sure

in their heads..."

it came to cultural programs,

events e.g.

"same

in affirming their monoracial

Most often participation in these groups

assumes that one affirms only this piece of
However,

identity.

an interesting situation occurred at a

Martin Luther King Day assembly at Cambridge Rindge
and Latin.

A foreign student came forward on a

stage facing 600 of her peers and said that she was
proud to be of mixed origin.

The teacher who related

this story to me seemed to be very familiar and
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sensitive to this

issue which she attributed to the

fact that she was

from New Orleans where racial

mixture

is more common and acknowledged as such.

She felt that for any black/white student

listening

that this was a unique and incredible experience.

3.

Curriculum

When asked about whether they were aware of any
specific curriculum,

teacher resources or materials,

most said there wasn't any and those that said,
"yes" were confusing
minority students.

it with curriculum,
They are absent

etc.

in all

for

school

curriculum including both History and English texts.
Although I
topic,

checked for teacher resources on this

I did not find any.

However,

I

am not aware

that any resources exist at all which might guide
the teacher to vest serve
Nor did I

find interracial

interracial

children had any clear

visibility in current multicultural
resources.

However,

students.

I believe,

education

there

is a general

assumption on the part of educators that

"surely

there must be".

4.

BOOKS

I

checked most school

and in only two

libraries

in both towns

incidents were teachers aware of
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specific books

in their schools.

the parent of a multiracial

One teacher who

child said,

"Everyone

drags out their one book of Black is Brown
In the other

incident,

is

is Tan

there was another book

mentioned which included multiracial messages as
part of the positive messages given to children.
However,

no other teacher

in that school was

aware that the book existed.
Two teachers were anxious to show me books they
had about

interracial

asked to see them,
books

children.

However,

it was clear that once again the

fostered positive monoracial

identities
entitled.

when I

in interracial

children.

"black"
One book,

Colors Like Me showed children with

different skin shades of black on each page,
still
(ie.

the children belonged in the black culture
"Mary is

like the color of a peach",

like a chocolate cake").
beautiful book,
was a book for
shades,

"...is

Although it was a

the message was quite clear that
interracial

hair textures etc.

is

and other physical
While

important that this book is available to those

children who choose this option,

it was scary that

not even their teachers understood,
until

it

children of various skin

features to identify monoracially as black.
it

yet

I pointed it out),
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(at

least not

that this book was another

example of how the schools might control
interracial

children perceives themselves

Most teachers,
mentioned,

like the

racially.

librarians previously

had assumed that such books were readily

available and once again confused this
books

how

for monoracial,

issue with

minority children.

Most

felt

shocked and somewhat betrayed that there weren't any
such books

in their schools.

Some were very protective

of their schools and insisted that the school must have
them but still only one teacher knew of any.
Thus,
existent,

although resources and materials were non¬
most teachers assumed that these materials

were available through the resources available to
monoracial minority children.
case of the school

For example,

librarian who was

in the

certain that

their school had such books since the sixties,
I

when

restated my request and clarified the difference

between books

for minority children,

understood what I meant,

he said,

wouldn't have those books here

and he finally

"Oh,

well we

in the students

they'd be upstairs with the teacher resources".
course,

there was no information there either.

the central

library of Newton,

the

assured that they had such books,

library,
Of
In

librarian was so
and proudly showed

me a stack of monoracial minority books and again had
to be explained what I was
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looking for.

She was so

insistent that there must be some mistake.
left,

I

As

saw her huddling over her computer.

she be searching for that special

I

Could

keyword which

would prove me wrong?
It's

important to note how this

lack of

importance of reinforcing multiracial
part of a wider problem which exists
community.

When I

leading

for children

there was none except.

Tan and so I

in the

first checked with the

supplier of multicultural books
Cambridge,

identity is

in

Black is Brown

is

gave the address of where a list could

be attained to supply them.

A year

the store and there was more books

later,
for

I

checked

interracial

children but the owner denied our previous
conversation.
In Newton,
section of the

on a cover story for the second
local

town paper entitled,

Multicultural Reading"

(1992,

"Promoting

Newtonlife p.

19)

the author highlights a new multicultural business
in Newton,

"The offerings cover a wide range of

cultural groups,

including African,

American Chinese American,
Laos),

French,

Pakistani,

Haitian,

Jewish American,

African
H'mong

(from

Native American,

Spanish and white American".

While there

were still other groups not mentioned in addition to
the multiracial

child,
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I

feel

that there

is a

general

lack of books because on the minds of most

they are not visible at
other

"automatic pilot

least not enough to overcome
lights"

(Douglas)

of racial

classification.

D.

Teacher Perceptions

Teachers play a vital

role

in

children think about themselves.

influencing how
They bring into

the classroom their perceptions which act as a form
of

legitimization for

beyond the classroom.

influencing their students
In this way,

teachers have

the authority to affirm or reject the social
ordering of the schools as an
transforms

institution that

identity possibilities for them.

are teachers aware of the control
their students'

own?

they have over

perceptions and more

are they aware of the control
Teacher-student

the organizational

But

importantly,

they have over their

interactions are governed by

structures of the schools hidden

curriculum whose values shape almost every aspect of
student

life.

Although most teachers had a clear sense of
definition of an interracial
all

child as they reported,

around them were these contradictions which

would confuse or obstruct these defintions so that
multiracial possibilities were
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least

likely to be

transformed through teacher reinforcement.
a few cases,

especially in Newton,

interracial with intercultural.

Also,

teachers

in

confused

A few teachers

explained the term properly as being children
of racial mixture,
their class as

only to erroneously identify in

interracial

those students whose

parents were from different countries,

but not

different races.
This made me think about how important the
issue of race
ethnicity.
ethnicity,

is

in comparison to the

issue of

To a much greater extent than
race,

in most cases,

has visible borders

that are bolstered by inflexible socio-political
constructs.

Unlike white Americans of mixed

ethnic intermarriages who are personally selecting
their

identities

(Waters,

1990),

from the several

available to them

children of mixed race are more

likely to have their identities predetermined by a
society that confines them to only one.
questions their
(Waters,
hand,

1990).

are more

identities

No one

from the several

Children of mixed race,
likely to have their

available

on the other

identities

predetermined by a society that confines them to only
one.

Thus,

no one questions multiethnic

a multiracial

identity but

identity is problemmatic both socially

and institutionally.
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Teacher's revelations of how they perceived
this monoracial process of
schools,

the

"why"

and

identification

"how"

and

students should be categorized,

"if"

in the

interracial

is related to how

they formulated their conceptions about race and
ultimately connected to how multiracial

children

come to accept the status quo of a nation which
marginalizes

individuals.

When asked how might

interracial

categorized under current monoracial
teachers themselves,
decisions,

children be
restrictions by

if they had to make those

most teachers

some refused to answer.

felt uncomfortable,

But a majority agreed and

though initially seemed to accept this
questionning as
they took

"sort of a game"

line of

they would play,

it very seriously.

Most said something similar to,

"everyone

categorizes on the basis of skin color,
of

and

identifying race";

contradictions

is tricky".

but a few were aware of the

in this basis

identification e.g.

easiest way

for racial

"skin color

What was also

is

last because

it

interesting about this

question is that their answers revealed that most
people think of black/white racial mixture when
referring to

interracial

students.
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However,
specifically,
--A.

A*

when discussing black/white students
more detailed stories

surfaced e.g.

"whatever phenotypically looks like,
situation where you can't decide, know of
children who don't look black, the guilt of
denying part of your self is troubling, some
who are phenotypically white and identify as
black".
l'1 usuallY depend upon the politics of the
individual, rare for child to identify as
white, some both, most black"

When discussing identity categorizations of
other racial mixtures,

more variables than skin

color seem to emerge which would influence how to
identify these children
language etc.)

(e.g.

What was

surname,

spoken

significant was that

despite where one got their cues about a students
minority status,

it was clear that children of all

racial mixtures were to be categorized as
minorities.
determine

Thus,

the task seemed to be not to

if they would be this race or that race

but what was the
minority identity
linguist clue,

"hook"
(e.g.

which would unlatch this
whether

it be a visible or

etc.)

Although some teachers mentioned that some
e.g.-Asian students might not

look Asian nor have an

Asian surname and that some of these students might
be

identified as white,

would be minority if

that the

"correct"

it was discovered.
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I

choice

immediately thought of a teacher I

interviewed who

failed to mention that she had any Amer-Asian
students even when I
did.

specifically asked her

if she

Since this was a teacher of some Amer-Asian

students

I

know whose white mother had actually

requested the

interview for me,

I was most surprised

but realized that she had never met the

father of

these students.
When the teachers discussed the racial
interracial Hispanic students,

identity

their main clue

seemed to be whether or not the child spoke Spanish
in the home.

Although this might give a clue,

said that since some Hispanics are white,
visual

most

that the

clues were confusing and that they would

only know very superficially whether a student was a
racial or ethnic minority.

A few teachers

acknowledged some foreign students

from Latin

America or Portugal whom they did not know
what to do about when it comes to racial
categorization.

This signaled to me a need for

clarification between race and culture
on

(e.g.

relying

linguistic clues especially when considering

Hispanic students.
When asked about students that were comprised
of at

least two minority mixtures,

the dilemma of

solving the problem became more complicated.
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It

seemed that

in these cases that making decision was

much more difficult and in the words of one teacher,
"a political

football"

as shown in the

following

examples:
A.

"I have a student who has a Puerto Rican
mother and Black father and she is
classified as Hispanic, and I think I'd do
the same thing if there is Spanish spoken
at home and if there is some
identification with being of Spanish
heritage also"

--A.

"Does come up when students self-select,
which one do you feel the most, probably
inconsistent in how I dealt with that,
probably on appearance.
Sometimes if the
Hispanic side was strong and whose
second language was English suggests
Hispanic more than Black, then again there
are a number of countries that are Spanish
speaking"

A.

"black, because we are documenting them,
special project to raise black achievement"

A.

"in the case of Afro-Asian students, most
say 'black', identify with the underdog"

Thus,

the

interracial

child and how the world

comes to see them and categorize them in their minds
is filled with illogical

and inconsistent

are not meant to work as

long as the systems of

reference

is monoracial.

is moe than one race,
Politics

ideas that

Choosing one race when one

could only be that way.

is the controlling factor on how they are

perceived rather than a validation of how they might
feel.

Since the greatest polarizations that exist

Ate between black and white culture,
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"even one drop"

of black blood whether visible or not,
"sanctioned choice".

In fact,

seems to be the

this seems to be the

same answer when considering all Caucasian/... racial
mixture,

that the white

identity is

suppressed.

When

considering children who are of two minority races,
it seems that other variables are equally considered
making the decision more complicated to make.
in the final

analysis,

again choosing black

predominates the decisions.
"loyalty to the underdog"

is an important

factor.

the

"overdogs"

This

"underdog"

validates a response to a social order that

Ironically,

identity

As one teacher claimed,

was an interesting idea because the work

superimposed by the

However,

is

of society.

"one drop only"

rule which was

created as a necessary tool of dominance by the
white culture to separate themselves from "others",
"subordinates",

"underdogs";

is still being

culturally constructed under the guise of
"protecting the underdogs".

The very fact that the

minority races reinforce this white rule of
dominance,
ways.

is viewed by researchers

On the one hand,

claims this

there

in different

is the viewpoint that

illustrates how minority groups buy into

the system of racial domination by demanding that
any attachment to the white race be extinguished.
"Recent pride

in being a person of color has
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demanded full-fledged commitment to the racial
ethnic minority group in order to pass
tests"

(Root,

themselves

p.8).

How interracial

and

"legitimacy

teachers

responded indicates that they passed the

test.
But there

is another dimension to how this

action is viewed.

Some convincingly argue that

turning symbols and practices

like this upside down

is a common resistance strategy
Many feel

(

Lincoln,

that by accepting terms such as

1984).
"overdogs"

of society and so by doing are showing their
to their group and giving it additional
power.

From this viewpoint,

"loyalty to the underdog"

loyalty

strength and

teachers who show

can be viewed as bonding

with their minority groups

in order to resist white

domination.
Thus,

the process of categorizing students

was especially problematic for teachers who are
surrounded by atmosphere

in which the social

understanding of race has allowed only one category.
"Unfortunately this problematic taxonomy has been
transformed into a socio-political
been imprinted in our psyches.

system that has

Subsequently,

has become enmeshed with our social

race

structure,

determining the distribution of resources among
social groups’

(Roots,

p.

8).
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Even though by

definition interracial
race,

children are of more than one

this definition bares a sharp contradiction to

the monoracial

reality of how they are categorized

and ultimately perceived.
I

found that most teachers had a basic

understanding about the
interracial

identity issues of

students but that teachers

being more exposed to the topic,
detailed information.

in Cambridge

had much more

Most emphasized that

adolescence might be a particularly crucial
them not so much because of

internal

time for

struggles that

need to be worked out but because of socio-economic
and political

constraints

in relationships that

surface during this period.

Consider the following

answers:
middle school is when it begins to appear as
an issue, younger children interact
interracially but around middle school they
separate into racial groups, where do
biracial kids sit, sit in both places,
not back and forth, poor kids hang out with
black kids, richer hang out with white, sees
it as different community, also neighborhood,
church" (Cambridge)
"hard for those dating, forced to make a
choice, who they are and who they're going to
hang out with"
—

"adolescence, wrestle with it in dating, not
in elementary but in Junior High and High
School, kids separate into groups and they
sort out, especially in upper middle
class kids who associate with middle
class whites"
(Newton)
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Thus,

"it is at this time that interracial students
start to go 'very street', meaning having to
compensate for being black by over¬
illustrates blackness" (Cambridge)
it appears that

it

is at this time

students are forced to decide
decide for them)

interracial

(or have the community

which group they will

at

least

formally identify with.

According to the testimony

of some of the teachers,

where one

whether

in a black,

neighborhood,

white or

is a factor

most comfortable

lives etc.,

integrated

in determining whom one

in identifying with.

is

Yet,

interracial black/white students must also weigh
additional pressures to
culture of

identify with the street

"being black".

Teachers also revealed how the different races
are perceived by the children.
teacher stated,

"I have two:

One third grade

Spanish/Black and

White/Afro-American who tend to be with Black groups
but doesn't mean they don't have other friends,
there

is hostility they drop back on race,

just because you're white,
than we are

...

e.g.

you think you're better

Several years ago,

picking on me because I

if

I

heard

'your

am black but my mother's

white and she's gonna come and get you".

This

statement revealed how the different races are
perceived by the children.
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One third grade teacher

stated,

"I

have two:

Spanish/Black and White/

Afro-American who tend to be with Black groups
but doesn't mean they don't have other
there

friends,

is hostility they drop back on race,

'just because you're white,
than we are'...

I

e.g.

you think you're better

Several years ago,

picking on me because

if

I heard

'your

am black but my mother's

white and she's gonna come and get you".
Had teachers

internalized these stereotypes

about monoracial groups so that categorization
procedures might have had an effect on how they
perceive interracial

children?

According to one

teacher who is a parent of a multiracial

child,

"Teachers who already have preconceived notions will
lump together the

interracial

pertinent to that one race"

child with notions
For example,

"some teachers view interracial children
more favorably than Black children"
"it effects how one might push you in
school, look Asian therefore, might push
them more".
While

it was clear that teachers might delegate

certain monoracial
children,

stereotypes to multiracial

that most teachers do not understand

how such categorizations would be related to the
wider picture
a singular,

in how we have come to process race

fixed way.
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in

Almost all

the teachers

of the difficulties of

interviewed were aware

interracial

students and

pleased to talk to someone about their needs.
Most felt that the

issue of multiracial

discussed in the classroom only
the context of other
(e.g.

"if

identity was

it came up"

issues that had a racial

in

theme

in History or English classes or a racially

explosive
multiple

incident.)
identity for

But even then the
interracial

issue of

children was

almost never reinforced and most felt that a more
balanced perspective needed to be brought to the
awareness

level

schools.

This project seemed to make most of them

aware of all

of both teachers and students

the monoracial

in the

cues that the education

system reinforced and that cues that supported
multiracial
existent.
interracial

identity options were practically non¬
With a few exceptions,

teachers

felt that

children needed instruction so that more

inclusive options about their

identity was presented

to them.
When asked what was necessary to bring about
this cultural

transformation in the schools,

a

variety of responses revealed a need to have both
new materials created and to go back and revise old
materials because existent materials did not
reinforce this

identity option.
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They mentioned books.

curriculum,

films,

cultural programs,

clubs,

discussions etc.
However,

most were aware that

in order for

these materials to have a penetrating effect,
teacher training,

that

discussions and public dialogues

needed to take place so that all
were presented to the students,

identity options
teachers and to the

community and that the socio-political

constraints

were brought to their level of awareness empowering
interracial
more

students and their families to make a

informed choice.

teachers

"go back to fine tune their own sense of

who they are,

remind white teachers that they also

have a culture,
heritage,

out of

everyone to affirm their own

when teachers are able to do that for

themselves,
children,

One teacher suggested that

and do that kind of work for their

many biracial

(their)

However,

white

children have been locked

(European)

heritage".

following these discussions

the need for a cultural

in which

re-evaluation of how

identity options were presented in the schools was
largely reinforced,

a number of teachers when asked

specifically whether this was an important
revealed toward the termination of the
that

"it is very important,

black identity".

interview

but must have a strong

in these cases,
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issue,

the teachers

felt

this because

"that

is how society sees them".

suggested to me that although a great deal

This

of

restructuring exists now and that teachers who had
not previously questioned their reinforcement of a
monoracial black identity for these children were
beginning to question these messages but not
necessarily ready to change them.
But this

is a complex

has seen interracial

issue.

children

black/white mixtures)

So far society

(particularly of

as black which was previously

viewed in negative terms.

Now,

the notion of black

pride has taken hold as a strategy to resist white
dominance,

and to unite them with pride which has

included interracial
black

and proud of

children
it").

(e.g.

However,

many members of the multiracial

"Yes,

we are

currently,

community are

seeking to do the same thing for their children.
And one example of this
mu^tiracial"
as a call

is a call

category.

for a separate

It too can be perceived

for resistance against the pressures to

identify monoracially and as a call
strength through unity
breeds and proud of

it").

some shifting of racial
interracial

("Yes,

for pride and

we are mixed or half-

Hence,

there is again

identity roles

for

children and the re-negotiation with

their communities as to how they will be perceived.
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This

issue needs to be re-examined by society

and the schools could serve an
spearheading this
awareness"

important role

issue to a greater

in their communities.

identity for

interracial

in

level of

Monoracial

children has been widely

understood as an appropriate description by the
society that determines ultimately how they see
themselves.

If all

interracial

more comfortable about their

children are to feel

identity,

including

those who struggle with identifying monoracially,
multiple

identity options also need to be presented

and supported through both the
and its'
them.
all

agents

i.e.

institutions,

schools

teachers that transform

If the goal of education is to serve

children in our pluralistic society,

than we are

falling short of these goals by shortchanging them
by making them invisible
all aspects of cultural
The statement Mr.
this chapter

in the schools

in almost

transformation.
Epps made

in the beginning of

illustrates one of the many ways

which our multicultural
diversity has sHut out

in

endeavors to acknowledge
interracial

children.

Could

it actually be true that not even a tiny thought was
given to them when a whole array of changes were
made concerning minority cultures
90's?

There

in the 1980's and

is no evidence that there was any
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consideration of their difference.
we silence
p.

xii).

"What diversity do

in the name of a liberatory pedagogy"

(Giroux,

Throughout almost every aspect of our entire

educational

system nationwide -

and practices and its'
and practices -

informal

interracial

its'

formal

curriculum

and hidden curriculum

children are omitted and thus

do not exist.
School personnel,

from teachers to aids to

principals to custodians,

are well meaning and

concerned about creating a just and multicultural
society.

But our system of monoracial

categorization

has positioned all of them and most of us
affirming the multiracial
students.

Technically,

very technical

from

reality of our multiracial

it should not matter but this

and statistical procedure

is a symptom

of how our nation thinks about race.
One
goal,

"I

insightful teacher so clearly stated our
think it

is helpful

if

it helps children to

begin to see themselves more pluralistic

(ally),

that you don't have to identify with one culture as
being the best,

that there are benefits or richness

in different cultures

if you have both of these,

than you are doubly blessed".
society sees them as black"

The statement

"but

illustrates how society

controls how we think and how society has a socio¬
political dilemma that has caused pain for a number
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of mixed race children.

America should change how

Americans continue to reinforce this notion so that
different cues will
pilot

light of

set off a new and automatic

identity options which include

embrace of the racially mixed child.
important way,

is to

implement

schools.
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One very

it through the

its

CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION
"When someone with the authority of a
teacher, say describes the world and you
are not in it, there is a moment of
psychic disequilibrium, as if you looked
into a mirror and saw nothing".
—Adrienne Rich, quoted by Renato
Rosaldo in Culture and Truth.
1993, p. xxi.

Our nation's system of racial

categorization

has become a very strong and tangible symbol
multiracial

community because

it

in the

is believed that

it

acts as a foundation for a much wider array of
socio-cultural

experiences which define,

transform racial
children.

identities

legitimize

for mixed race

My specific concern for this

dissertation,

has been the array of experiences

which take place

in the schools which might

contribute to how the

interracial

themselves racially.

But I was more than just

interested and am now,

as a result of my work,

concerned that the schools
American public)
racial
at

child sees

(and the rest of the

do unknowingly make the normal

identity development process problematic for

least those students who might want to select

more than one racial

identity.
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Attempts by interracial organizations
nationwide to change racial
at both the

local

categorization policies

and federal

ongoing for years.

The

reguiring multiracial

first

levels have been
legislation

children to be allowed to

identify multiracially in the schools was
passed in 1992

in the state of Ohio and many other

groups of parents of

interracial

working with their

local

included on school

forms.

1992).

However,

children are

school boards to have this
(New People.

Sept./Oct.

this alteration is more symbolic

than significant since changes need still
on a federal

level

for

are ultimately counted.
classic norms;
fluid,

that

it to matter
Nor does

Rosaldo

it challenge
but

It treats difference

rather than political

is worth quoting at

on cultural visibility and

to be made

in how they

identity is not fixed,

shifting and multiple.

a technical

just

category.

length as his work

invisibility is relevant

to our subject:
"Seen from a distinct but related angle of
vision, the conceptual difficulties that
have created zones of relative cultural
visibility and invisibility derive in
part from tacit methodological norms
that conflate the notion of culture with
the idea of difference. In this sense the
term 'cultural difference' is as redundant
as that of ’cultural order’..." (1993, p.201)
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Our racial

categorization process by affirming only

one of their racial
interracial
between,

identities has

relegated

children who seem to be somewhere

(a little of this and a

a curious kind of

little of that)

"hybrid invisibility".

Because of such cultural

containment

to

(Rosaldo).

interracial

children are at odds with having a distinctive
cultural

identity.

In many ways,

the

interracial

microcosm of the American cultural
both deal with the same

issues of

is still

They

level.

America

in multicultural process;

renegotiating its own racial
(or dare I

identity.

incorporating

diversity but on a deeper personal
in the 90's

child is a

say identities)

and ethnic

identity,

and interracial

bare the burden of these difficulties.

still

children

The call

for

politically correct

language,

difficulties.

though an important attempt to

P.C.,

is a symptom of these

respect the distinctiveness of America's racial
ethnic groups,

and

failed to acknowledge the multiracial

child possibly because America had not reached the
point of reconciliation with its'

similarities

among its diverse groups.
I
still

find
so

it

ironic that the multiracial

invisible well

into the 1990’s.

child is

Our

nation's system of racially categorizing multiracial
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children monoracially legitimizes their
It

is the ultimate

"multicultural

invisibility.

omission",

sanctioned

by all other monoracial groups and it happens over and
over again and could go on for decades.
fact that
itself.

the

it has already is a whole research topic
But

I

our nation has
from one

In fact,

think of all

in

the racial polarizations

lugged around through history shifting

"rationalization"

to another about how to

define children of multiracial descent,

and it begins

to become clear to me.
Racially mixed children,
monoracial

children,

are

as distinct from

invisible because they fall

through the cracks of our nation's attempts to keep
the races

"pure"

even though there

is no such thing.

In fact,

the only thing pure about the races

they are

"pure fiction".

Do we blame the parents

Who

is that

is responsible?

for marrying across color

lines and not following the rules and
rules have remained constant?

Is

if so,

what

it the fault of

the major White cultures or that of the smaller
non-White groups?

It was all of us and for this we

can be united.
Perhaps we thought we were

"doing the right

thing"-the pc's of every century.
previous multicultural

transitions:
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Consider our

We use to think it best (and some still
do), "Let us say, 'they're white' if they
can pass, for life will be easier for them".
We use to think, (and many still do) "Let
us say, 'they're Black or Asian, etc.' only
because society will only see them as such".
We use to think it best to say, "'they're Black'
...let them be loyal to their race" (as if
it was only one).
Such socio-political controls had the potential of
silencing their inner voices.

And,

if anyone

crossing those fixed borders even thinks about
having a multiple identity,

the notions that "mixed

means messed" comes quickly to mind if only because
multiracial students are not included.

We have been

a nation obsessed with our racial divisions;

our

racial categorization process serving as testimony
to that fact.
Yet,

in a nation determined to respect

individual rights especially the right to freedom of
expression,

the multiracial child is still denied

the right to self-identify.

Maria Root in her Bill

of Rights for Racially Mixed People written in 1994
felt the need to proclaim,

"I have the right to

create a vocabulary to communicate about being
multiracial"
1994).

(Interracial Voice, p.

In fact,

16 October,

the option of identifying as

"multiracial" has never surfaced in this country
until recently.

Now seems the time that America
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will begin to acknowledge and even celebrate the
multiracial child.
is becoming P.C.

In fact,

too,

the word "multiracial"

almost replacing "interracial".

Even though most interracial families welcome an
additional racial category,

they view it as a necessary,

though temporary solution while America's own racial
identity is still in transition.

In fact,

I believe that

most interracial families do not care about categories,
per se,

but feel it may be necessary in order for them

to be acknowledged.

"It is necessary because it will

serve to--in a striking manner—get the attention of
those individuals who can only view life in monolithic,
monoracial terms"
April 1993, p.

(Byrd,

Interracial Classified".

3).

The advent of a new "multiracial" category will
signify the inclusion of mixed raced individuals,
only in a very technical way in the beginning.

if

The

racial categorization of mixed race children needs
to be reviewed at the federal level before the
public can validate their unique experience.
slowly,

very slowly,

Then

this new way of sorting people

out racially (by not sorting them out)

in a

permeable way will effect not only our institutional
forms,

our language,

but also,

our material culture,

etc.

eventually our very idea of culture.

It

will forge wider acceptance of multiple identities
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for interracial children and for our country;

thus

enabling them to feel more comfortable with a number
of identities interacting simultaneously.

"Culture

and history are full of borders but they are all to
some degree permeable"
But,

(Hughes,

1993,

p.

95).

"Verbal uplift is not the revolution";

a

shift of names will not alter how everyone perceives
interracial children racially nor is it meant to.
(Barbara Ehrenreich,

1992,

p.

336).

The American

public needs to challenge the classic norms of race
as being singular and fixed.

And, while a new

"multiracial" category will have the advantage of
making racially mixed children particularly visible
(by highlighting their notions of difference from
monoracial peoples)

to the outside world,

it creates

a problem because such differences are not absolute
to them alone.

Race is a socio-political rather

than biological construct and even monoracial
peoples need to explore possibilities for
acknowledging their own "wider selves".

"Rapidly

increasing global interdependence has made it more
and more clear that neither "we" nor "they" are
neatly bounded and homogeneous as once seemed to be
the case"

(Rosaldo,

Writer,

p.217)

Robert Hughes,

once said that if

"multiculturalism is learning to see through
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borders,
so far,

I'm in favor of
I

it."

I

agree,

but

have seen very little acknowledgment of

those children who cross racial borders

that has any

real meaning.

is applying

For example,

my daughter

to college and I noticed on most applications
that there now seems to be some attempt to allow
students to check off more than
for their racial

identity.

receives a number of

"one box"

However,

or

"other"

she still

letters from colleges seeking

Asian students as part of their minority recruitment.
Although I will

leave this

issue for other researchers

to validate and suggest this additional
review of two public school
interracial

students still

research,

systems suggests that
count only as monoracial

minorities even when there are these additional
Thus,

my

changes.

such changes while they may be symbolic of greater

awareness of

interracial

children,

may actually serve to

camouflage the classic norms for racially categorizing
interracial

students.

multiracial

theoretically,

considered Asian.
"fits

in"

Even though my daughter may feel
she most

likely will be

We still do not know how she

but feel that she has the right to determine

how to identify herself and how others will
Racial
schools

classify her.

categorization implemented in the

(institutionalized by federal mandates)

the template for how the school
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community

(i.e.

is

teachers,

administrators,

interracial

students,

parents)

students see themselves

perceptions of the interracial

racially.

context

(i.e.

formal

but extend beyond the particular

in which the situation is

framed into the

real practices and everyday events of both
school"

and

The

child are not just

tied to those particular situations
categorizations)

and

"out of school"

culture.

"in

Thus,

the

schools,

as one

institution capable of transmitting

messages

(often even without knowing that they do),

of both affirmation and negation for the

interracial

child must take a holistic approach toward educating
them.
My interviews with teachers,

notation of school

documents and investigation of other aspects of both
the official and hidden curricula
cultural programs,
books,

rituals,

(i.e.

school

class discussions,

resources and materials)

invisibility of the interracial

indicates that the
child in the schools

is wholly integrated into our wider American culture
which does not acknowledge

interracial

Teachers are generally well meaning,
multiculturalism.

children.

and believe

All of the teachers

in

interviewed

m this study were conscientious and sincere about
their concerns for their interracial

students.

multiculturalism has hardly acknowledged the
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But

interracial

child and teachers may be unaware of the

difficulties this may cause for some

interracial

students.
Greater

inclusion of

interracial

children

in

education needs to be undertaken with a view toward
redefining our concept of culture.
for a

Giroux argues

"border pedagogy":
"Within this discourse, students engage
knowledge as border-crossers; as people
moving in and out of borders constructed
around coordinates of difference and power.
These are not only physical borders, but
cultural borders historically constructed
and socially organized within maps of rules
and regulations that serve to either limit
or enable particular identities, individual
capacities, and social forms. Students cross
borders of meaning, maps of knowledge, social
relation an values that are increasingly being
negotiated and rewritten as the codes and
regulations that organize them become
destabilized and reshaped.
Border pedagogy
decenters as it remaps. (1993, p. 136)
It also might be helpful

to some

interracial

students to honor those who have struggled with
their identities rather than having them feel
is messed".

According to writer Gloria Anzaldua,

"The new mestiza

(persons of mixed ancestry)

by developing a tolerance for ambiguity... She
to juggle cultures.
she operates

"mixed

copes
learns

She has a plural personality,

in a pluralistic mode...Not only does

she sustain contradictions,

she turns ambivalence

into something else"

p.

(1987,
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79).

The multiracial
border crossings

child with all

is a symbol of an expanding

American cultural

identity,

and therefore,

regard them as creative resources
forms of polyglot cultural
says of Anzaldua,
"authenticity"

their racial

we should

for developing new

creativity.

As Rosaldo

"In rejecting the classic

of cultural purity,

she seeks out the

many stranded possibilities of the borderlands.
sorting through and weaving together
strands,

Anzaldua's

not diffused"

(1989,

Interracial

By

its overlapping

identity becomes ever stronger,
p.

216).

families,

who have been coping with

incorporating the classic boundaries of their
multiple racial
or rather

identities have created new culture,

"new multiculture".

"They are

"new"

because they are at the verge of recognition by the
dominant white culture as distinct,

and they are

ancient because they have existed since the first
tribes of different races and cultures
(I-Pride Newsletter,

July,

1992 p.

19).

first met"
Rather

than the popular notion that the culture of multiracial
children is a diluted version of their parent's
heritage,

racially mixed children inherit a culture

in process of becoming
"less",

"more"

rather than something

from which our nation should look with an

eye towards celebrating a wider sense of what
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it

means to be an American.

"The point of America was

not to preserve old cultures,
American culture"

but to forge a new

(Schlesinger,

p.

13)

We need to renegotiate and redefine our concept
of culture

in a way that all

separate and

in-between are

create another category.
are all

cultures,

those

included rather than to

Separatism is not what we

about but becoming there may have to

encompass a separatist attitude.
cultural

A distinctive

identity for the multiracial

child for the

time being seems to be necessary so that the
cultural

invisibility of

be addressed in all

our

interracial

children will

institutions of

learning

and undertaken with a view toward redefining our
concept of culture.
But,
racial

social

change

is slow and difficult.

Our

categorization system in the schools needs to

reviewed and renegotiated as

it

is a symptom calling

for a broader renegotiation for full
the United States.

There

citizenship

in

is a need for more

awareness and dialogue on the multiracial
throughout the American public.

child

School personnel

need to be made aware of the unique situation of the
interracial

child by the

inclusion of these students

in multiculturalism and all
has created.

the curricula

it

We need to validate their uniqueness,
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not as an act of separatism for them but as part of
a nation-wide racial

re-identification,

one which

celebrates our connectedness to our diverse neighbors.
By such inclusion,

multiracial

children will

feel

less

isolated and the multicultural well-being of our nation
will be

increased.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A.

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

APPENDIX B.

SCHOOL FORMS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
APPENDIX C.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

(Pocket Material)

Individual School Report
School District Tablations from Individual
School Report
Newton School Registration Form
Cambridge School Registration Form
Massachusetts Basic Skills Test
Attendance Report
Other School Forms with Racial Calculations
FEDERAL AND STATE FORMS

(Pocket Material)

Some Suggestions for Collecting
and
Using
Racial Statistics
Directive No. 15
Collection of Racial and Ethnic Data,
Questions and Answers
Race and Ethnic Standards for Federal
Statistics and Administrative Reporting
OMB Review of Federal Racial and Ethnic
Categories and Related Public Hearings
Office for Civil Rights, U.S. Dept, of
Education
Subpart F of the Code of Federal Regulations
Education and Title VI
Discrimination Complaint Form
Letter From Harry Singleton, U.S. Dept, of
Education
622 Regulations
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

BIOGRAPHICAL

.

1

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

INFORMATION

I am:
male;
female
I currently teach
grade at
in the city of
I have been teaching for
years.
I am from
to myself as being of
I received my teacher training at
My first (or best) language is

and refer
background.
•

MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION
7. What does the term "interracial"

mean to you?

Explain

8.

How many interracial

children are you teaching
this year
_
last year
_

9.

Did you receive information about interracial children
in your teacher training? Can you tell be about it?

RACIAL CATEGORIZATION

10.

Who fills out school
classified racially?
Parents

11.

forms

Teachers

in which students are

Principals

All

Can you tell me about all the forms you can think of
and what they might be used for?
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12. If a teacher had to fill out a form in which they
had to classify an interracial child on the basis
of one race, what would they be likely to base it
on?
What is most important?
Least important?
Facial Characteristics
Spoken Language
Minority Race

Skin Color
Surname
Majority Race

Explain_

13. What about

interracial black/white children?

Explain __

14. What about Amer-Asian children?
Explain __

15. What about biracial Hispanic students?
Explain_

16. What

if the child

is of two minority cultures?

17. Have you ever been surprised how a parent of an
interracial child has categorized their child racially?
Explain_
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18. Suppose you were in charge of a scholarship
interracial children, who would qualify?

for

Explain _

19. Suppose a teacher knew they had an interracial child
in their class and suppose that teacher also discussed
multicuitural issues with her class, would they be
ikely to talk about people of more than one race?
Explain

20. Suppose the school had a day to celebrate cultural
differences, would the school be likely to have a
program about being multiracial?
Explain

.

21

What would be the best way to racially
categorize
interracial students?
Explain

23.

24.

25'

What about a separate
than one race?

category for

students of more

What do you think about classifying
basis of race?
y students on the

idenWtyt?snL!sednLtthe rA WhiCh the
way? When does it come up?
aSSroom °r
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iSsue of racial
ln any other

26. Could you suggest any strategies or materials which
might be most effective in helping teachers reinforce
a positive racial identity in interracial children?
Can you be specific?_

27.

28.

What might be effective?
Curriculum

Class Discussions

Workshops

Library Books

Cultural

Films

I

feel

not

that this

important

issue

Programs

is

important

very important

to education.
Explain

29. What affect, if any, might racial categorization
procedures on the basis of one race have on how
teachers perceive interracial students?
Explain_

30. Can you describe to me one instance in which you
remember having to racially categorize an interracial
student or an instance when an interracial student
was categorizing himself/herself?
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INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL REPORT
October 1,1982

Return one copy by October 10 to:
Local School Superintendent

Newton South Hiqh School

School Name---

City or Town

Regional District
(if any)

Newton Centre,

MA

02159
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TABLE 3
ENROLLMENT BY RACE

INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL REPORT

SYSTEM

207

OCTOBER 1, 1982

SCHOOL

510

NON-WHITE

GRADE

01

Pre Kindergarten

02

Kindergarten

03

Ungraded

04

Grade 1

05

Grade 2

06

Grade 3

07

Grade 4

08

Grade 5

09

Grade 6

10

Grade 7

11

Grade 8

12

Grade 9

L'SRAftt

1

2

AMERICAN
INDIAN

BLACK
(NOT OF
HISPANIC
ORIGIN)

WHITE
3.

4

5.

6

WHITE

WHITE
(NOT OF
HISPANIC
ORIGIN)

HISPANIC
ASIAN
NON WHITE

7.

1

14

39

14

TOTAL

15

288

341

13

Grade 10

31

20

2

3

333

389

14

Grade 11

23

21

3

6

274

327

15

Grade 12

16

18

2

312

348

16

Grade 13 &
Postgraduates

17

Grade 14

18

TOTAL

11

1221

1420

N.B T OTAI

no

Q Cr»Q TA Dl CC *

Person Preparing this Table .
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Name and Address of School(s) Last Attended by Child:

Public_Private

Grade

School

Address

City'Town

Slate

Zip Code

Date* Attended

Grade

School

Address

City/Town

State

Zip Code

Oates Attended

Grade

School

Address

City/Town

State

Zip Code

Dates Attended

Indicate Important Information we should know about the child • special needs or concerns;

Are there any health condition (s) which we should be aware of at school?
Allergies_Diabetes_Seizures_Fainting Spells_Medication_Other (s)_
OPTIONAL SECTION
Under state law we must report the racial enrollment and native language of students at each school to
assure that students are not denied any rights or benefits. If you choose, you may identify your child according to
the following categories or if you do not choose to do so, we will use our best judgment. Regardless, please note
that by State and Federal law qq student record is available to person (s) outside the school without parental consent
or a court order.
Please circle which one category best represents your child's race:
01 American Indian

03 Black, Non-Hispanic

05 Hispanic, White

02 Asian

04 Hispanic, Non-White

06 White, Non-Hispanic

What language (s) are spoken and/or understood by people living in your home?
1. English

4. Italian

7. Hebrew

10. Vietnamese

2. Spanish

5. Korean

8. Farsi

11. Other - Please Specify:

3. Chinese

6. Russian

9 Greek

_

What was the first language your child spoke?_

Signature of Parent or Guardian

Date

II 8F MASS/AMHERST UflRA,\,
CAMBRIDGE RIKDGE AND LATIN SCHOOL
NINTH GRADE REGISTRATION FORM FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1992-1993
Dear Parents/Guardians and Students:
Velcoae to Cambridge Rindge and Latin School.
This year C.R.L.S. will
offer you a wide range of program choices.
These are designed to meet
the needs and aspirations of the variety of students in our school.
If you require sore information before coapleting the application
on the reverse side, please call Linore Sizemore or Bob Richards at
349-6785.
Sincerely,
Edward R. Sarasin

* Ethnic Codes:
1.
Native American Indian

4.

Black of Hispanic Origin

2.

Black not of Hispanic Origin

5.

White of Hispanic Origin

3.

Asian

6.

White not of Hispanic Origin

** Definition of Student Language and Home Language:
Student Lang nay e refers to the student's fluency in English.
Any student capable of doing his/her classroom work in
English, should have ENGLISH recorded at STUDENT LANGUAGE.
Home Language refers to the language first learned by the student at
home.
EXAMPLE:

(a)

A student bom in Portugal who speaks English fluently,
but learned Portuguese first, and whose parents at home
generally speak Portuguese, should have PORTUGUESE
recorded as HOME LANGUAGE.

EXAMPLE:

(b)

A student bom in the U. S., but of Portuguese parents,
who speak English fluently, but whose parents generally
speak Portuguese at home, should have PORTUGUESE recorded
as HOME LANGUAGE.

IMPORTANT:
1.
All public school eight graders MUST return a completed
application.
2.
The process of placing students in programs will begin promptly on
Tuesday, January 28, 1992.

AAA

PLEASE, COMPLETE APPLICATION ON REVERSE SIDE

A Ik A

U IF MASS /AMHERST LibHAhtf
STUDENT NAME:

Massachusetts

SCHOOL NAME:

Basic Skills
Testing
Program

SCHOOL DISTRICT:

MARKING INSTRUCTIONS

GRADE 3
1990-91

CORRECT
• Use only a number 2 pencil.

OB

• Do NOT use ink or ballpoint pen.
• Make heavy black marks that
completely fill the circle.

#0 o#

INCORRECT

OO

• Erase completely any marks
you wish to change.

O<8>

©O

• Make NO stray marks in this booklet.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PROGRAM INFORMATION

(SEE ADMINISTRATOR'S MANUAL FOR INSTRUCTIONS)

(SEE ADMINISTRATOR'S MANUAL FOR INSTRUCTIONS)

CURRENTLY IN SPECIAL
EDUCATION?
Oyes

1. YOU ARE:

Ono
0 female

Omale

IF YES, WHICH PROTOTYPE?
0 502.1
0 502.3
O 502.2

2. YOU ARE:

0502.4

i CURRENTLY IN BILINGUAL
PROGRAM?
Oyes

O BLACK

(not Hispanic)

O HISPANIC

O WHITE

(not Hispanic)

oOTHER

Ono

O ASIAN
LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY
3. HOW OFTEN DO PEOPLE IN YOUR HOME SPEAK A LANGUAGE
OTHER THAN ENGLISH?

o FLUENT ENGLISH
O LIMITED ENGLISH

ONEVER

OM0ST OF THE TIME

O NON-ENGLISH

O SOMETIMES

O ALWAYS

SPEAKING

O ABOUT

PARENT REPORT

o SPANISH

.

HALF THE TIME

4. ABOUT HOW MANY BOOKS OF YOUR OWN, NOT COUNTING YOUR
SCHOOL BOOKS OR COMIC BOOKS, DO YOU HAVE AT HOME?

OPORTUGUESE
016 - 30

05 OR FEWER

STUDENT EXEMPTED FROM:
Lf)

CD

O

Qmore THAN 30

O READING TEST

O MATHEMATICS

TEST

5. DID YOU GO TO ANY SCHOOL BEFORE YOU STARTED
KINDERGARTEN?

O WRITING TEST
Oyes

BOOBOOBOOBOOI
Mark Reflex

by NCS EP-39420:321

Printed in U.S.A.

Ono

IOBOOOOO

O1

DONT KNOW

389705

Attendance Report

1 IF MASSiABiLBI WAKl

Kennedy School Dai.lv Count Form
Room

Teacher

Dat e
V

Boys belonging
Girls belonging
Total belonging
(1)
Am. Ind.

(2)
Black

(3)
Asian

(6)
White

(4/5)
Hispanic

Kennedy School Daily Count Form
Teacher

Date

Room

Boys belonging
Girls belonging
Total belonging
(1)
Am. Ind.

(2)
Black

(3)
As ian

(4/5)
Hispanic

(6)
White

Kennedy School Daily Count Form
Teacher

Room

Date

Boys belonging
-

Girls belonging

(

Total belonging
(1)
Am. Ind.

(2)
Black

(3)
Asian

(4/5)
Hispanic

(6)
White

JtJF MASS/AMHERST UBRAil'.
STUDENT REPORT
1990-1991

SCHOOL:_DATE:__
SEX
GRADE

TEACHER

MALE

PROGRAM:

ETHNIC CODE

FEMALE

1

2

3

4

5

6

TOTAL

UN
UN
UN
UN
K
K
K
K
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL
... ...
-

—

SUBTOTAL

•
■

7
7
8
8
8
8

-T-

■ * t.

V

-

,

"

SUBTOTAL
' -*

...

-

SUBTOTAL

*■
TOTALS
ETHNIC CODES.
1
2
3

American Indian
Black
Asian

4
5

6

Black Hispanic
White Hispanic
White

Cambridge Public Schools

Cambridge Rindge and Latin School
Edward R. Sanum, Principal

459 Broadway, Cambridge. Massachusetts 02138

(617) 496-9221 (Pilot School)

DR. RAY F. SHURTLEFF
Dean, Pilot School

Cambridge Pilot School is an alternative public high school
program within the Cambridge Rindge and Latin School.
The 225
Pilot School students (grades 9-12) are selected from volunteers
on a random basis to insure a representative cross-section of
the Cambridge sjchool population with respect to ethnic
background, sex, neighborhood, and academic interest.
The Pilot School offers a variety of courses including English
and Social Studies electives; certain levels of French and
Spanish; and Algebra I through Advanced Mathematics.
Our
students have individualized schedules which include access to a
wide variety of courses at our main school.
Among the unique

fe-atures of Pilot School are:

1.

Heterogeneity of classes.
Classes are untracked
and generally include all grade levels.

2.

Shared decision-making.
Involvement of students,
parents, and staff in planning and making decisions,
such as teacher-hiring.
The Agenda Committee, which is
comprised of 2 representatives from each Advising Group
plus 5 staff members, functions as our governance body.
Close student-teacher relationships.
All students
belong to one of 9 Advising Groups which meets daily as
a homeroom and 2 to 3 times a month during an activity
period.
Each teacher serves as an advisor to about 25
advisees in academic and personal areas both in and out
of school.
Within these groups students and advisor
interact informally on ad-hoc committees and in special
interest activities.

4-

Student-centered guidance/counseling. Two Guidance
Counselors work with students from specific Advising
Groups on short-term emotional, social and academic
problems as well as career and college planning.
They
also lead counseling/support groups which focus on
self-exploration and decision-making skills.

3•

Joint evaluation process between student and teachers.
Each studenr meets with his/her teachers at least once
a year in a formal student-teacher conference in which
academic achievement and school adjustment are
reviewed.

Pilot School is now in its 23rd year of operation.
Our first
class graduated in June 1973; since that time over 80% of our
graduates have enrolled in mainly four-year colleges.
Our
students have been accepted by well over 90 different
institutions of higher learning.
i he Cambridge School Department is an eaual opportunity / affirmative action employer
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January 20, 1990

1990 NEA NATIONAL HIGHER EDUCATION CONFERENCE

Conference Registration

San Francisco Hyatt Regency Hotel
5 Embarcadero Center
(415) 788-1234

March 2-4, 1990

NAME (please print):

_

ADDRESS: _
CITY, STATE, AND ZIP CODE:
TELEPHONE:

(Days)

(

_
(Evenings)

) -

(

)

COLLEGE/CNIVERSITY: _
CHECK ONE:
CHECK ONE:

_Member

Non-Member

_Staff

_American Indian/Alaska Native

_NEA Director/Officer

_Asian/Pacific Islander
_Chicano/Hispanic

Optional Information for NEA use only

_Black

_Caucasian

Registration Fee: The registration fee is

are limited, and the hotel may be full even

$85 for NEA members (and their guests)

by the official cut-off date of January 31.

and $135 for non-members. The fee in¬

After January 31, the staff will make ev-

cludes coffee breaks, keynote banquet,

erv effort to reserve you a room, but this

luncheon Saturday, and brunch Sunday.

cannot be guaranteed. Send in your regis¬
tration form today, even if you may have to

Hotel: The Hyatt Regency is located

cancel later. Your fee will be refunded if

downtown at 5 Embarcadero Center, 20

notice is received at l\IEA by 4:30 p.m., Feb¬

minutes from the San Francisco Interna¬

ruary 23.

tional Airport. The location is convenient
Cancellation: If you are unable to attend

to Fisherman's Wharf, Ghiradelli Square,
Chinatown, and Pier 39. The hotel is

the conference, you must notify the hotel

served by cable car and subway (BART). A

at least 24 hours before your date of ar¬

major shopping center is next door.

rival to avoid payment or loss of your
deposit.

Reservations: Upon receipt of your regis¬
tration form and fee, you will receive a

Transportation:

hotel reservation card. This card must be

the airport costs $10/person. A taxi costs

sent directly to the Hyatt Regency Hotel

$20/trip. Parking is $16.00.

no later than January 31 to guarantee spe¬

A limousine to or from

Guests: Your guest may register for the

cial NEA rates: $115—single, $115-dou-

conference and obtain tickets to attend

ble. Children in the same room are free.

meal functions at the member’s fee. Prior

Make your reservations as soon as possi¬

registration is necessary.

ble. Rooms at the special convention rate

This form (keep a copy for your information),
along with the required registration fee,
MUST BE RETURNED BY JANUARY 31, 1990, to:
Mr. Gerie B. Bledsoe, Coordinator
NEA Higher Education Conference
National Education Association
1201 16th Street, N.W., Suite 320

•

Washington, DC 20036-3290

(202)822-7162
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SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR COLLECTING AND USING RACIAL STATISTICS

Over the past several years, more and more school districts have been
reporting significant numbers of minority students, as Hispanic, Cape
Verdean, and Southeast Asian families settle in communities across Massa¬
chusetts. At the same time, Department of Education efforts related to
admission to selective vocational/technical schools and to "prima facie
denial" of special education services have given the racial statistics
increased significance.
Considerable confusion exists about how to collect these statistics.
We offer some suggestions which we hope you will find useful. These sugges¬
tions answer the following questions:
How can the information best be gathered?
What are the confidentiality requirements for the use and
storage of the information?
How can the information be used in a consistent way?
What can you do to determine ambiguous cases--students
who can be categorized several different ways?
Why are racial statistics collected at all?

How can the information best be gathered?
Traditionally, the October 1st census required by the state has been
conducted by the principal or teachers in each school, who "eyeball" each
classroom and report the numbers of students in each racial category. No
record has been kept, in most cases, of which students were in each category,
with the result that some students have been counted different ways at
different times.
In addition, a certain number of minority students may be
missed. This is compounded by the fact that school staff (e.g., special
education teachers) also categorize the same students for other purposes
but there is no guarantee of consistency of categorization.
School personnel do have the responsibility of identifying students
by race for the October 1st report. Part of the reason for the practice
of identifying students only by appearance is that school districts believed
that it was illegal to ask parents to indicate the race of their children
when they were registered for school or at any other time. The Department's
legal counsel has established, however, that there is no legal prohibition
against school officials requesting parents or students to self-identity
on the basis of race.
State law generally prohibits an educational institution from inquiring
about the race, religion, color, or national origin of "a person seeking
admission." (G.L. , c. 151C, Sec. 2(c).) However, in 1964 the Attorney
General ruled that since students are legally entitled to attend public
school, they are not "seeking admission" within the meaning of the statute.
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(Moreover, it would not apply to any inquiry made after the students are
admitted to school.) Therefore, the law does not prohibit school officials
from asking parents or students from identifying themselves by race or
national origin, so long as this information is not required as a condition
of admission.
It may be useful, at the time of routinely creating a new file on a
student, to make a determination by race, perhaps on an optional form which
a parent could fill out. A sample form might read as follows:
Dear Parent,
Under state law we must report the racial enrollment at each
school to assure that students are not denied any right or
benefit because of their race.
If you choose, you may identify
your child according to the following categories: American
Indian, Black (not Hispanic), Asian, Hispanic (non-white),
Hispanic (white), white.
If you do not choose to do so, we
will use our best judgment. This information will not be
available as part of the school system's records on any
individual student.
If a parent declines to provide the information--for whatever reason--a
schoo1 system represented ve must make a determination, because school
officials are both al1 owed and required to identify the students by race
if the parents do not. Moreover, if the parents give patently false
information, it must be corrected.

What are the confidentiality requirements?
Information concerning the race of a particular student is subject to
the same protections as any other information that personally identifies a
student. These protections are found in the Student Records Regulations
(603 CMC 23.00).
In general, the racial identification should be considered
part of the student's temporary record and is available to persons other
than the eligible student, parent, or authorized personnel only in accord¬
ance with section 7.4 of the regulations.
In other words, the information which identifies the race of a student
will be kept in the student's file and will be available only by name in
the following cases:
(1)

for verification by the student, parents, or appropriate
state and federal personnel ,

(2)

by parent's consent to release the information to a
third party,

(3)

for use by the student's teachers in future years
in order to provide consistent statistical reporting.
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It is important to remember that there is a distinction between the
private and the public record. The individually identifiable data is
private and therefore subject to right-to-privacy regulations. The
anonymous aggregate stististics are pub! ic records and must be released
like any other document in the public domain.

How can the information be used in a consistent way?
The advantage--besides accuracy--of collecting the information on
individual students is that it can assure consistency of reporting. Once
a determination is made about each student, it should apply every time
that student is reported in any school or program; teachers and program
directors should not be making the determination of race all over again,
bringing in their own judgments.
It is important that each school district
develop a system that ensures that the same student is reported in the same
manner across program areas (e.g., admissions reports, special education
reports, occupational education reports, the School System Summary Report,
the Individual School Report).
Consistency can be obtained through a variety of mechanisms.
example:
(1)

notations can be made in a student's temporary record,
in compliance with the Student Records Regulations and
other sections of this document,

(2)

computer programs can be constructed to cross-reference
information while still ensuring confidentiality,

(3)

lists can be cross-tabulated by central staff,

(4)

internal forms can be developed.

For

In order to protect the confidentiality rights of the student, it may be
helpful to store that information centrally where it can be controlled.
The racial information from a prior year should be made available to the
staff completing the forms in a subsequent year. By developing and im¬
plementing local policies, school districts can ensure that students will
be reported consistently across program areas and from one year to the next.

What should you do about ambiguous cases?
Each year we receive a number of calls from principals who are trying
to decide how to report a student who has parents of different racial groups.
If one parent is black and one Hispanic, for example, it would be important
to know which group the student tends to identify with.
If they speak
Spanish at home, the student should probably be identified as Hispanic.
If the parents are separated, it would probably be best to be guided by
the identify of the parent with whom the child lives.
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Another difficult issue is how to identify Cape Verdean students,
because "Cape Verdean" does not signify a racial group but rather a
cultural and linguistic identity. Many Cape Verdeans have a mixed
African and Portuguese heritage and do not tend to identify with American
blacks. Nevertheless, it would be inappropriate to identify them
categorically as "white." For reasons stated below, this would deny
Cape Verdean students protection under law for discrimination they ex¬
perience.
Individual students and their families will be able to make
these determinations if they wish; if not, school officials must use
their best judgment.
The underlying issue is not color but race, and race is a matter of
self-identification as much as it is of appearance. This is preeminently
an area in which sensitivity and good judgment are essential, and these
qualities must be exercised by the principal who is directly responsible
for racial identification.

Why are racial statistics collected?
There are two reasons that the state and federal governments require
that schools report their enrollments by racial categories:
(1)

Members of "minority groups"--Blacks, Hispanics, Asians,
and American Indians--have historically been discriminated
against in various ways. Sometimes this practice has been
required or encouraged by government policy, but more often
it has been the result of the attitudes and actions of indi¬
viduals acting as public officials.
Because of this, there are special protections built into
state and federal statutes to prevent discrimination, and
this is particularly true in education. State education
officials and local school administrators are held respon¬
sible, under law, to assure that neither their policies nor
the practices of those under their jurisdiction have the
effect of discriminating against minority students.
Each minority student in Massachusetts enjoys this special
protection--but only if he or she is identified and reported
as a minority student.
If those responsible for making the
identification fail to do so accurately, minority students
are denied a protection which they are entitled to receive.
This is why, in an ambiguous case (for example, a student
of mixed parentage), it is preferable to report a student
as being "minority" rather than "white."

(2)

Minority students, and schools which enroll significant
numbers of minority students, sometimes need extra help
in making use of curricula and educational strategies
which were not designed with minorities in mind. This
help may include strategies for bringing minority and
non-minority students together in cooperation and mutual
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understanding. Federal and state funds have been
available for schools dealing with these issues,
and the racial statistics have been a method of
determining where this assistance should go.
In short, the racial statistics are collected for the practical purposes
of protecting minority students and targeting special assistance and
funds to schools which educate minority students.
If you need clarification of this information or wish to discuss any
part of these guidelines, please do not hesitate to contact the appropri¬
ate Regional Education Center of the Department of Education or the Bureau
of Equal Educational Opportunity (1385 Hancock Street, Quincy, MA
02169,
(617) 770-7532).
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DIRECTIVE NO. 15 ”
RA.CE AND ETHNIC STANDARDS FOR FEDERAL STATISTICS
AND ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTING
This Directive provides standard classifi¬
cations for recordkeeping, collection, and pres¬
entation of data on race and ethnicity in Fed¬
eral program administrative reporting and staticticai activities. These classifications should
not be interpreted as being scientific or anthro¬
pological in nature, nor should they be viewed
as determinants of eligibility for participation
in any Federal program. They have been de¬
veloped in response to needs expressed by both
the executive branch and the Congress to pro¬
vide for the collection and use of compatible,
nonduplicated, exchangeable racial and ethnic
data by Federal agencies.

1. Definitions
The basic racial and ethnic categories for
Federal statistics and program administrative
reporting are defined as follows:
a. American Indian or Alaskan Native. A
person having origins in any of the original
peoples of North America, and who maintains
cultural identification through tribal affiliation
or community recognition.
b. Asian or Pacific Islander. A person having
origins in any of the original peoples of the
Far East, Southeast Asia, the Indian subconti¬
nent, or the Pacific Islands. This area includes,
for example, ,'hina, India, Japan, Korea, the
Philippine ’slands. and Samoa.
c. Black. A person having origins in any of
the black racial groups of Africa.
d. Hicpanic. A person of Mexican. Puerto
P-icnn, Cuban, Central or South American or
other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of
race.
" Directive No. 15 supersedes section 7(h) and Ex¬
hibit F of OMB Circular No. A-46 dated May 3, 1074
and as revised May 12, 1977.

e. White. A person having origins in any of
the original peoples of Europe, North Afr:ca,
' or the Middle East

2, Utilization for Recordkeeping and
Reporting
To provide fiexibility, it is preferable to col¬
lect data on race and ethnicity separately. If
separate race and ethnic categories are used,
the minimum designations are:
a. Race: . *
—American Indian or Alaskan Native
——Asian or Pacific Islander
—Black
—White
_ • ,
b. Ethnicity:
—Hispanic origin "
—Not of Hispanic origin
When race and ethnicity are collected sep¬
arately, the number of White and Black per¬
sons who are Hispanic must be identifiable,
and capable of being reported in that category
If a combined format is used to collect rac:a
and ethnic data, the minimum acceptable cate
gories are:
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black, not of Hispanic origin
Hispanic
White, not of Hispanic origin.
The category which most closely reflects th
individual’s recognition in his community
should be used for purposes of reporting o:
persons who are of mixed racial and/or ethni
origins.
In no case should the provisions of this D
rective be construed to limit the collection c
data to the cacegories described above. Hou
ever, any reporting required which uses mo:
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detail shall be organized in such a wa>'^at **
additional categories can be aggregated mt
these basic racial/ethnic categories.
The minimum standard collection categories
shall be utilized for reporting as followl\
a. Civil rights compliance reporting. TTie cat
ejories specified above will be use' bl
cies in either the separate or combined format
for civil rishts compliance report.!* and equal
employment reportir* for both the pcbl.c and
private sectors and for all levels ot sovernment. Any variation requiring less detailed
data or data which cannot be aggregated into
the basic categories will have to be specifical y
approved by the Office of Federal Statistical
Policy and Standards for executive agencies.
More detailed reporting which can be aggre*ated to the basic categories may be used at
the agencies’ discretion.
.
b. General program administrative arid g7"®
reporting. Whenever an agency subject to this
Directive issues new or revised administrative
reporting or recordkeeping requirements which
include racial or ethnic data, the agency will
use the race/ethnic categories described above.
A variance can be specifically requested :rom the
Office of Federal Statistical Policy ana Stand¬
ards, but such a variance will be granted only
if the agency can demonstrate that rt is not
reasonable for the primary reporter to deter¬
mine the racial or ethnic background in terms
of the specified categories, and that such de¬
termination is not critical to the administration
of the program in question, or if the
program is directed to only one or a limited
number of race/ethnic groups, e.g., Indian tri¬

clearance process, a direct request for a var¬
iance should be made to the OFSPS.

(

3. Effective Date
The provisions of this Directive are effective
immediately for all new and revised record¬
keeping or reporting requirements containing
racial and/or ethnic information. All
recordkeeping or reporting requirements sha.
be made consistent with this Directive at th
time they are submitted for extension, or not
later than January 1, 1980.

bal activities.
c. Statistical reporting. The categories de¬
scribed in this Directive will be used an a min¬
imum for federally sponsored statistical data
collection where race and/or ethnicirt is re¬
quired, except when: the collection involves a
sample of such size that the data on che smaller
categories would be unreliable, o. when the
collection effort focuses on a specific racial or
ethnic group. A repetitive survey shall be
deemed to have an adequate sample size if the
racial and ethnic data can be reliably aggre¬
gated on a biennial basis. Any other variation
will have to be specifically authorized by OMB
through the reports clearance process (see
OMB Circular No. A-40). In those cases where
the data collection is not subject to the reports

4. Presentation of Race/Ethnic Data
Displays of racial and ethnic compliance and
statistical data will use the category designa¬
tions listed above. The designation “nonwhite
is not acceptable for use in the presentation of
Federal Government data. It is not to be used
in any publication of comphance or statistical
data or in the text of any compliance or sta¬
tistical report.
In cases where the above designations are
considered inappropriate for presentation _o^
statistical data on particular programs or xo*
particular regional areas, the sponsoring

designations -Blade and Other
Races" or "All Other Races.” as collects e de¬
scriptions of minority races when the most
summary distinction between the majority and
minority races is appropriate;
.
,
(2) The designations “White," “BlacK, and
“All Other Races” when the distinction among
the majority race, the principal minority’ race
and other races is appropriate; or
(3) The designation of a particular minor¬
ity race or races, and the inclusion of “Whites
with “All Other Races,” if such a collective de¬
scription is appropriate.
Ir. displaying detailed information whicr
represents a combination of race and ethnicity
the description of the data being display**
must clearly indicate that-both bases of classify

cation are being used.
^
...
When the primary focus of a statistical rt
port is on two or more specific identiftab
groups in the population, one or more of whic
is racial or ethnic, it is acceptable to disptc
data for each of the particular groups sep
ratelv and to describe data relating to the r
muindcr of the population by an appropna
collective description.
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COLLECTION OF

RACIAL AND

QUESTIONS

o
Can
rights

racial
laws?

and ethnic

AND

ETHNIC DATA

ANSWERS

data be

collected under

federal

civil

Collection
of
data
by
Federal,
State
and local agencies has
consistently been upheld by
the courts
when there
is a general
showing
of
need
for
the
information.
This
applies to the
collection of
data necessary
to insure
that federally assisted
programs are
operating in
compliance with the law.
Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act
of 1964
(28 C.F.R.,
Part 42) specifically
provides
authority
for
the
collection
of
racial
and ethnic
information on beneficiaries of
federal assistance
to ascertain
compliance with the statute.
o

What

about

a person’s

right

of privacy?

Collection of
racial information, where there is a valid govern¬
mental need for the information, does not constitute
an invasion
' of any
legal right.
Interference with personal privacy should,
however, be minimized by insuring that
the collection
me t ho<f^is
necessary, and
obtaining the
data in the least intrusive manner
possible, and by protecting
the confidentiality
of the informa¬
tion, where appropriate.
o

What

method of collection

is permissible?

Self-identification is
the preferred method.
If the information
is not provided by
self-identification the
collector may record
the
information
through
observation
alone;
the
information
collector
may
not
second-guess
or
change
a self-declaration
unless such a declaration is patently false.
Questions relating
to race, ethnicity, age and sex, of an applic mt for a service or
benefit
may
be
placed
directly
on the
.application form.
Questions for an applicant for employment must
be collected on a separate or detachable form.
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Is

reporting voluntary?

Applicants may
not be
required to
furnish information on their
race, ethnic background, age
or sex
unless this
information is
necessary to
determine the
applicant's eligibility to receive a
benefit or
to
determine
the
amount
of
benefit
to
which an
eligible applicant may be entitled.
Each application which seeks
to collect this information shall carry the following statement:
This
information
is
requested
solely
for
the
purpose of
determining compliance
with Federal
civil rights
law, and your
response will not affect consideration of
your application.
By
providing this
information, you
will assist us in assuring that
this program is administered in a non-discriminatory manner".
o
Should persons
from
countries be reported in

all
the
Central
and
the category "Hispanic"?

South American

No.
Only those persons from Central and South American countries
who are of Spanish origin, descent or culture
should be included
ln £he
category Hispanic.
Persons from Brazil, Guyana, Surinam,
or Trinidad, for example, would be classified according
to their
race
and
would
not
necessarily
be
included
in the Hispanic

o

Does

the Hispanic category

include persons

from Portugal?

No.
The
Portuguese
should
be
excluded
from
the
category
Hispanic, and should be classified according to their race.
o

What

countries are

included within

the Indian subcontinent?

The Indian
subcontinent includes:
India,
Sri Lanka, Nepal, Sikkim, and Bhutan.

Pakistan,

Bangladesh,

o Why should we collect information about the primary
applicants for or beneficiaries of service?

language of

This

information

is

required

to assess whether

those persons who

iTo.H
°riD^10?.an? service3
in a
language other
than English
order
effectively to
be informed of or to participate in the
£ormanvare
Served:
Primary
language means
the language
y used by un applicant or beneficiary to conduct his/her
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day-to-day affairs.
This would include language
spoken at home
or the language used to conduct
essential functions
outside the
home such as shopping, working, worshipping, etc.
o What

about

the primarily

language of employees?

Data
regarding
the
language
capabi1ity(ies)
of
employees,
particularly those
in
public
or
client
contact positions,
should
be
collected
to
ensure that effective participation is
available to
those beneficiaries
unable to
speak or understand
English.
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Race and Ethnic Standards for Federal Statistics
and Administrative Reporting
Katherine K. Wallman
Statistical Policy Division, Office of Management and Budget
and
John Hodcdon
Office for Civil Rights, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
On May 12, 1977, the Office of Management
and Budget issued Revised Exhibit F to OMB
Circular No. A-46. This exhibit sets forth
standard race and ethnic categories and defini¬
tions for Federal statistics and administrative
reporting. The issuance of the revised exhibit
culminates a multiyear interagency effort to
standardize the collection and publication of
data on race and ethnicity by the Federal
Government.
Background
More than 3 years ago, several Federal agen¬
cies responsible for the collection of informa¬
tion from education agencies and institutions
recognized that their reporting requirements
with respect to racial and ethnic data, while es¬
sentially similar, were marked by minor differ¬
ences in categories and definitions. These varia¬
tions resulted in increased burden on the re¬
spondents, who were forced to maintain sepa¬
rate records to meet each of a number of Fed¬
eral agency requirements, as well as in noncom¬
parability of data across Federal agencies.
Under the auspices of the Federal Interagency
Committee on Education (F1CE), a task group
was formed to develop a single set of racial and
ethnic categories and definitions to be used in
reporting from education agencies and institu¬
tions. In Spring 1975, agreement was reached
by the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), the General Accounting Office (GAO),
the DHEW Office for Civil Rights, and the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to
use the draft F1CE categories for a trial period
of at least 1 year. This trial was undertaken to

test the new categories and definitions and to
determine what problems, if any, would be en¬
countered in their implementation.
At the end of the test period, OMB and GAO
convened an Ad Hoc Committee on Racial/
Ethnic Categories to review the experience of
the agencies which had implemented the stand¬
ard categories and definitions and to discuss any
potential problems which might be encountered
in extending the agreement to all Federal agen¬
cies. This Committee, which met in August
1976, included representatives of OMB, GAO,
the Department of Justice, the Department of
Labor, the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, the Bureau of the Census,
and the Equal Employment Opportunity Com¬
mission. Based upon the discussion in that meet¬
ing, the Office of Management and Budget
prepared minor revisions to the F1CE defini¬
tions and circulated the proposed final draft for
agency comment. These revised categories and
definitions became effective in September 1976
for all compliance recordkeeping and reporting
required by the Federal agencies represented
on the Ad Hoc Committee. Because many of the
affected agencies already had forms in the field,
and because lead time was required for re¬
spondents to change their recordkeeping sys¬
tems, it was agreed that the changes would be
implemented when existing forms were sub¬
mitted for extension, or when new or revised
forms were submitted for clearance. Changes
were not required on forms which had already
been approved for use until such documents
were revised or expired.
Statistical Reporter
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Revision of Exhibit F, Circular No. A-46
Based upon the interagency agreement, the
Statistical Policy Division of the Office of Man¬
agement and Budget initiated action to revise
exhibit F to OMB Circular No. A-46 to for¬
malize and extend the standardization of racial
and ethnic data collection and presentation.
The draft exhibit was distributed for review to
participants in the Ad Hoc Committee, as well as
to other agencies which had expressed interest
in its contents. Following receipt of comments
and incorporation of suggested modifications,
the exhibit was prepared in final form. On May
12, 1977, the revised exhibit was signed by the
Director of the Office of Management and
Budget and issued to the heads of executive de¬
partments and establishments.
Revised exhibit F was prepared and issued to
standardize racial and ethnic data w hich are col¬
lected and published by Federal agencies. The
exhibit provides standard classifications for rec¬
ordkeeping, collection, and presentation of data
on race and ethnicity in Federal program ad¬
ministrative reporting and statistical activities.
The following lists the highlights of revised
exhibit F:
• Revised exhibit F provides, for the first
time, standard categories and definitions
for use at the Federal level in reporting on
racial and ethnic groups.
• The provisions of revised exhibit F extend,
in general, to all forms of Federal rec¬
ordkeeping and reporting which involve the
collection and presentation of racial and
ethnic data.
• Revised exhibit F provides a minimum
standard, which can be adapted by indi¬
vidual agencies which need more detailed
data for specific purposes.
• The requirements of revised exhibit F ex¬
tend beyond presentation of data to the
recording and collection of information.
• Revised exhibit F is effective immediately
for all new or revised recordkeeping and
reporting. All existing data collections must
be made consistent with the exhibit at the
time they are submitted for renewal of
clearance, or not later thanjanuary 1, 1980.
The full text of revised exhibit F is reprinted
below.
July 1977

REVISED EXHIBIT F
RACE AND ETHNIC STANDARDS FOR FEDERAL
STATISTICS AND ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTING

Purpose: This exhibit provides standard clas¬
sifications for recordkeeping, collection, and
presentation of data on race and ethnicity in
Federal program administrative reporting and
statistical activities. These classifications should
not be interpreted as being scientific or an¬
thropological in nature, nor should they be
viewed as determinants of eligibility for partici¬
pation in any Federal program. They have been
developed in response to needs expressed by
both the executive branch and the Congress to
provide for the collection and use of compati¬
ble, nonduplicated, exchangeable racial and
ethnic data by Federal agencies.
Definitions: The basic racial and ethnic
categories for Federal statistics and program
administrative reporting are defined as follows:
]. American Indian or Alaskan Native. A person
having origins in any of the original
peoples of North America, and who main¬
tains cultural identification through tribal
affiliation or community recognition.
2. Asian or Pacific Islander. A person having
origins in any of the original peoples of the
Far East, Southeast Asia, the Indian sub¬
continent, or the Pacific Islands. This area
includes, for example, China, India, Japan,
Korea, the Philippine Islands, and Samoa.
3 Black. A person having origins in any of the
black racial groups of Africa.
4. Hispanic. A person of Mexican, Puerto Ri¬
can, Cuban, Central or South American or
other Spanish culture or origin, regardless
of race.
5. White. A person having origins in any of the
original peoples of Europe, North Africa,
or the Middle East.
Utilization for Recor keeping and Reporting To
provide flexibility it is preferable to collect data
on race and ethi icity sepaiately. If separate
race and ethnic categories are used, the
minimum designations are:
a. Race:
- American Indian or Alaskan Native
—Asian or Pacific Islander
—Black
—White
451
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b Eihnicity:
—Hispanic origin
—Not of Hispanic origin
When race and ethnicity are collected sepa¬
rately, the number of White and Black persons
who are Hispanic must be identifiable, and cap¬
able of being reported in that category.
If a combined format is used to collect racial
and ethnic data, the minirjium acceptable
categories are:
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black, not of Hispanic origin
Hispanic
White, not of Hispanic origin.
The category which most closely reflects the
individual’s recognition in his community
should be used for purposes of reporting on
persons who are of mixed racial and/or ethnic
origins.
In no case should the provisions of this
exhibit be construed to limit the collection of
data to the categories described above. How¬
ever, any reporting required which uses more
detail shall be organized in such a way that the
additional categories can be aggregated into
these basic racial/ethnic categories.
The minimum standard collection categories
shall be utilized for reporting as follows:
Civil rights compliance reporting: The categories
specified above will be used by all agencies in
either the separate or combined format for civil
rights compliance reporting and equal employ¬
ment reporting for both the public and private
sectors and for all levels of government. Any
variation requiring less detailed data or data
which cannot be aggregated into the basic
categories will have to be specifically approved
by the Statistical Policy Division of OMB for
executive agencies. More detailed reporting
which can be aggregated to the basic categories
may be used at the agencies' discretion.
General program idmimstralive and gram report¬
ing: Whenever an agency subject to this circular
issues new or revised administrative reporting
or recordkeep ing requirements which include
racial or ethnic data, the agency will use the
race/ethnic categories described above. A var¬
iance tan be specifically requested from the
Statistical Policy Division of OMB, but such a
variance will be granted only if the agency can
452

demonstrate that it is not reasonable for the
primary reporter to determine the racial or
ethnic background in terms of the specified
categories, and that such determination is not
critical to the administration of the program in
question, or if the specific program is directed
to only one or a limited number of race/ethnic
groups, e.g., Indian tribal activities.
Statistical reporting: The categories described
in this exhibit will be used as a minimum for
federally sponsored statistical data collection
where race and/or ethnicity is required, except
when: the collection involves a sample of such
size that the data on the smaller categories
would be unreliable, or when the collection ef¬
fort focuses on a specific racial or ethnic group.
A repetitive survey shall be deemed to have an
adequate sample size if the racial and ethnic
data can be reliably aggregated on a biennial
basis. Any other variation will have to be specif¬
ically authorized by OMB through the reports
clearance process (see OMB Circular No. A-40).
In those cases where the data collection is not
subject to the reports clearance process, a direct
request for a variance should be made to the
Statistical Policy Division of OMB.
Effective date: The provisions of this exhibit
will be effective immediately for all new and re¬
vised recordkeeping or reporting requirements
containing racial and/or ethnic information. All
existing recordkeeping or reporting require¬
ments shall be made consistent with this exhibit
at the time they are submitted for extension, or
not later than January 1, 1980.
Presentation of Race/Ethnic Data:
1. Displays of racial and ethnic compliance
and statistical data will use the category
designations listed above. The designation
"nonwhite" is not acceptable for use in the
presentation of Federal Government data.
It is not to be used in any publication of
compliance or statistical data or in the text
of any compliance or statistical report.
2. In cases where the above designations are
considered inappropriate for presentation
of statistical data on particular programs or
for particular regional areas, the sponsor¬
ing agency may use:
a. The designations ‘‘Black and Other
Races” or “AH Other Races," as collective
descriptions of minority races when the
most summary distinction between the
Statistical Reporter
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majority and minority races is appro¬
priate;
b. The designations “White,” "Black,” and
“All Other Races” when the distinction
among the majority race, the principal
minority race and other races is appro¬
priate; or
c. The designation of a particular minority
race or races, and the inclusion of
“White” with “All Other Races,” if such a
collective description is appropriate.
3. In displaying detailed information which
represents a combination of race and
ethnicity, the description of the data being
displayed must clearly indicate that both
bases of classification are being used.
4. When the primary focus of a statistical re¬
port is on two or more specific identifiable
groups in the population, one or more of
which is racial or ethnic, it is acceptable to
display data for each of the particular
groups separately and to describe data re¬
lating to the remainder of the population
by an appropriate collective description.

Limitations of Revised Exhibit F
Revised exhibit F represents the best efforts
of the Federal agencies to develop a standard in
an area where many differing views and con¬
cerns are evident; however, there are some lim¬
itations in the use of the recently issued exhibit.
A number of these are discussed briefly below;
First, it should be noted that the categories
and definitions were developed primarily on the
basis of the geographic location of various coun¬
tries. It is important to note, therefore, that the
classifications which are presented should not
be interpreted as being scientific or an¬
thropological in nature.
Second, the purpose of Circular No. A-46,
and its exhibits, is to set forth standards and
guidelines for Federal statistics. Thus, the
standardization of categories, and any reporting
pursuant to that standard, should not be con¬
strued as determinants of eligibility for partici¬
pation in any Federal program. The responsibil¬
ity for such determinations continues to rest
with the Federal program and compliance agen¬
cies.
Third, the definitions which are presented
provide examples of areas or countries which are
July 1977

to be included in particular categories. These
lists are not meant to be exhaustive. If a ques¬
tion arises with respect to the proper categoriza¬
tion of persons from a particular country,
clarification may be obtained from the Statistical
Policy Division, Office of Management and
Budget. In response to agency requests, the
Statistical Policy Division has already provided
guidance on the following specific questions;
1. What countries are included within the In¬
dian subcontinent?
The Indian subcontinent includes. India,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal,
Sikkim, and Bhutan.
2. Should persons from all Central and South
American countries be reported in the cat¬
egory “Hispanic?”
No. Only those persons from Central and
South American countries who are of
Spanish origin, descent, or culture should
be included in the category Hispanic. Per¬
sons from Brazil, Guiana, Surinam,
Trinidad, and Belize would be classified ac¬
cording to their race, and would not neces¬
sarily be included in the Hispanic category.
3. Does the Hispanic category include persons
from Portugal?
No. The Portuguese should be excluded
from the category Hispanic, and should be
classified according to their race.
Finally, problems may be encountered by
agencies which find it necessary to employ re¬
spondent self-identification techniques rather
than observer identification methods to deter¬
mine individuals' racial and ethnic characteris¬
tics. Further discussion of this issue is presented
below.

Use

of Self-Identification to Obtain Racial and
Ethnic Data

Federal agencies which have employed re¬
spondent self-identification to determine racial
and ethnic characteristics, particularly for civil
rights compliance purposes, have encountered
two basic types of problems. The first has been
a misunderstanding on the part of respondents
concerning the purpose of obtaining the data
and its subsequent use and protection. The sec¬
ond has been objection by respondents to plac¬
ing themselves in one of five mutually exclusive
categories, none of which appears appropriate.
This objection has arisen particularly in cases
453
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where persons have mixed racial or ethnic
backgrounds.
In some situations, racial and ethnic data can
be obtained more easily if a third party makes a
determination for reporting purposes. There
are situations, however, in which the subjects of
the survey have no direct point of contact with
the agency conducting the survey. In such cases,
respondent self-identification may be the only
feasible method for data collection. Where this
is the case, and where respondent misun¬
derstanding is anticipated, the organization re¬
sponsible for the data collection should make
every effort to minimize the misunderstandings
which can arise from the collection of racial and
ethnic data. Steps which can be taken for this
purpose include the following:
• Agencies should include in the instrument
used to obtain racial and ethnic data a dis¬
cussion of why the data are being collected,
how they will be used, and the steps which
will be taken to prevent the use of data for
discriminatory purposes.

self-identification, as prescribed by revised
exhibit F, should be included in the instru¬
ment in order to avoid the misunderstand¬
ings which abbreviations may cause.
• Agencies may include an "Other (specify)"
category for self-identification by re¬
spondents who feel that none of the five
categories adequately describe their herit¬
age. This sixth category should be added,
however, only when the data gathering
agency is prepared to assign the persons
choosing this response option to a standard
category for purposes of presenting aggre¬
gated information. While the use of the
“other" category is admittedly cumbersome,
it appears preferable to allow its use in cases
where such an option may serve to increase
response rate and minimize respondent
concern. It should be emphasized that the
use of an “Other (specify)" category is per¬
missible only in cases where respondent
self-identification is used; this option is not
to be used in reporting forms which collect
racial and ethnic data through observer
identification of such characteristics.

• Agencies should include in the instrument
an indication that the report is not attempt¬
ing to develop an anthropologically precise
description of the persons surveyed, but
rather to obtain information on the number
of persons in the study population who may
be subject to discrimination because of the
community’s perception of their racial or
ethnic heritage.

Revised exhibit F, and the suggestions in this
article, have been provided with a view towards
improving the collection and presentation of ra¬
cial and ethnic data in Federal reporting Ques¬
tions concerning the exhibit and the implemen¬
tation of its requirements may be directed to the

• The full wording of the categories and def¬
initions which are to be used for respondent

Statistical Policy Division, Office of Management
and Budget.
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OMB ANNOUNCES REVIEW OF FEDERAL RACIAL AND ETHNIC CATEGORIES
AND RELATED PUBLIC HEARINGS

The Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) in
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) is conducting a review
of the racial and ethnic categories used by the Federal agencies.
As part of the review, there will be three public hearings:
in Boston on July 7; in Denver on July 11; and in San Francisco
on July 14.
The racial and ethnic categories are set forth in OMB'e
Statistical Policy Directive No. 15, Race and Ethnic Standards
for Federal statistics and Administrative Reporting.
They are
used by the Federal Government for recordkeeping, collection, and
presentation of data on race and ethnicity in statistical
activities and program administrative reporting, including
monitoring and enforcement of civil rights.
During the past few years. Directive No. 15 has come under
increasing criticism.
Some individuals who report data about
themselves and various organizations that use the information
collected by the Federal agencies have indicated that the
categories have become less useful over time in reflecting the
diversity of our Nation's population.
Attached is a copy of the Federal Register notice which
contains additional information about the review of Directive No.
15, the public comment process, and ths public hearings.
The
current version of Directive No. 15 is included a* part of this
notice.

Attachment
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Standards ter the Classification of
Fedsral Data on Race and Ethnicity

scheduled a series of hearings, as
follows:

AftENrir: Executive Office of the
Prosident. Office of Management aud
Budget (OMB). Office of Information
and Rogulotory Affairs
ACTION: Advance Notice of Proposed

Review snd Possible Revision nf OMR's
Statistical Policy Directive No. 15, Race
and Ethnic Standards for federal
Statistics and Administrative) Reporting;
and Announcement of Public Hearings
on Directive No. 15.
SUMMARY: During the past few years.

OMD's Statistical Policy Directive Nu.
15, Race and Ethnic Standards for
Federal Statistics and Administrative
Reporting, has come under increasing
criticism. Thooo standards oro usod
govemmentwide for recordkeeping,
collection, and presentation of data on
race and ethnicity in Federal statistical
activities end program administrative
reporting. Since the standards were first
issued 17 years ago. citizens who report
information about thomsolvcs and users

Location

Daie/Tlrae
’July 7, 1994
10:00 i.tn.

Thomas Y. O’Neill. Jr. Federal
Building Auditorium
10 Causeway Slroal
Rruirm.
(Local crranfl«m«nu contact-. Har¬
old Wood, Buroau af
Regional Offlca. (017) S2*-OCOO)

thn Census

July 11. 1WM

10:00 4.m.

lulv 14. 1934
10:00 a.m.

Capitol Budding
Old Cupr-ma Cuujt CImuiLwv
loo E*,i Colfax Stmt
Panvot, Colorado
(Local arranRamenia contact: |«rry
ODotutell. Bureau of the Canaua
Regional Oftlca. 1103) ft*a-77sn]
Slow

Federal

Reserve Bank of Sen Fran-

eltrn
In«sEpprEilfv» n*nl»r
101 U«rfc*t Street
Son Fr«nci*«;a, California
(Local arrangamonu conuv.i: V|cki
Cwufwr-Murphy, Bureau of Labor

Suiiliilcs Regional Office, (415)
744-7168)

If yon wish to present an oral
statement at any of these healings,
please contact the Statistical Policy
Office (at the address below) by
telephone or fax (do no use electronic
mail) by July 1.1994. and provide the
following information; your namo.
address, telephone and fax numbers,
of the information collected by Federal
and the name nf the organization which
agencies have indicated that the
categories set fonh in Directive No. 15
represent. AftcxJuly i, please call
are hemming less useful in reflecting
™ the appropriate'Tocal
armronrietnlncHl arrangements
Contact idenufled aboveTo be placed on
the diversity uf our Naliuu's population.
die hearing schedule. Persons testifying
Accordingly. OMB currently i«
are asliA'd in bring three (3) copies of
undertaking a review of the racial and
their statement to the hearing. Written
ethnic categories in the Directive. (See
statements will also be accepted at the
Appendix for the toxt of Directive No.
hearing!. Depending on the number of
15.)
persons who request tu present their
issues for comment: UMB is interested
views, the hearings in each location may
be extondod to tho following day.
in receiving comments from tho public
on ( i) the adequacy of the current
^ADDRESS: Requests to be placed on the
categories, (2) principles that ahould
hearing schedule should bo directed to
govern any proposed revisions to the
die SiaUsilcM] Policy Office. Office of
standards, and (.11 specific auggoatlons
Management and Budget. 725 17th
for changes that have been offored by
Street, N.W., Washington. D.C. 20503.
various Individuals and organizations.
Telephone: (202) 395-3093. Fax
number: (702) 395-7245
ADDRESS: Written comments nn these
issues may bo addressed to Katherine K.
ELECTRONIC AVAMJUWL/TY AMO COMMENTS.'
Waliman. Chief. Statistical Policy.
This document i» available on the
Office of Information and Regulatory
Intcmot via anonymous File Transfer
Affairs, Office of Management and
Protocol (ftp) from ftp.censut.gov as
Budget, 725 17th Street, N.W.,
/pub/docf/ombdirlS-txl in ASCII format
Washington. D.C. 20503.
(do not use any capital letters in the file
date; To ensure consideration, written
■name). For those who do not have ftp
comments must be provided to OMB on
capability, the ducuwenl urn also be
or before September 1, 1994.
obtained through the gopher {gopher
gophsr.cenius.gov) and HTTP setvors
euoiic hearings; To provide additional
(accessible by mosaic, cello, lynx, etc.),
opportunities to hear views from the
or by sending an electronic mail
public on Directive No. 15, OMD has
message to flpmail@ccnau9.gov with the
following linee In the message area:

open
get/pub/docs/ombdiri 5-I'd
quit
Comments may be senl via cloclrotiiu
mail to an OMB x.400 mail address,
which is /s-ombdirlS/c-ua/
admd"ielemQll/pmd-gov+eop, The
Internet »HHre«a i*
ombdirlS@eop.3prlnt.com. Comments
sent to this address will be included as
part of the official record. Do not use
this electronic mail address to have your
name Included in the hearing schedule.
For assistance using electronic mail,
ftp, gopher, or HTTP, please contact
your system administrator. You may
also want to send an electronic message
to accessQcersus.gov with a subject of
HELP and nothing in the message area.
You will receive by return electronic
mail "FAQ (Frequently Asked
Questions)" and more information on
how to access the services on
census gov
FOR FUHTHEH INFORMATION CONTACT:

Suzenn Evinger, Statistical Policy
Office, Office uf Information and
Regulatory Affairs. Office of
Management and Budget, Tolcphono:
(202) 395-3093.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

Development of Directive ATo. 15.—
Developmental work ou tho categories
in UMb's Directive No. 15 originated in
the activities of the Federal Interagency
Committee on Education (FICE), which
was created by Executive Order in 1984.
More than 30 Federal agencies were
members or regular participants in
FICE’s work to improvo coordination of
educational activities at the Federal
level. The FICE Subcommittee on
Minority Education completed a lepurl
In April 1973 on higher education for
Chieanos, Puerto Ricano, and Amorican
Indians and sent it to then Secretary of
Health. Education, and Welfare (HFW)
Caspar Weinborgor for commont. Ho
showed particular interest in the portion
of the report that deplored the lack of
useful data on racial and ethnic groups.
Further, he encouraged the
implementation of the roport’s 3ccond
recommendation which called for the
coordinated development of common
definitions for racial and eliuric gruups,
and the Federal collection of racial and
ethnic enrollment and other eduoatlonal
data uu a cuuipHllble and
nondupllcative basis.
In June 1974, FICE created an Ad Hoc
Committee ou Racial and Etiinlc
Definitions whose 25 members came
from Federal agencies with mojor
responsibilities for the collection or use
of racial and ethnic data. This Ad Hoc
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be widely accepted, no changes were
comment a proposed revision of the race
made at the time to Directive No. 15.
Committee was charged with
»nd athnic categories contotned In Its
developing terms ana definitions for the
199J Hearings.—During 1993,
circular cm standards and guidelines fur
collection of a broad range of racial and
Congressman Thomas C. Sawyer,
Federal statistic#. Some agencies
ethnic data by Federal agencies on a
Chairman of tho Houoo Subcommittee
publishod the draft revision for public
compatible and nonduplicativc basis. It
on Census, Statistics, and Postal
comment. Following the receipt of
Personnel, held » series of four hearings
took, on the task of determining and
comments and Incorporation of
describing the major groups to be
(April 14, Iuxte 30, July 29, and
suggested modifications, OMB on May
November 31 on the measurement of
Identified by Federal agencies when
17, 1977, promulgated for use by «H
race and ethnicity in the decennial
collecting and reporting racial and
Federal agencies the racial and ethnic
ethnic data. While the Ad Hoc
census. OMB testified at die hearing un
categories now contained in Directive
Committee recuguizcd dial there la
July 29. Information on these hearings
No. 15. tha text of which appears in the
may be obtained by oontocting tho
frequently a relationship between
Appendix.
This
meant
that
for
the
first
language and ethnioity, it mndo no
Subcommittee at (202) 226-7523.
time, standard categories and
Workshop— As a first step in
attempt to develop a means of
definitions would be used at the Federal
undertaking Its review of tho racial and
identifying persons on the basis of their
level In reporting and presentation of
ethnic categories, OMB asked the
primary language. The Ad Hoc
Hat* on racial and ethnic groups While
Committee cm National Statistics
Committee wanted to ensure that
OMD requires the agencios to use these
(CNSTAT) of the National Academy of
whatever categories the various agencies
racial and ethnic categories, it should be
Sciences to convene a workshop to
used cuuld be aggregated, disaggregated,
emphasized that the Directive permits
provide an informed discussion of the
or otherwise combined so that the data
collection
of
additional
detail
If
the
issues butlULLudirrg a review uf the
dovolopod by one agoncy could be used
more detailed categories can be
categories. Convened on February 17tn conjunction with the data developed
aggregated into tho basic racial and
18, 19(M, the workshop included
by another agency. In addition, the Ad
ethnic classifications set forth in the
representatives of Federal agencies,
Hoc Committee thought that the basic
Directive.
academia. social science resesrch,
categories could be subdivided into
As demonstrated by this brief history,
more detailed ethnic subgroups to meet
interest groups, private industry, and
the present categories were developed
local school districts. A report on the
users’ needs, but that to maintain
through a deliberate cooperative
workshop will he forthcoming from
comparability, data from one major
process; participation of the agencies
category should never be combined with
CNSTAT.
that use the categories was an essential
intemgencv Committee. UMB has
data from any other major category.
established an Interagency Committee
In the spring of 1975. FICE completed
element ill dial process.
for die Review of the Racial arid Ethnic
its work on a draft sot of ontogorios. and
jqflfl Proposed Revision—The
Standards, whose members represent
an agreement was reached among OMB.
standards promulgated lu 1977 have not
the many and diverse Federal needs for
the General Accounting Office (GAD),
been revised since that time. OMB did.
the HEW’s Offico for Civil Rights, and
racial and ethnic data. Including
however, publish in the January 20,
statutory requirements for such data
the Equal Employment Opportunity
1988, Federal Register a draft Statistical
The Committee will be an Integral part
Commission (EEOC) to adopt these
Policy Circular soliciting public
categories fox a liial period uf at least
of this review process, by assisting UMB
commont on a comprehensive revision
In the evaluation and assessment of
one year. This trial was undertaken to
of existing Siausuca! Policy Directives.
test the new categories and definitions
used changes, fur example, on die
Among the proposed changes was *
and to determine what problems, if any,
ity of reuniting data and r.nsla of
revisiuu of Directive Nu. IS dial would
would hfl encountered in their
implementationhave added an "Other" racial category
implementation.
and required classification by self
Suggested Changes and Criticisms
At the end of the test period, OMB
Identification. While this proposal was
Your comments are Invited on any
and GAO convened an Ad Hoc
supported hy many multi-racial and
Committoo on Rncial/Ethnic Categories
aspect of Direcdve No. 13; If you are
multi-ethnic groups and some
satisfied with the existing racial anil
to review the experience of the agencies
educational institutions, it drew strong
that had implemented the standard
ethnic categories, It would be useful for
opposition from Federal agencies such
categories and definitions and to discuss
OMB to know that also. You may also
as the Civil Rights Division of the
wish to comment on the following
any potential problems that might be
Department of Justice, the Department
encountered in extending the use of the
suggestions and criticisms sbuut die
of Hoalth and Human Servicoo. tho
categories lu all Federal agencies. Tiro
Directive that UMB racsived during ths
EEOC, and the Office of Personnel
Committee met in August 1976 and
recent hearings and the CNSTAT
Management, and from large
included representative* of OMB; GAO;
workshop:
corporations.
die Departments of Justice. Labor. HEW,
—adding a "multi-racial” category to
Respondents who opposed the change
and Housing And Urban Development;
the list of racial designations so that
asserted that tho prooont system
the Bureau of the Census; and the EEOC.
respondents would not bo forcod to
provided adequate data, that any
Based upon the discussion in that
change* would disrupt historical
deny part of their heritage by
meeting, OMB prepared minor revisions
having to choose a single category';
continuity, and that lire proposed
to the F1CE defrrxiliuiTs and circulated
change
would be expensive and
—adding an "other” category for
the proposed final draft for agency
■potentially divisive. Somo-mombors of
individuals of multi-racial
commonl Those revisod categories -and
minority communities interpreted the
backgrounds and those who want
definitions became affective In
proposal as an attempt to provoke
the option of specifically stating a
September 197fl for All compliance
tntomal dlaaonoion witbin thoir
uniquo identification;
rooordkooping and reporting required by
communities and to reduce the official
rhe Federal agencies represented ou the
_providing an open-ended question
counts of minority populations. Because
Ad Hoc Committee.
to solicit information on race and
It woo ovidont from all of those
Based upon this interagency
ethnicity, or combining concepts of
comments that this proposal would not
agreement. OMB drafted for agency

a
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race, ethnicity, and aucesUy;
—changing Iho name of the "Black"

category to "African American";
—changing the name of the
“American Indian or Alaskan
Nativo” catogory to "Native

American";
—including Native Hawaiian* as a
separate category or as part of a
“Native American" category (which
would also Include American
Indians. Aleuts. and Eskimos),
rather titan as part of tho “Asian or
Pacific Islander" category;
—including Hispanic as a racial
designation, rather than as a
separate ethnic category; and
_adding a “Middle Easterner"
category to tho list of ethnic
designations.
The critiques of the current standard
and the proposals for change include as
woll a numbor of other concerns. For
example:
—Tho categories and their definitions
have been criticized for failing to be
comprehensive and scientific. As
cases iu point, using the presold
definitions there are no proper
cotogorics for the original Indian
population of South America or for
Australian aborigines

—Some have suggested that the
geographic orientation of the
definitions for die various racial
end ethnic categories Is not
sufficiently definitive. They believe
that there is no readily apparent
organizing principle fnr making
such distinctions and that
definitions for the categories should
be eliminated. Others disagree,
slating that die current defiiiiduiis
of the racial and ethnic categories
havo oorvod their uooo well ond
thus should be maintained.
—The identification of an individual *
racial and ethnic "category” often is
e subjoctivc determination, rathor
than one that is objective and
factual, no matter whet the process
fui arriving at the categories.
Consequently, it has been suggested
that it may no longer be appropriate
to consider die categories os a
"atatistical standard.”
j —The issue of self-identification of
race and ethnicity verso* tbird
party idendfication also has been
raised. This issue will merit
increased attention if multi racial
and/or multi-ethnic categories or
identification procedures are
adoptod_Some have proposed eliminating

the five-category combined racial
end ethnic classification in favor of
separate, mutually exclusive, racial
and ethnic caleguries. Tho
combined format now nermitted by
the Directive to particularly suitable
for observer idendflcaUon, and 1*
used by the Department of Health
and Human Service's Office for
Civil Rights, the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, end the
Office of Federal Contract
Compliance hecause it facilitates
aggregating data on tho minority
groups with which these agencies
are concerned. The use of tne
Hispanic category in the combined
format does not. however, provide
Information on the race of those
selecting It. As a result, die
combined format makes it
impossible to distribute persona of
Hispanic ethnicity by race and,
therefore, reduces the utility of the
four racial categories by excluding
from them persons who would
otherwise be Included. Thus, the
two formats currently uermitled by
Directive No. IS fnr collecting racial
and ethnic data do not provide
comparable data.
—lhe perceived importance of
historical comparability of racial
and elliuic dale lias boon
questioned by some. Since the
namoa of the categories have
changed In the decennial censuses,
and agencies use different methods
even internally to collect tho data,
there is less continuity in racial and
ethnic data than many believed. As
a result, it baa been suggested that
this review of Directive No. 15
should have a moro forward looking
approach, rather than being bound
by past history.
—Some have suggested that
considerationoo given to collecting

racial and ethnic data using
“categories for response" that can
be decoupled Irum “catoguiies for
reporting data." For example, the
response categories could pormit
responses reflecting multiple
origins: later these data would he
aggregated into reporting categories
following a set of standards end
guideline* to m«k* the reported
data more usoful for various
program, administrative, and
statistical purposes.
,. -There have also been suggestions
$ that the classification of persons by
rare and ethnicity be eliminated
entirely- Proponents of this view
assert that the caiegorles merely
«erve to perpetuate an over-

3

emphasis on race In America »nri
contribute to the fragmentation of
our society.
Federal 11m*

of Racial end Ethnic Data

Given the broad range of suggestions
and criticisms, OMB bolie.es that a
comprehensive review of ail the
categories is warranted- It io Important
to stress comprehensive, because these
categories are not used simply for
statistical purpusns. Thus, while the use
of the racial and ethnic categories in the
collection of doccnnial census dots io
most widely known—and has most
often been cited In the 1193 hiring*
and iu Lhe correspondence OMD
receives—the categories are also used by
Federal agencies for civil rights
enforcement and for program
administrative reporting. Some
important examples of the Federal

Government’s uses of racial and ethnic
data are:

• enforcing the requirements of the
Voting Rights Act:

• reviewing State redistricting plans;
• collecting and presenting
population and population
characteristics data, labor force
data, education data, and vital and
health statistics;

• establishing and evaluating Federal
affirmative action plan* and
evaluating affirmative action and
discrimination in employment in
tho private aector:
• monitoring the access of minorities
to homo mortgage loans under tho
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act;
• enforcing the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act;
• munilorlng and enforcing
desegregation plane til the public
schools;
• assisting minority businesses under
the minority business development
programs; and
• monitoring and onforcing the Fair
Housing Act.
Theso examples of statutory
requirements are mentioned to foster
public awareness and understanding of
die Federal Government's many
different needs tor racial and ethntc
data. Appreciation of the intended uses
uf the data helps determine what
categories make sense. Further, these
uses need to be taken into account when
changes to the categories are suggested.
In any event. OMB believes that it is
essential fur ilia Federal agencies to
study the possible efiects ol any
proposed changes to the categories on
the quality and utility uf lhe resulting
data for a multiplicity of purposes.
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General Principle* for th« Review of the
Racial and F.thnlc Categoric*
The critique* and suggestion* for
changing Directive No. 1G have
underscored the Importance ot having a
•at of general principle* to govern the
current review process. The following
principles were drafted in cooperation
with Fodoral agoncics aorving on the
Interagency Committee. Comments on
these principle* era welcomed.
1. The racial and ethnic categories set
forth in the standard should not be
Interpreted as being scientific or
anlhiupulogical lu nature.

2. Respect for individual dignity
should guide tho processes and methods
for collecting data on race and ethnicity;
respondent self-identification should be
facilitated to the greatost extent
possible.
3. To the extent practicable, the
concepts aud terminology should reflect
clear and generally understood
definitions that can achieve broad
public acceptance.
4. The racial and ethnic ootogorioa
should be comprehensive In coverage
and produce r.nmpatihle,
nonduplicatod, exchangeable data
across Federal agencies.
5. Foremost consideration should he
given to data aggregations by race and
ethnicity that are useful for statistical
analysis, program administration and
assessment, and enfuicsinonl of existing
laws and judicial derision*, hearing In
mind that the standards are not
intended to be used to establish
eligibility for participation in any
Federal program.
6. While Federal data needs for racial
and ethnic data are of primary
Importance, consideration should also
be given to needs at the State and local
government levels, including Amorican
Indian tribal and Alaska Native village
government*, a* well »» to general
societal need* for those data.
7. The categories should set forth a
minimum standard; additional
categories should be permitted provided
they can be aggregated to the standard .
cstegories. The number of standard
categories shuuld be kept to u
manageable size, as determined by
statistical concerns and data needs.

B. A revised set of categories should
be operationally feasible in terms of
burden placed upon respondents and
the cost to agencies and respondents to
Implement the revisions.
9. Any changes In the categories
should be based on sound
methodological reooarch and should
Include evaluations of the Impact of any
changes not only on the usefulness of
the resulting deta but also on the

comparability of any new categories
with the existing ones.

"~

10. Any revision to the categories

should provide for a crosswalk at the
time of adoption between the old and
the new categories so that historical data
series can he statistically adjuster! and
comparisons can be made.

11. Because of the many and varied
need* and strong Interdependence of
Fodoral agoncios for racij and ethnic
data, any changes to the existing
categories should he the product of »n
Interagency collaborative effort.
The agencies recognize that these
principles may In some case* represent
competing goals for the standard,
through the review process. It will be
necessary to balance statistical issues,
needs for data, aud sucial cuuccrus. The
application of these principles to guide
the review and possible revision of the
standard ultimately should result tn
consistent, publicly accepted d*t* on
race and ethnicity that will meet the
needs of the government and the public
while recognising the diversity of tho
population and respecting the
Individual's dignity.
Sallj lUlxru

Administrator. Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs

APPENDIX
DIRECTIVE NO. IS
Race and Ethnic Standard* for Federal
Statistic* and Administrative
Reporting (as adopted on May 12,

1877)
This Directive provide* standard
classification* for recordkeeping,
collection, and presentation of data on
race end ethnicity in Federal program
administrative reporting and statistical
activities. Tbeae classificauons should
not he interpreted os being scientific or
anthropological In nature, uoi shuuld
they be viewed as determinants of
eligibility for participation in any
Federal program. They have been
developed In response to needs
expressed by both the executive branch
and the Congress to provide for the
collection and use or compatible,
nonduplicatod, oxchangeabla racial and
ethnic data by Federal agencies.
V Definition*
Tho basic racial and othnic categories
for Federal statistics and program
-edmMetrative reporting ore defined at
follows:

e. American Indian or Alaskan

Native. A person having origins in any
of tho original pooplos of North
America, and wbo maintain* cultural
identification through tribal affiliations
or community recognition.

b. Asian or Pacific Islander. A parson
having origins in any of tho original
peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia,
the Indian subcontinent, or the Pacific
Islands. This area includes, fui example,
China. India. Japan. Korea, the
Philippine Islands, and Samoa.
c. Black. A person having origins In
any of the black racial groups nr Africa
d. Hispanlo. A poroon of Mexican,
Puerto Rican, Cuban. Central or South
American nr other Spanish culture or
origin, regardless of race.
e. WTUfe. A person having origins in
any of the original peoples of Europe,
North Africa, or iLo Middle East.
2. Utilization for Recordkeeping end
Reporting
Tu piuvido flexibility, it la preferable
to colled (lata on race and ethnicity
separately. If ooporato roeo and ethnic
categories are used, the minimum
designations sre:
a. Race:
—American Indian or Alaskan Native
—Asian or Pacific Islander
—Black
—White
b. Ethnicity:
—Hispanic origin
—Not of Hispanic origin
When race and ethnicity are collected
separately, the number of White and
Black persons who are Hispanic must be
identifiable, and capable of being
repurled Lu that category.
If a combined format i* used tn collect
racial and ethnic data, the minimum
acceptable categories are:
—American Indian or Alaskan Nstlve
—Asian or Pacific Islander
—Black, not of Hispanic origin
—Hispanic
—White, not of f Ilspenic origin.
The category which most closely
reflects the individual's recognition in
his community should be used for
purposes of reporting on persons who
are of mixed racial and/or ethnic
origins.
In no esse should the provisions of
this Diroctivo bo construod to limit tho
collection of data to the categories
described shove. However, any
reporting required which uses more
detail shall be organized in such a way
that the additional categories can be
aggregated Lulu those basic racial/ethuic
categories.
Tho minimum standard collection
categories shall be utilized for reporting

a* followsa. Civil rights compliance reporting.
The categories specified above will be
used hy *11 agencies In either the
soporoto or combined format for civil

rights compliance reporting and equal
employment reporting for hnth the
public and prlvato sectors and for all
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levels of government. Any variation
requiring looo dotnilod data or data
which cannot be aggregated into the
haair categories will have to he
apocificolly approved by the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) for
executive agencies. More detailed
reporting which can b« aggregated to the
basic categories may be used at the
agencies' discretion.
b. General program administrative
and grant reporting. Whenever an
agency subject to this Directive issues
ucw yx revised administrative reporting
or recordkeeping requirements which
include racial or othnlo data, tho agoney
will use the race/ethnic categories
desnriharl above. A variance can he
spocifically requested from OMD, but
such a variance will be granted only if
the agency can demonstrate dial it is not
reasonable for the primary reporter to
determine the racial or ethnic
bookground in torms of the specified
categories, and that such determination
is not critical to the administration nf
tho program in quostion, or if the
specific program Is directed to only one
or a limited number of race/ethnic
groups, c.g., Indian tribal activities.
c. Statistical reporting. The categories
described in this Directive will be used
at a minimum for federally sponsored
statistical data collection where race
and/or ethnicity is required, exoept
when: the collection Involves a sample
of such size that the data on the smaller
categories would bo unreliable, or when
the collection effort focuses on a
specific racial nr ethnic group. A
repotitivo survey shall be deemed to
have an adequate sample size if the
racial and ethnic data can be reliably
aggregated uu a biennial basis. Aliy
other variation will have to be
specifically authorised by OMB through
the reports clearance process. In those
rases where the data collection la not
subject to the reporta clearance process,
a direct request for a variance should be
made to OMB.
3. Effective Date
The provisions of this Directive are
effective immediately for all new and
revised recordkeeping or reporting
requirements containing racial and/nr
othnie information. All oxiating

recordkeeping or reporting requirements
shall he made consistent with thil
Directive at the time they ore submitted

for extension, or not later than lanuary
1, 1080.

4. Presentation of iUce/Ethnic Data
Displays of racial and ethnic
compliance and etatietical data will uee
the category designations listed above.

The designation ‘'nonwhite” is not
acceptable for uoe in the presentation of
Federal Government data. It la not to be

used in any publication nf compliance
or statistical data or in the text of any
compliance or statistical report.
In cates where the above designations
are considered Inappropriate for
presentation of atatisticai data on
particular programs or for particular
xcgiouol areas, the spuixsoriug agency

may use:
(l) Tho dooignationo "Black and Other
Races'' or ''All Other Races," as
collective descriptions of minority races
when the most summary distinction
between the majority and minority races
is appropriate;
(Z) The designations "White,”
“Rlaok,'' and “All Other Races” when
the distinction among the majority race,

the principal minority race and other
races is appropriate: or
(3) The designation of a particular
minority race nr races, end the inclusion
of "Whiles" with "All Other Races." if
such a collective description is
appropriate.
In displaying detailed InroimaLion
wliich represents a combination of race
and ethnicity, th« description of the
d«te being displayed musl clearly
indicate that both bases of classification
are being usod.

When the primary focus of a
statistical report is on two or more
specific identifiable groups ill the
population, nna nr more nf which I#
racial or othnie. it is accoptablo to

display data for each of the particular
groups separately end tn describe data
relating to the remainder of tha
population by an appropriate collective
description.
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On occasion
Contractors in private enterprises 13.GOO
responses: 10.720 hours
Steed. Diane K.. 395-3170
TlOtAAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Agency Clearance Officer—Carolyn B.
Doying—152-3312
A'eiv Forms
I960 Finance Company Survey

FR 3011S
Single time
Sample of Finance Companies 7S0
responses: 2.625 hours
Marsha D. Traynham. 393—G1-J0
•Report of Assets of Money Market
Mutual Funds
FR 2051 A. FR 205ID
Monthly
All Money Market Mutual Funds 4.800
responses: 615 hours
Marsha D. Traynham. 395—6140

'Report of Deposits at Credit Unions
FR 2055
Monthly
Sample of Credit Unions 6.BOO
responses: 2.200 hours
Marsha D. Traynham. 395-0140

Finance Company Questionnaire
FR2011P
Single time '
All Known Finance Companies 5.000
responses: 500 hours
Office of Federal Statistical Policy and
Standard. 673-7974

Revisions

Interim Guidelines lor the Collection of
Race, Ethnic Background, Age, and
Sc* Information on Apolications Made
by Individuals tor Benclits From
Federal Programs

’I960 Survey of Science and Engineering

Summary

national SCIENCE YOUnGATiON

Agency Clearance Officer—Herman
Fleming—G34—1070

Cradualcs
Annually

Bachelors and Masters Graduates from
1978 and 1979 21.530 responses: 5.383
hours

Office of Federal Statistical Policy and
Standard. G73-7S74
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Agency Clearance O.Ticer—John
Rcidy—633-G081

New Forms
Pollution Control Study Questionnaire
for Recipients of Loans from or
Guaranteed by SDA
Single time
Small Manufacturing Firms 250
responses: 125 hours
Richard Sheppard. 395-3211
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

Agency Clearance Officer—R. C.
Whitt—389-2282

New Forms
Survey of Volunteers and VA Hospital
Inpatients
VAF 10-20099 (NR) A5B
Single time

£a tensions
'Oil and Energy Company Reports
FR 2500. 2S31
Annually
Major gasoline and home heating oil
retailers 19 responses: 5 hours
Office of Federal Statistical Policy and
Standard. 673-7974
•

roo-Ji

Volunteers and inpatients at VA
Hospitals 1.324 responses; 221 hours
Richard Eisinger. 395-3214

Re risons
’Letter to Veteran Requesting
Information About Intentions to
Acquire Specially Adapted Housing

'Monthly Report of Negotiable Orders
of Withdrawal
(now) accounts,
FR-2015
MonthlyAll Depository Institutions in NE and
NY 17.733 responses: 1.774 hours
Office of Federal Statistical Policy and
Standard. 673.7974

FL 26-583

Finance Rati > on Consumer Installment
Credit

Purent(s) 25.000 responses: 31.250 hours

FR2419. R 2421. FR2G3G
Quarterly
Major Finance Companies 84 responses:
126 hours
Office "f Federal Statistical Policy and
. Standard. G73-7974

Stanley E. Morris.

Annually
Veterans 2.000 responses: 667 hours
Richard Eisinger. 395-3214
Application for Dependency and
Idemnity Compensation by Parcnt(s)
21-535
On occasion
Richard Eisinger. 395-3214
Dvc-ty Asfoetatc O rector for RtyvIaU'ry
r.- '/.-y and Reports Morayr.ven!
irso-N

u-r-ra »o«n>i

HU INC CCOE JMO-OI-M

The Office of Management and Eudgvt
is issuing interim guidelines regarding
the collection of information on the race,
ethnic background, age. and sex of
individuals applying for a benefit under
Federal programs (including
employment by Federal acencies). The
guidelines enable Federal Departments
and agencies to collect such information
to assure that they are complying with
various civil rights provisions such as
Titles VI and VII. of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, asmmended. Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972. as
amended, the Age Discrimination Act of
1975. as amended, and other statutes
while allowing OMB to assure that the
reporting burden on respondents is kept
to a minimum.

The guidelines were developed
through extensive consultation with the
Civil Rights Division of the Department
of Justice and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. In addition,
the proposed guidelines were circulated
for comment to all Federal Departments
and agencies. The published guidelines
have been revised to take Into
consideration comments received from
the earlier distribution.
Wc received several comments that
the guidelines be expanded to cover the
collection of information rcleting to
handicap. We have asked the
Department of Health. Education, and
Welfare to begin work on a similar
policy to cover the collection of
information on handicap in conjunction
with its responsibilities under Section
S04 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
We are publishing this nolice-to allow
the public an opportunity to comment on
these interim guidelines. Written
comments should be sent to Stanley
Morris. Deputy Associate Director.
Regulatory Policy and Reports
Management Division. Office of
Management and Budget. 726 Jackson
Place. N.W.. Washington. DC. 20503. on
or before February 8.1979. (n the
interim, these guidelines will be
effective only for new requests for
clearance submitted to the Office of
Management and Dudgci under the
Federal Reports Act of 1942 and OMB
Circular No. A-40. The policy will not be
pul into effect for all reporting
req’i.rements until after receiving public
comment and publication of a final
notice. Fur further information contact:
Mrs. LuVcrnc Vines Collins. Regulatory
Policy and Reports Management
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0.vision. Office of Management and
Budget. 720 Juckson Place. N'.W..
Washington. D.C. 2C303. Telephone: 202/
355-3214; o: Ms. Stewart Onrqlia. Office
of Coordination and Review. Civil
Rights Division. Department of lusticc.
Washington. D.C. 20530. Telephone: 202/
T24-6'*57: or Ms. Fra.-.cesta Farmer,
Office of Interagency Coordination.
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. Washington. D.C. 20500.
Telephone: 202/653-5490.
Wayne C. Cranquist,
A>soc:ctc Director for Management and
Regulator) Policy.
Concurrence:
Eleanor Holmes Norton.
Choir. £(;-jal Z.T.ploynnt Opportunity
Commission.
Drew S. Days lit.
Assistant Attorney Central. Civil Rights
Division.
Interim Guidelines for the Cnllection of
Race. Elhnic Background. Age. and Sex
Information on Applications Made by
Individuals for Benefits From Federal
Programs
Past OMU guidelines for controlling
and reducing reporting burden state that
a request for clearance of an application
form, under the Federal Reports Act of
19q2 and OMB Circular A—10. may not
contain information other than that
necessary to determine (1) whether an
applicant is eligible to receive the
benefit applied for or (2) the amount of
benefit to which an eligible applicant
may be entitled. As a consequence of
these pest guidelines, departments ar.d
agencies have had difficulty in obtaining
sufficient information to assure
themselves that they are fully meeting
their obligations under civil rights
provisions such as Titles VI and VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. as amended.
Title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972. as amended, the Age
Discrimination Act of 1975. as amended,
and other statutes.
Under the new guidelines departments
and agencies will be permitted to collect
information on the race, ethnic
background, age. and sex of applicants
for benefits under Federal programs.
This will enable agencies to meet their
legal obligations while allowing OMD to
assure that the reporting burden on
respondents is kept to a minimum.
Accordingly. it is now OMB policy
that information on an applicant's race,
ethnic background, age. and sex may be
collected from all persons applying for 8
Federal benefit when such information
is necessary to:
(1) Determine eligibility to receive the
benefit: or

(2) Determine the amount of benefit
payable to an eligible applicant; or

2. Application for a Service or Benefit
Other Than Employment

(3) Determine whether a program is
being administered to provide equal
opportunity to all eligible groups in the
population regardless of race, ethnic
background, age or sex.

Questions relating to the race, ethnic
background, age. and sox of an
applicant for a service or benefit under a
nonemployment program may be placed
directly on the application form.

The Department of Justice, pursuant to
its authority under Executive Order
11764. has directed that all agencies
administering programs covered by Title
VI and similar nondiscrimination
provisions of other statutes must collect
data on the race and ethnic background
of persons applying for services or
benefits under their programs when
needed for compliance or enforcement
purposes. Sex and age discrimination
•re not covered by Titla VI. but are
covered under a number of other civil
rights laws. The Department of Justice
has advised agencies to use their
authority under such laws or their
general authority under grant statutes to
require recipients to collect data on the
sex and age of persons applying for
benefits.
The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, has taken the position that
the collection of racial, ethnic
background, and sex information on
applicants for employment does not
violate Title VU of the Civil Rights Act
of 1564. as amended, if done:
(1) To fulfill the test validation and
information requirements of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission;
(2) In connection with implementing
an affirmative action program: or
(3) In connection with the
administration of fair employment
practices programs: and
(4) Not for any discriminatory
purpose.
Information on these personal
characteristics may be collected In the
course of the application process in
accordance with the following
guidelines:

1. Application for Employment
Questions relating to the race, ethnic
background, age. and sex of an
applicant must be collected on a
separate or detachable portion of the
application. The separate or detachable
portion of the application may contain
identifying information (c.g.. name,
serial number of the form, or social
security number), but must be processed
and maintained separately from the
application form. When necessary for
compliance or enforcement purposes,
data may be cross-matched with
application forms.

3. Method of Collection

Self identification by the applicant is
the preferred method of obtaining
characteristic data. Whore an applicant
does not provide this information, the
application taker shall through
observation secure and record the
information where possible. However,
the application taker may not "secondguess." or in any other way change, a
self-declaration made by the applicant
as to his or her race. sex. age. or ethnic
background unless such declaration is
patently false.
<■ Voluntary Mature of Reporting for
Applicants
Applicants may not be required to
furnish information on their race, ethnic
background, age or sex unless this
information is necessary to determine
the applicant's eligibility to receive a
benefit or to determine the amount of
benefit to which an eligible applicant
may be entitled.
Except in those cases in which race,
elhnic background, age or sex
information is necessary to determine
an applicant's eligibility to receive a
benefit or to determine the amount of
benefit to which ar. eligible applicant is
entitled, each application which seeks to
collect this information shall carry the
following statement:
"This information is requested solely for
the purpose of determining compliance with
Federal civil rights law and your response
will not affect consideration of your
application. By providing this inform.iiion.
you will assist us ir. assuring that this
program is administered in a
nondiscrimlnatory manner."

5. Privacy Act
Agencies arc reminded that in most
cases Privacy Act requirements will
apply to application forms. Even if a
particular application form docs not fall
under the requirements of the Privcev
Act. agencies should include on or with
those forms notices containing the type
of information required under 5 U.S.C
552a(e)(3) concerning systems of records
maintained by agencies on individuals.
6. Race and Elhnic Standards
Departmcnta and agencies collecting
information on the race and ethnic
background of applicants for benefits
under Federal programs (including
employment) will use the categories
'
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specifed in Directive Na 15 ''R.:Cr ;iml
Ethnic Standards (or Federal Statistics
aril Administrative Rcportinc.'' issued
by the Office of Federal Statistical
Policy and Standards. Department of
Commerce. Any exceptions to the
categories specified in Directive No. 15
must be approved by the Office of
Federal Statistical Policy and Standards
/. department or Agency Responsibility
Any department or agency that
collects cr requires its recipients to
collect information on the race, ethnic
background, age. or se.\ of individuals
applying for benefits or services is
responsible for assuring that neither the
information r.or the method by which it
is collected is used in any way to enable
anyone to discriminate against the
individual to whom the information
pertains.
|FR Out *V~u FUrt i:-r-T». I
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
1 Declaration of Disaster Loin Area » 1716;
Arndt. 11

Connecticut; Declaration of Disaster
Loan Area
The above numbered Declaration (See
44 FR G1710). is amended by extending
the filing data for physical damege until
the close of business on January 3. 196C
and for economic injury until the close
of business on August 14. 1900.
(Cjtuljg of Federal Domestic Assistance

Froe-aris Nos. 39002 and 59C38I
Dated: December 4. 1929.
A. Vernon Weaver,
Administrator.

1
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and opinions relative to this broad
subject urea from organizations and the
public. The White House Conference on
Small Dusmcss was established in May
19*3 by executive order of President
Carter. Recommendations emanating
from the Conference will be presented
to the President within GO days of these
hearings.
The Conference program is organized
around !2 major issue areas: Capital
Formation and Retention. Minority
Business Development. Economic Policy
and Government Programs. Women in
Business. Government Regulations and
Paperwork. Inflation. International
Trade. Federal Procurement. Education
Training/Assistance. Innovation and
Technology. Energy and Veterans in
Business. Witnesses should focus their
remarks within these issue areas. „
The Conference is an important
opportunity for citizens’ organizations,
public interest groups, labor and
business representatives and state and
local officials to recommend ways in
which the private sector and
government at all levels can work
toward a better future for small
business.
Those interested in testifying
personally or in submitting written
statements should communicate in
writing no later than December 28. 1979
at 5 00 p.m. EST to: Ms. Elise Knapp.
U nite House Conference on Small
Du. incss. 730 Jackson Place. N.W..
Washington. D C. 20000.

Deputy Advocate for Advisory Councils.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON
SMALL BUSINESS
Public Forum
Small Business Conference Public Forum

lanuarv 14. 19oO—2.00 p.m.-S 00 p.m.
Sheraton Washington Hotel. 2000 Woodies
Road. MV. Washington. D C
Public Forum

r.::

Views on the future of small business
in the national economy will be aired at
public hearings scheduled by the White
House Conference on Small Business on
Monday. |,inunrv 14. I960 from 2:00
p.m.-5 09 p.m. at the Sheraton
Washington Hotel.
The hearing, a part of the White
House Conference s week-lung
activities, are intended to elicit positions

and of dispositions ci certain p;: ' "i
previously received The purpose ct tn.ts
nonce is lo imp rose the public’s
aujrencss of. and purt.rp.r.ton
this
aspect of FAA's rcguiai.-rv activ.’.s>.
Publication of thu .-.ot.ee and anv
information it contains cr emits s r.ot
intended to affect the !e::l status :: any
petition or its final d:sp;s-iion

:•:}.•■ td
must identify the petition, docket r..m.bcr
involved and must be received cr. ::
before December 31. 19*9.
Oates: Comments on pet.lions

aooresses: Send comments on any

petition in triplicate to Federal Av .iiion
Administration. Office of the Chief
Counsel. Attn: Rules Docket (ACC-24).
Petition Docket No.
. c~C
Independence Avenue. SW,
Washington. D C. 2059’..
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT!

The petition, any comments received
and a copy of any final dtspositten are
filed in the assigned regulatory ccc.-et
and are available for examir.at.cn to the
. Rules Docket (ACC-241. Room 915 FAA
Headquarters Building (FOB 10.V. 5-10
Independence Avenue. SW,
Washington. D C. 20591: telephone (202)
426-3644.
This notice is published pursuant to
paragraphs (c). (el. and (g) of } 11.27 cf
Part 11 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations (14 CFR Part 11).
Issued in Washington. C C. on Ncwr'ier
30 1979.
Ed ward P. Fuberman.
Acttny Assistant Chief Counsel, hez.'.suens
and Enforcement 0. vision.

Da led: December 5. 1979.
Michael U. Kraft,
Small Business Administration.
ir* Ooc m-vtx Fart
iu *m|
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Fetjpral Aviation Administration
I Summary Notlcs No. PE-79-301
Summary of Petitions for Exemption
Received and Dispositions of Petitions
Issued
agency: Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA). DOT.
action: Notice of petitions for

exemptions received and of dispositions
of petitions issued.
summary: Pursuant to FAA’s
rulemaking provisions governing the
application, processing, and disposition
of petitions for exemption (14 CTR Part
11). this notice contains a summary of
crrt.iin petitions seeking relief from
specified requirements of the Kedcr.il
Aviation Regulations (14 CFR Chapter I) .
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v >ol‘ statistical ruui-osts
Li,..- >var:> '.ryj.yjcz the statucn _ poverty
i;jrLt-U':

con* I.-rt.irii-d

in

the

Cvn-CTU Population

■ci'jr.s. Scries P-GC-. No. C3. shall be
-buo oy ti, executive dcpin.mcr.ts and
sl:-.b;:r,:.m';rv_s lor stiilislical purposes,
or the years 1SSV shj thereafter. the
'-Ntictios continto in subsequent op‘‘•'ic::b!e repo:is in inis scries sheJl be
A number oT FederrJ agencies have
been using statistical sencs op. the
number oT pcrsorts^arid families in pov.
ervy. iir.d ineir ch.'-.if-cierts'.ics. in ana•>“*cal nod program planning work..
Ibe basis Tor these strics has oeen the
classification oT income data coUecled
3” tn<- Bureau oT the,Census in ac'orcar.cc with a cicTir.iLiCn x>T poverty
ievciopod by the Social Security Adr.inistration and revised by a Federal
“’•vrirency Committee in 1&G5. This
ccfiniiion provides a range oT income
utofis adjusted by such factors as
*:aily size, sex of family head,
.umoer oT children under 18 years of
-lit. and larm-nonizm; residences.
The Bureau of the Census series
ontmues the Social Security Adminisration definition for the base year.
y&3. except that the differential bt^
ween poverty levels for farm and nonarm families is rcducec from 30 pere-T. to 15 percent. Annual adjust•:ts in Census senes are based cc
vr:r.ses Ln the average annual *cts.i
st'sume: Price Index (CPT) instead cf
-i.-.nns jn the com of Li>t- US. Departient o. —;:ricu_'_ire's Economy Pood
Tnt estabiisiiment c.' Lhis standard
ats series cots not preclude oepart:ents and agencies from more de¬
fied analyses or from publication of
-bulr.iionx for specialized needs' aliouf.h. where applicable, totals must
tree villi totals published by the
.lrcau o' the Census. Other measures
poverty may be developed for paroular research purposes, and pubmed. so long as they ?_re clearly disncuished from the. standard data
nt-s.
•*
The poverty levels used by the
irrru of the Census were developed
rough statistic?.! measures to record
•-ar-res in the number of persons ?.nd
nulu-s in poverty and their ehtirt.cnr-icr.. o-er time. While they have
mvnr.rc to a concept of poverty,
.■•sc levels were not developed for adluistmtivr use in any r.prcific proand Homing in this directive
•v.il.l hr construed as requiring that
-•-iiouid bv applied for such a pur¬
se.
Th.-rrtivc No. 1< suDcr.v-dcs section 70)
1'“ ‘\lutiit C of O.V.L1 Circuiw No A-<G
:•
3. 1974.

p:Mrr.TJvr
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This Directive provides standard
classifications for record/ieeping. col¬
lection. and presentation of data on
race and ethnicity ln Pcdera) program
administrative reporting and statisti¬
cal activities. These classifications
should not be interpreted as bring sci¬
entific or ar.tliropolstnca! Lr, nature,
nor should they be viewed as determi¬
nants of eligibility for participation in
any Fcct.-al program. They have been
developed in response to needs ex¬
pressed by both the executive branch
and the Congress to provide lor the
collection and use of compatible, nondupheated, exchangeable racial and
ethnic data by Federal agencies.
l. bPrxN'moNS

The basic racial and ethnic catego¬
ries for Federal statistics and program •
administrative reporting are defined
as follows;
a. American Indian or Alaskan
Active. a person having origins in any
o. the original peoples of North Amer1^- 2-nd who maintains cultural identi¬
fication through tribal affiliation or
community recognition.
b. ir.tn or Pacific Islander. A
person having origins in any of the
original peoples of the Far East,
Soutneast Asia, tbe Indian subconti¬
nent. or the Pacific-Islands. This area
uag.-.r- rCorca. the Philippine Islands,
and Samoa.
a Blued. A. person having origins in
any of the black racial groups of
Africa.
— B’Tspar.ic A person of Mex’ican.
Puerto P.icari. Cuban. Central or
South American or other Spanish cul¬
ture or origin, regardless of race.
e. V.'hiLa A person having origins In
r.nv of the original peoples of Europe,
North Africa, or the Middle East.
2.

UTILIZATION’ roil ATCOaPKXZPIN’C AND
RTPOItTINC

To provide flexibility, ft is preferable
to collect data on race and. ethnicity
separately. If separate race and ethnic
categories are used, the minimum des¬
ignations are:

a. Face’
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black
White
b. Itthnicity:
Hispanic origin
Not of Hispanic origin
When race anti ethnicity are collect¬
ed separately, the number of White
“Directive No. 15 supersedes section 7(h)
r.nd Exhibit F of O.v.U Circular Ne. A-sO
dated May 3. 1074. and as rc’lsed May 12
1977.
-
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r.nd Black.versons who are Rivnnlc
must be identifiable, and capable of
being reported In that category.
If a combined format Is us'-d to co'lect rr.cial and ethnic data, th^ mini¬
mum acceptable categories arc:
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black, not of Hispanic origin
Hispanic
White, not of Hispanic origin.
The category which most closely re¬
flects the individual’s recognition in
his community should be used for pur¬
poses of reporting on persons who are
of mixed racial and/or ethnic origins.
In no case should the provisions of
. this Directive be construed to limit the
collection of data to Lbt categories de¬
scribed above. However, any reporting
required which uses more detail shall
be organized Ln such a way that the
additional categories can be aggregat¬
ed into these basic racial/ethnic cate¬
gories.
The minimum standard collection
categories shall be utilised for report¬
ing as follows:
a- Civil rights compliance reporting.
The categories specified above will be
used by all agencies in cither the sepa¬
rate or combined format for civil
rights compliance reporting and equal
employment reporting for both the
public and private sectors and for all
levels of government. Any variation re¬
quiring less detailed data or data
which cannot be aggregated Lata the
basic categories will have to be specifi¬
cally approved by the Office of Feder¬
al Statistical Policy and Standards for
executive agencies. More detailed re¬
porting which can be aggregated to
the basic categories may be used at
the agencies’ discretion.
b. General program administrative
and grant reporting. Whenever ar.
agency subject to this Directive issues
new or revised administrative report¬
ing or recordkeeping requirements
which include racial or ethnic data,
the agency will use the racc/ethr.ic
categories described above. A variance
can be specifically requested from the
Office of Federal Su-Ustical Policy
and Standards, but such a variance
v..l) be granted only If the agency can
demonstrate that it is not reasonable
for the primary reporter to determine
the racial or ethnic background In
terms of the specified categories, and
that such determination b-not critical
U> the administration of the program
in Question, or if Lht specific prorr^Jn
is oirecLcd to only one or a limited
umber of raee/cthnic groups, e.g
Indian tribal activities.
c. Stat is teal reporting. The catego¬
ries described in this Directive will be
used ns t minimum for federally spon¬
sored statistical data collection where
race and/or ethnicity Is required,
except when: the collection Involves a
sample of such size that the data on

holsai UcClSTEa. VOL. A3, NO. 87—THU2SDAY, MAY
<, 1978
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>n:ili' t rjii'-j-urn-:. umild be unit'lll,r w<irn tin- tnli-Tiuu, cNurl In«...•• on -.i
»■ r;wi:il or rilirnc

•
A rr|<i'iilivf survey ahull be
tu ri.-iur! 10 huvu nn iicicqusi.it: sample
>f tht racial and clhnic c.na can
tie reliably accreyateii on a biennial
i’.rovis. Any other variation will have to
be specifically authorised by OUB
lli:>'.ii::h the report'- clearance process
t;.i e (;MC Circ-Jlar Mo. A-dOl. In those
or- s where the data collection is not
.••■ut;ecl to the reports clearance proce1.:.. a direct request Jo.- r. variance
should be made to tnc Office of Feder¬
al Statistical Policy and Standards.
3. ETFECTJVD DATE

The provisions of this Directive are
effective immediately for all ncie and
ra ised recordkeeping or reporting re¬
quirements containing racial and/or
filmic information. All czizlinp re¬
cordkeeping or reporting requirements
shall be made consistent with this Di¬
rective at the tame they are submitted
for extension, or not later than Janu¬
ary 1. 1SS0.
<■

FKESZNTATION or JtACE/ETKIflC LATA

Displays of racial and elltmc compli¬
ance and statistical data will use The
category designations listed above.
Tnc designation ••nomvhite" is not ac¬
ceptable for use in the- presentation of
Federal Government data. It is not to
be used ir. any publication of compli¬
ance or statistical data or in the text
o' any compliance or statistical report.
In cases there the above cesipna-'
lien', are considered tr.tpprcpnr.tc for
presentation of statistical data cr. pr.risfular programs or for particular rerion.-n arena, tlie sponsoring agency
may use:
(!) Tnc designations "Black and
Other P.aces" or “All Other Faces." as
collective descriptions of minority
race.- when the most summary distinc¬
tion between the majority and minor¬
ity racer, is appropriate:
it)
ihe
designations
"Whitt."
’ Slach." and "All Other Races" when
the distinction among the majority
race, the principal minority race and
oi her races is appropriate: or
The designation of a particular
minority ract or races, and the inclu¬
sion oi "Whites" with "All Other
Races." if such a collective description
ts appropriate.
In displaying detailed Information
which represents a combination of
.race and ethnicity, the description of
the data being displayed must clearly
indicate that both loses of classifica¬
tion are being us d.
When the primary focus of a statisti¬
cal report is on two or more specific
Kit-r.tifiabli- groups in the population
cm- or more of which is racial or
cl:i;nc. n is acceptable to display data
for each oi the particular groups sepa¬
rately and to describe data relating to

U IF MASSIAMHERSi UAMV'

the remainder of 11 it- population by iui
upprupriaie collective description.
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Dnuxnvc No. 1C •’ STANhAr-D
Classification or Fields or Science
AND ENGINEERING
Federal agencies collecting financial
data on research and development are
expected to use the classification
scheme below when requesting infor¬
mation on fields of science. The entire
classification is not required in every
case, however. For some purposes,
only major categories, such as physical
sciences or life sciences, may be suffi¬
cient: for others, a more detailed
breakdown may be needed. Id either
case, the titles and definitions used by
the agency should conform to the
standard, thus the data may be com¬
bined to produce compatible major
field totals.
Standard Classification or Fields or
Science and Bn crNxecttnc
Phy-.lta) Sciences
/-SLronomy___
Cner^it rj
?ayio_
Pbyjjii; jcicncci. dov elsrvhere clause

i

jj
12
x)

ice-—-i»

Mt’.hrrmici

21

E-~ -.n ro rum c r> t

Scl*nccj CTc.Tc^rixl cjdd
Exircicrrcstrtil)
Almaiyhenc sciences__
Oralojicil
•
OctanosTCpMy_
Emironoe^Lil cocsccx. NSC*_
2nr.nffn.ii
AfromutJrv*,
____
A-S*.rorvmubicjsJ
Cne.-RjTil_:____

^
<3

S!vj-:--

4i

3)
22

35
29

J’nyMcr. Arimsiics, ainnur ruid ntotec
lar. rnml'-mcrt r.niiicr: i-:.-io<-mnr;. r.-.ft
cles, nuclear Slrue'.iifc; oplicc; plasma ;
21 Mathematics Alectra: sralysir tpuli',
malhcmkiics; computer science: found
lions and lojic KCOmclrjT ntuucri<
Analysis statistics: lopoUvy
Environmental Sciences Cfcrrcxtrl.al a’
Estnitrrrcsiiiali
31 Atmospheric sru-nccs: Armiiomy. so• i:
weather rnodilicatinn: rxlr.alrrrcslr:
ni.mo.-phrrus. metenrolmr.v
32 ecological sciences. Eiiiinrcrinc pr.
physics; cenerai (rolopy; pcojesy ct
fravtijT ccomapnetism; liyhralo.TJT Ir.e
panic pcochc.mistrjT Isotopic pcocher.;:.
try: organic rcoehc.miSt.-v-. latoraio
ptophysics. paleo.mafmetu.x; paleonu
cot physical reoprashy tnd cart
p.-aphy. seismology, soil sciences
53 Oceanography-Chemical oceanograph
Cfological
ocranorraphsT
physic
oceanography calrint geophysics
Engineerihr
<1 Aeronautical- Aerodyni.mlcs
12 Asiro.nauUcai. Aerospace; space lechnc
ogy

13

11

Civil: Architectural: hydraulic: hydro:
pic: marine: sanitary and environment
structural; transportation
IS Electrical: Communication; electror
power

1C
47

Mechanical; Enptneertnr mechanics
Metaliurgy and materials: Ceram,
mining-. textDe: welding
19 EngtheerinL NEC: Agricultural; lodt
trial and management; nuclear, oce;
enguneerinc. systems
Life Sciences

Note: The Life Sciences Include t]
follovamg ci'sciplu-ier

Mccr.onisxl___
. 4$
MciaJiurry c_-.d
<7
Enr.ncsrinc. irEC • _______________
4«
LUc Scicr.ecs
2pio)c^ici,.___
51
CiIT-lC^J r^>^■•s^lrs.,
33
O-ncr ncoic^__
33
lil r -vueneex 4x*ZC'_
59
pjycho'*ory
* .
3.o)or«=iJ wpccti_
61
SsmU a^PTcu__
P*'-ho)oc)aJ sciences. J^SC*_
ev
Social Sciences
Anbhronolory___7|
Economics ._.____
73
History_
73
Lin publics_
74
Politics! icicnr*
7^
Sociology_____
7$
SuoL^l sclencrs. NEC’_
79
Olher Sciences
____
^

Anatomy, art.-cal scienrec; bacterio:
OT biochemistry bloges—ghy. biclc
cal oceanography, biophysics, dcntisti
ecology-, cmbryoioo". entomologjT evol
tionary biology-, genetics: lmmunolo;
Internal medicine: microbiology neur<
ogy. DUtnuoD and metabolirrc; opthj
mologj-. parasitology; pathology, phs
macology. pharmacy, physical anthro?
lologjt physical ncdictae and-rehab!":
tioru physiology, print sciences; podi
try. preventive medicine and p-.ibl
health: psyeruau-y: mdlobiologr: nidiol
cy
surgcrjT systemstlcr. vcurrtncj
medicine
Research In some of these discip’.in
rr.ay be cUssed as biological, diruc
medical, or c^-dical. dcprncir.c upon t!
nature of the particular pro;cct. F.cle
cncc should be made to the lo'Jo-. j
definitions In the classification of da
on the funding of research Id the Li
Sciences:

%To br usrO lor rnuUidiscjplinxry protect* ullhin
the primary field end lor Jlnflr d'Xip’.int projecu
lor *-hich a scpuraLc Oxctplnt cooe has not b«xn
rs-.i^iri

•To fcr used lor mulUdivrfpJunanr and ImerducJp]»n«ry projrcu erhich cannot dc ciicsillcd «ilsii *
prutej-y held.
Disciplines Included in the Fitlds op
Sciences and Engineering

Cod*
Physical Sciences
11 Aslrononje L-‘. borctory tstrophyjlcc
ODtlcAl nstrono.-njc r»dlo mronoray;
Ihroretical iisirophyiicr. bf-ray. curmiray. neutrino tslronomy
•’Diriclivc No. 1C supersedes seciion 7lJ)
and Exhibit E oi O.V.U Circular No. A-43

dated May 3.J1J71. -

Chemical: Petroleucs; peDolcuce ref
ihf. process

Lift
SI

'

.

Biological' Those socnces which, apa
frem the clinical medical and oth
medical sciences as defined below, de
with the origin..development, structui
function, end Interaction of
llv.i
things.
52 Clinical medical: Study of the path
genesis, rllagno.ws or llirmpy oi iv par:]
ular disease or uiinuonM condition
living human subjects under controlii
conditions.
53 Other medical: Studies of the causes. «
fects. prevenuon. or control of nbnom
conditions 10 can cr in his envirorme.
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l \ITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDI CATION
REGION I
JOHN NX McCORMACK POST OFFICE AND COl RTHOl SE ROOM 222
POST OFFICE SQl ARE
BOSTON MASSACHU SETTS 02109

December 8, 1992

OFFK E FOR
CIV IL RIGHTS

Ms. Jane Chiong
1830 Commonwealth Ave.
Newton, Massachusetts 02166
Dear Ms. Chiong:
I am writing to provide further information about our Office’s complaint procedures. In a telephone
conversation with a member of my staff, you indicated an interest in filing a complaint with the Office
for Civil Rights, (OCR). OCR is responsible for enforcing federal laws which prohibit discrimination
on the bases of race, color, national origin, sex, handicap and age. (See Enclosure)
Our jurisdiction for enforcement of these laws extends only to agencies and institutions receiving or
benefiting from Federal funds provided by the U.S. Department of Education. These recipients
include public school districts, postsecondary education institutions, state departments of education,
and vocational rehabilitation agencies.
If you believe your concerns are addressed by one or more of these laws and regulations, and wish
to file a complaint with OCR, you may complete and sign the enclosed OCR Complaint Form. If
you prefer, write us a letter that includes all of the information addressed by the form. In either case,
you must include your original signature. We will review your complaint and let you know within 15
days of receiving it whether we have jurisdiction over your allegations and will proceed with an
investigation.
We wish to make you aware that OCR regulations provide that we can process only those complaints
which are filed with us within 180 calendar days of the last act of alleged discrimination. If you feel
your complaint will not meet these filing timelines, you may request in writing a waiver of the
timeline limitations. (See Enclosure regarding the bases for granting a waiver.)
In addition, you should be aware that there are two laws governing the uses of personal information
provided to Federal agencies such as OCR: The Privacy Act and the Freedom of Information Act
(FOLA). Enclosed is a notice which briefly describes these laws and OCR’s responsibilities in the
investigatory uses of personal information. Please read this notice, sign a copy of each form and
return them to us with your complaint. This assures us that you understand the provisions of these
laws. The second copy of the forms is for your own information.
If we may be of any further assistance, please contact Nancy Taylor at (617) 223-9690.

-K
b

Director

Program Review and Management
Support Staff
Enclosures
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINT FORM

Complainant:

_

Address:
City,

State, and Zip Code:

____

Telephone Number:
(Area Code)

(Home)

(Area Code)
Person Discriminated Against
(if other than complainant):

(Business)

_

Address:__
City,

State, and Zip Code:

Telephone Number:
(Area Code)
Institution which you believe has discriminated:
Name:

_

Address:
City,

_

State, and Zip Code:

Telephone Number:

___
_
(Area Code)

Injured Party was discriminated against because of (check one or more):
_

Race or Color

_

Sex

_

National Origin

_

Handicap

_

Age

When did the discrimination occur?
(Date)

D

Page 2

Describe

the discrimination:

MKSSlWAHtaSI LIBRARY

(Use additional sheets if necessary)

Have efforts been made to resolve this complaint through the institution's
internal grievance procedure?

Yes

]__/

No

]__/

If "yes" what is the status of the grievance?__

Has this complaint been filed with this agency or any other Federal,
or local civil rights agency or court?
Yes

j__/

No

State,

]__/

If "yes":
Agency or Court:
Contact Person:

__
___

Address:
City,

State, and Zip Code:

Telephone Number:

_

_
(Area Code)

Date filed:

_

U OF MASS / AMHERST LIBRARY

Page 3

Do you intend to file with another agency or court?
Agency or Court:

Yes

/

/

No

/

__

Address:
Telephone Number:
(Area Code)
Date when you intend

to file:

Have you (or the person discriminated against
with this agency)?
Yes

/

filed any other complaints

7

No

Against whom were they filed?
Name:

__

Address:
City,

State, and Zip Code:

Telephone Number:
(Area Code)
Date of Filing:
Briefly, what was the complaint about?

_

What was the result?

Signature

Date

/

7

/
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n^A-RTMENT OF EDUCATOR
__

•tvTcn STA1'
thE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR erViL RIGHTS
OFFICE OF THE ASS.S.A

_ « •'"O 4

££C l % ~-'t

The Honorable Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
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The Honorable Charles McC. Ha*J
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When OCR Is asked how to classify children by race, we suggest that
the classroom teachers simply count the children by the racial identi¬
fication that appears to best represent the child's race within the
limited number of categories available. The teacher then turns In to
the principal the total count broken down by race, for example, 16 black,
14 white, 1 American Indian, etc. This seems to OCR to be one method of
collecting this information that may be preferable because it need not
result if! perhaps unwanted racial tags for any Individual child.
I can certainly understand that children whose parents are of different
races might feel most comfortable Identifying themselves as belonging
to both races, as opposed to selecting one over the other. However, the
terms "biracial" and "Interracial," although they may be personally
preferable, would not be particularly useful to the work of OCR.
Children reported as "biracial," for example, could mean that Individuals
so reported had parents who were black and white, white end Asian, white
and Hispanic, and any of a number of other combi nations.
Furthermore,
because this category could be interpreted differently In different
jurisdictions, It might statistically mask what otherwise might appear to
be a discriminatory pattern. While the designation “biracial" may be
personally significant, the term loses meaning in the context of OCR's
data collection efforts, which are designed to indicate potential civil
rignts violations.

Assistant Secretary
for Civil Rights
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MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

NO PERSON SHAU B£ EXCUJOED FROM OR OBCRWNATED A6AJNST IN ADMISSION TO A PUBUC
SCHOOL OF ANT TOWN. OR IN OBTAINING THE ADVANTAGES. PRIVILEGES ANO COURSES OF
STUDY OF SUCH PUBUC SCHOOL ON ACCOUNT OF RACE. COLOR SEX RELIGION. OR NATIONAL
ORGM (CHAPTER 822 OF THE ACTS OF 1971)

REGULATIONS

MASSACHUSETTS BOARD OF EDUCATE

r. James F. Crain, Gloucester, Chairperson
Re«, Paul V. Garrity, Lowell, Vice Chairperson
Ms. Milca R. Gonzalez, Shrewsbuf
Mr. James R. Grande, Hanover
Mr. Josepih E. Killory, Sandwich
Mr. Sol KoJack, Newton
Mrs. Anne'S. Larkin, Bedforc
Mrs. Lorettal. Roach, Boston
Mr. Joseph C/6avpry, Lee/
Mr. Sam H. Silverstein, Lincoln
Ms. Mary Ellen vnith, Boston
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Mr. Harold
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/

Commissioner of Education, Secretary

Mr. Joseph Finnegan, Acting Chancellor, Board of Regents, Ex Officio

James H. Case, Associate Corrimissioner
Division of Curriculum and Instruction
Chapter 622 Team

Produced by the Bureau of Operational Support
Cecilia M. DiBella, Director
Susan Gardner, Publications/Communications Coordinator
Susan M. Stille, Typographist

The Massachusetts Department of Education insures equal employment/educational opportuni'ies/
affirmative action regardlessof race, color, creed, national origin or sex. in compliance with Title VI
and Title IX, or handicap, in compliance with section 504.
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CHAPTER 622 OF THE ACTS OF 1971
An Act to Prohibit Discrimination in Public Schools
Chapter 622 of the Acts of 1971 is now codified in the Massachusetts General Laws as
Chapter 76, Section 5, and Chapter 76, Section 16. These sections state:
Chapter 76, Section 5 (as amended)
Every person shall have a right to attend the public schools of the town where he actually
resides, subject to the following'section. No person shall be excluded from or
discriminated against in admission to a public school of any town, or in obtaining the
advantages, privileges and courses of study of such public school on account of race,
color, sex, religion or national origin.
Chapter 76, Section 16
The parent, guardian or custodian of a child refused admission to or excluded from the
public schools or from the advantages, privileges and courses of study of such public
schools shall on application be furnished by the school committee with a written
statement of the reasons therefor, and thereafter, if the refusal to admit or exclusion was
unlawful, such child may recover from the town in tort, and may examine any member of
the committee or any other officer of the town, upon interrogatories.

■
Chapter 622 Regulations Pertaining to Access to Equal Educational Opportunity were
- adopted by the Massachusetts Board of Education on June 24,1975 and became effective
on September 1,1975

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Education
1385 Hancock Street. Quincy. Massachusetts 02169

June 1986
MEMORANDUM

TO:

School Committee Chairpersons
School Committee Members
Superintendents of Schools
Principals
Chapter 622/Title IX Coordinators
Other Interested Persons

In March, 1974, the state Board of Education issued advisory
recommendations for the implementation of Chapter 622 of the Acts
of 1971.
The act states:
...
No person shall be excluded from or discrimi¬
nated against in admission to a public school of any
town, or in obtaining the advantages, privileges and
courses of study of such public school on account of
race, color, sex, religion or national origin.
Four years after the passage into law of Chapter 622 and on the
recommendations
of 'broadly
representative
regional
advisory
committees, the state Board of Education adopted the enclosed
regulations for Chapter 622 at its June 24, 1975 meeting.
Extensive consultation with interested groups across the state
preceded the adoption of these regulations.
The testimony from
public hearings and letters provided excellent assistance in
clarification and modification of
the
proposed
regulations,
resulting in the final document as adopted.
Technical assistance is available to school districts and to
citizens from the Chapter 622 civil rights specialists at each
regional education center of the Department.
These
regulations
are
meant
to
insure
equal
educational
opportunity for all students in Massachusetts public schools.
I
urge you to do all in your power to carry out the spirit and
intent
of
Chapter
622
of
the Acts
of
1971 and of
these
regulations.
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CHAPTER 622 REGULATIONS
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PURPOSE
1.00 PURPOSE AND CONSTRUCTION OF THESE REGULATIONS
1.01 These Regulations are promulgated to insure the-right of access to the public
schools of the Commonwealth and the equal enjoyment of the opportunities,
advantages, privileges and courses of study at such schools without regard to race,
color, sex, religion or national origin. These Regulations shall beliberally construed
for these purposes.
1.02 The obligation to comply with these Regulations is not obviated or alleviated by any
local law or rule or regulation of any organization, club, athletic or other league or
association which would limit the eligibility or participation of any student on the
basis of race, color, sex, religion or national origin.

SCHOOL
ADMISSIONS
2.00 SCHOOL ADMISSIONS
2.01 All public schools in the Commonwealth shall admit students without regard to
race, cof6r, sex, religion or national origin. This includes, but is not limited to
regionaf vocational-technical schools, elementary, secondary, trade and selective
academic high schools.
2.02 No school shall discourage in any express or implied manner, applicants for
admission because of race, color, sex, religion or national origin. Written materials
used by a school to recruit students shall not contain references suggesting the
predominant sex of the students presently enrolled or the anticipated sex of the
students to be recruited. Pictorial representation, in the aggregate, in such material
shall depict students of both sexes and of minority groups. References to only one
sex in the name of schools, programs or activities shall not be retained.
2.03 The national citizenship of any applicant shall not be a criterion for admission to any
public school nor shall national citizenship be a factor in the assignment or
availability of courses of study or extra-curricular activities.
2.04 Any standards used as part of the admissions process, including but not limited to
testing, the use of recommendations and interviewing, to any public school (as
referred to in 2.01) shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, sex, religion or
national origin. Limited English-speaking ability (as defined by Chapter 71A of the
General Laws) shall not be used as a deterrent to or limitation on admissions.

2
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2.OS If admission to any school, including but not limited to selective academic high
schools, regional vocational-technical schools and ttade schools independent
upon the participation in or completion of courses or programs which were
previously limited to students of one sex or if close scrutiny reveals thit access
mechanisms or other administrative arrangements have limited the opportunities
of any racial, ethnic or religious group of students to participate in such programs,
then such criteria must be abolished.
2.06 Nothing in these Regulations shall be construed so as to control the interpretation
of or interfere with the implementation'oT Chapter 641 of the ACTS of 1965, as
amended by Chapter 636 of the Acts of 1974, providing for the elimination of racial
imbalance in public schools, all rules and regulations promulgated in respect
thereto and all court and administrative decisions construing or relating thereto.

ADMISSION
TO COURSES
3.00 ADMISSION TO COURSES OF STUDY
3.01 Each and every course of study offered by a public school shall be open and
available to students regardless of race, color, sex, religion or national origin.
Nothing herein shall be construed to prohibit the use of prerequisite requirements
that have been demonstrated to' be essential to success in a given program.
However, if participation in a course or program is dependent upon completion of
ni(. .•

3 prerequisite which was previously limited to students of one sex, or if close
- scrutiny reveals that access mechanisms or other administrative arrangements have
' Hfnited the opportunities of any class of students to participate in such prerequisites,
(hen all members of the previously excluded group shall be given the opportunity
to acquire the prerequisites or be allowed to enter the program without such
prerequisites. If it cannot be shown that a prerequisite is essential for success in a
given program, the prerequisite shall be abolished.
3.02 The determination of what courses or units of study are to be required of any
student shall also be made without regard to the race, color, sex, national origin or
religion of that student.
3.03 The scheduling of students into courses or units of study shall not be done on the
basis of sex, color, race, religion or national origin.
3.04 Each student, regardless of race, color, sex, national origin, religion or limited
English-speaking ability, shall have equal rights of access to courses of study and
other opportunities available through the school system of the city or town in which
he or she resides, along with appropriate bilingual instruction and programs or
other curriculum offerings of a supportive nature such as appropriate remedial
programs.
3.05 Nothing in section 3.00 shall be construed to preven’ particular segments of a
program of instruction from being offered separately to each sex when necessary in
order to respect'personal privacy.

3

GUIDANCE4.00 GUIDANCE
4.01 Guidance Counsellors and other personnel shall represent to the students a broad
spectrum of education and career opportunities. Race, color, sex, national origin
and religion sh4ll not be considered as limiting factors in career determination.
4.02 "Career Day" programs and other occupational information shall include
representatives of both sexes and of minority group members in a broad variety of
occupational roles. Schools shall not permit materials, including pictorial repre¬
sentations, to be used to recruit students for employment, including training, that
contain a preference for individuals of a particular race, color, sex, religion or
national origin. Any pictorial representation in such materials, in the aggregate,
shall depict members of both sexes and of minority groups.
4.03 No materials or tests shall be employed for guidance purposes whicfTciiscriminate
and/or limit choices on the basis of race, color, sex, religion or national origin.

622

_

CURRICULA

5.00 CURRICULA
'a'

5.01 The curricula^of all public school systems shall present in fair perspective the
culture, history, activities and contributions of persons and groups of different
races, nationalities, sexes and co.lou..
5.02 All school books, instructional and educational materials shall be reviewed for
sex-role and minority group stereotyping. Appropriate activities, discussions
and/or supplementary materials shall be used to counteract the stereotypes
depicted in such materials.
5.03 School books, instructional and educational materials purchased after the date of
these regulations shall, in the aggregate, include characterizations and situations
which depict individuals of both sexes and of minority groups in a broad variety of
positive roles.
5.04 Each school shall provide equal opportunity for physical education for all students.
Goals, objectives and skill development standards, where used, shall neither be
designated on the basis of sex, nor designed to have an adverse impact on members
of either sex.

4
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CURRICULA ACTIVITIES
6.00 EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
f
6.01 Advantages and privileges of public schools include all extra-curricular activities
made available, sponsored or supervised by any public school. No school shall
sponsor or participate in the organization of outside extra-curricular activities
^

conducted at such school which restrict student participation on the basis of race,
color, sex, religion or national origin. This regulation does not prohibit school
committees from allowing use of school premises by independent groups with
restrictive membership.
6.02 No student shall be denied the opportunity in any implied or explicit manner to
participate in an extra-curricular activity because of the rate, color, sex, religion or
national origin of the student except as provided in section 6.07.
6.03 (Deleted)
6.04 Each school system shall provide a fair distribution of athletic expenditures. Each
school within such system shall provide equal opportunity for male and female
students to participate in intramural and interscholastic sports. Factors considered
in determining equal opportunity shall include budgetary allocations, the propor¬
tion of male and female students in the student body, the number and nature of
activities offered, levels of competition, equipment (including rate of replacement),
supplies, awards, uniforms, facilities, scheduling of games and practice times, travel

-rj.-jr - t;-_

'1j ;'

'

opportunities and allowances, opportunities to receive equitable coaching and
instruction at each level of competition and the availability of services such as
medical and insurance coverage, publicity, clerical and administrative staff,
scouting services and audio-visual aids.
6.0S In developing its athletic*program, a school shall be required to demonstrate good
faith by taking into account determined student interest.

-

*

6.06 Inordert6insurefairdistributionofathleticexpendituresasdefinedinsection6.04,
each school shall indicate in the budget that is reviewed by the school committee
the anticipated expenditure for each interscholastic and intramural athletic activity
and the anticipated student participation in that activity by number and sex.
6.07 A school may establish separate teams for males and females for interscholastic and
intramural competition in a particular sport, provided that the requirements of
section 6.08 are satisfied.
6.08 Teams comprised primarily or solely of persons of one sex shall be granted equal
instruction, training, coaching, access to available facilities, equipment and
opportunities to practice and compete as teams engaged in a similar activity
comprised primarily or solely of persons of the opposite sex.
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6.09 Participation in extra-curricular activities shall be actively encouraged by each
school for both boys and girls and for racial and ethnic minorities. When offering
extra-curricular programs, schools shall take into consideration the ethnic traditions
of the student body. Criteria not related to skill levels which act to exclude members
of one sex or any racial, religious or ethnic group represented in the school from
participation in specific athletic or other extra-curricular activities cannot be
permitted.

7.00 FACILITIES
7.01 Every new school which is to be constructed and every addition to an existing
school or program for modernization of an existing school shall be designed or
planned so as to ensure that the educational opportunities to be offered within that
school following its construction or expansion or reconstruction will be available
equally to all students thereof without regard to the race, color, sex, religion or
national origin of any such student.
7.02 The goal of each school shall be to provide equal numbers of males and females
with those facilities and conveniences within a school which are separated for
reasons of privacy, e.g., showers, locker rooms, changing rooms, toilets and
lavatories. Any school to be constructed shall make such provision and any plan for
the expansion or modernization of an existing school shall include whatever
provision is necessary in order to achieve compliance with this section.

EFFORTS
8.00 ACTIVE EFFORTS
8.01 The school committee of each school district shall establish policies, promote
regulations and procedures, and implement monitoring and evaluation practices
that support and promote affirmative action and stimulate necessary changes to
insure that all obstacles to equal access to school programs for all person regardless
of race, sex, color, national origin, religion or limited English-speaking ability, no
matter how subtle or unintended, are removed. Such policies shall include a
requirement for an annual evaluation of all aspects of the K-12 school program to
insure that all students regardless of race, color, sex, religion or national origin are
given an opportunity to develop skills, competence, and experience, and to receive
appropriate guidance so that they may be able to participate in all programs offered

6
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by the school including athletics and other extra-curricular activities. Special
attention shall be given in this examination to schools and programs in which
students of either sex or of racial or national origin groups p^s«n» inithe
community are markedly under-represented.
8.02 If participation in any school sponsored program or activity has previsouly been
limited to students based on race, color, sex, national origin or religion, then the
school committee shall make active efforts to insure that equal access to all school
sponsored programs or activities be provided within the system.
8.03 It shall be the responsibility of the school committee and the superintendent to
provide necessary information and in-service training for ail school personnel in
order to:
• advance means of achieving educational goals in a manner free from
discrimination on account of race, color, sex, religion or national origin.
• enhance consciousness of the kinds of discriminatory and prejudicial
practices and behavior which may occur in the public schools.
8.04 The superintendent, as an agent of the school committee, shall promote and direct
effective procedures for the full implementation of these regulations, and shall
make recommendations to the committee for the necessary policies, program
changes and budget resource allocations needed to achieve adherence to these
regulations.
8.05 At the beginning of the school year, the superintendent of each school system shall
be responsible for sending to the parents of all school age children, in their primary
language, a notice of the existence of Chapter 622 and its implications. Such notice
shall include the information that all courses of study, extra-curricular activities, and
services offered by the school are available without regard to race, color, sex,
religion or national origin. This notice may be included with other communications
sent to parents by the school system, u^r.
shall provide a translation in requested languages to TOtSt supeiintendents in'
rnrnplyinRwifh ,hif

The superintendent shall inform the community of the

existence of the law and of its implications through newspaper releases or radio or
television announcements.
4'

8.06 The superintendent shall ensure that all students are annually informed in a manner
certain to reach them bf The existence of Chapter 622 and its implications. Students
shall be informed that all courses of study, extra-curricular activities, services, and
facilities offered by the school are available without regard to race, color, sex,
religion or national origin.
8.07 The superintendent of each school system shall make certain that employers who
recruit new employees in and through the schools of that district, do not
discriminate on account of race, color, sex, religion or national origin in their hiring
and recruitment practices within the schools. Before any employer is allowed to
recruit at or through any school, the employer shall be required to sign a statement
that he/she does not discriminate in hiring or employment practices on account of
race, color, sex, religion or national origin.
8.08 Since adults serve as role models for students, school authorities shall utilize adults
in a variety of jobs, and as members of policy making committees, to the extent
consistent with their contractual obligations, without regard to race, color, sex,
religion or national origi...
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8 09 Adults serving on athletic regulatory boards shall fairly represent the interest of
both male and female students.
8 10 Because selective secondary schools have had atypical student bodies in the past,
such selective secondary schools, including but not limited to selective academic
high schools, regional vocational-technical schools apd trade schools, shall admit
qualified applicants of each sex and racial and ethnic groups in numbers
proportionate to the existence of members of such class in the secondary school
population of the geographic area served by that school. After the period for
application to the school has closed, if it is found that qualified applicants of one of
the above classes have not applied in numbers sufficient to maintain this
proportion, qualified students of the other categories may be selected to fill the
remaining' openings.
8.11 Any contributions to a school for activities and monetary awards within or
sponsored by the school or for scholarships administered by the school made after
the effective date of these Regulations by any person, group or organization shall
be free from any restrictions based upon race, color, sex, religion or national origin.
8.12 The opportunity to receive guidance and counselling in a student's primary
language should be made available to students from homes where English is not the
primary language spoken.

_

•

COMPLAINT
PROCEDURE
l-niiiw.iinwnifMiiwimii..
9.00 COMPLAINT PROCEDURE
’ z4
9.01 A parent, guardian or other person or group who believes that c. 76, s. 5 of the
General Laws or these Regulations has been or is being violated, may request a
written statement of the reasons therefor from the responsible School Committee
through the superintendent and may submit a copy of such request to the Bureau of
Filial Frtnrjtinnjl nppwrmmry 0f the Department of Education. If such request is
dlhs.rlt£±)

made, a copy of such request shall be sent by the School Committee to the Bureau
of Equal Educational Opportunity. •

9.02 The School Committee shall respond promptly, but no later than 30 days, in writing
to the complaining party. The School Committee shall also send a copy of
response to the Bureau of Equal Educational Opportunity, sy9.03 The Bureau of Equal Educational Opportunity shall act as the representative of the
Board of Education for the purpose of receiving complaints pursuant to these
Regulations.*
9.04 The Bureau of Equal Educational Uppuuuiiily shall, pursuant to a complaint
received under section 9.01 or on its own initiative, conduct reviews to insure
compliance with c. 76, s. 5 and these Regulations. The School Committee and the
specific school(s) involved shall cooperate to the fullest extent with such review.*
..Jy jtul 1
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9.05 In the event of non-compliance with Chapter 76, s. 5 or these Regulations, the
Board of Education may take such action as it sees fit, including, but not limited to,
withholding of funds or referral of the matter to the Office of the AfTDm^y General
for appropriate legal action.

PRIVATE RIGHT
OF ENFORCEMENT
10.00 PRIVATE RIGHT OF ENFORCEMENT
10.01 Nothing in these Regulations shall abridge or in any way limit the right of a parent,
guardian or person affected to seek enforcement of Chapter 622 of the Acts of 1971
in any court or administrative agency of competent jurisdiction.
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Dear Parent:
An important piece of legislation affecting the public schools was passed in August, 1971.
This law, Chapter 622 of the General Laws, Acts of 1971, is referred to as ‘An Act to Prohibit
Discrimination in the Public Schools.” The law reads as follows:
No person shall be excluded from or discriminated against in admission to a public school
of any town, or in obtaining the advantages, privileges and courses of study of such public
school on account of race, color, sex, religion or national origin.
This law makes it clear that all aspects of public school education must be fully open and
available to members of both sexes and of minority groups. No school may exclude a child
from any course, activity, service or resource available in that public school on account of
race, color, sex, religion or national origin of such child.
On June 24,1975 the state Board of Education approved regulations for Chapter 622. These
regulations address five areas of school policy: school admissions, admission to courses of
study, guidance, course content and extra-curricular and athletic activities.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding Chapter 622 and how it affects your
children, please do not hesitate to contact your local principal or my office. Copies of the
law and the regulations can be obtained from the Massachusetts Department of
1385 Hancock
Hancock
Education?Divisiuii uf Cuniluluin and Instruction, Chapter 6~n .gfojeet,
PmiM» HAS
Street, Quincy, Massachusetts 02169 (617) 770-7540.
•Note to Superintendents: In accordance with regulation 8 0S, this notice may be included with
other communications sent to parents by your school system.

M t.llfiiaBffLCl8Ml«WI«W4|li
Assurance of Compliance with Commonwealth of Massachusetts Regulations under
Chapter 622 of the Acts of 1971 for Employers Recruiting at or through Any Public School

_____hereby affirms
(Name of Employer Organization)
that it is in compliance with Chapter 622 of the Acts of 1971 and ail requirements imposed
by or pursuant to the Regulations issued by the Board of Education, in that

(Name of Employer Organization)
does not discriminate in recruitment, hiring or employment practices on
account of race, color, sex, religion or national origin.
_ Dated
(Employer Organization)
By----(Signature of Authorized Official)

(Mailing Address and Zip Code)
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(Typed Name of Authorized Official)
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MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF EDOCATION REGIONAL CENTERS
For more information please contact the'-Ghapter 622 civil rights
specialist:
Central Mass. Regional Education Center
Beaman Street, Route 140
West Boylston, MA 01583
Telephone:
(617) 835-6266

Greater Boston Regional Education Center
75 Acton Street
Arlington, MA 02174
Telephone:
(617) 641-4870
1 V - ? J~C c

Greater Springfield Regional Education Center
88 Massasoit Avenue
West Springfield, MA 01089
Telephone:
(413) 739-7271

Northeast Regional Education Center
219 North Street
North Reading, MA 01864
Telephone:
(617) 727-0600, 664-5723

Northwest Regional Education Center
Mark Hopkins Hall, Church Street
.-North Adams, MA 01247
Telephone:
(413) 664-4511 Ext. 586

Southeast Regional Education Center
P.O. Box 29
Middleboro, MA 02346
(Lakeville State Hospital, Lakeville, MA)
Telephone:
(617) 947-3240

Massachusetts Department of Education
Division of Curriculum and Instruction
Chapter 622 Project Liaison
1385 Hancock Street
Quincy, MA 02169
Telephone:
(617) 770-7565

1385 Hancock Street

Massachusetts Department of Education
Quincy, Massachusetts 02169

